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ON NOVEMBER 9,1989, 
.. THE COLD WAR 

WAS SUPPOSED TO END. 

IT DIDN’T, 
The landmarks, cities and heartland of America are now t he battlefields 

of World War III, Lead the heroic effort to turn back the Soviet invasion 

and reclaim the homeland—one neighborhood at a lime, o 
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THG BIGGEST CIV •* ^ 
EXPANSION PACK EVER 
The massive universe of 2005's PC Game of the Year just became 

more epic. Sid Meier s Civilization IV: Beyond the Sword delivers 

more core gamepUy and scenario content than any other 

Civ expansion in history. Now we've included everything 

in the world,..and then some. ~ Jl 

New (tdlurei includi* 
Advanced Starts and! 

Corporaitenv 

Massive tntreav in 
Civilisations, leaders, units 

and wondort. 

Gunpowder -influenced 
modern era focus. 

Eleven new scenai ios - 

expect the unexpected 
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Sid Meier's Civilization IV: Beyond the Sword—Beyond anything you've ever seen, 
July 2007 I wvwu.civilization.com 
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HAS BEGUN! 
BETA AND SAVE THE EARTH.. 
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Contents 
What treasures await thee within? 
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14 Editorial 
Ed ito r- i n - c h ief J eff G reen 
welcomes Gears a/ War to the 

PC with open arms. He does the 

same with Fallout 3. and then 

gets radiation poisoning, 

16 Letters 
ts revealing how a game begins 

a cardinal sin? One reader thinks 

so..,and there will be blood.. 

20 Start 
PC gaining gets a bad case of 

colon-itis with Call of Duty 4; 
Modern Warfare, Mercenaries 

2: World in Flames, and Age of 
Empires III: The Asian Dynasties. 

Also: Researchers say videogames 

may be good for your brain,. 

66 Hall of Fame 
It's the first post-Compafer 

Gffmrng World installment of our 

Halt of Fame, where we canon¬ 

ize the very best PC games and 

designers for all eternity. 

Sometimes it pays to wait The PC version of Epic's Xbox 560 blockbuster 

comes with a new multiplayer mode, new campaign missions, and more 

that'll make your console-only friends extremely jealous. 
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72 Reviews 
We play through Hah Jend 

Shadenm/iTr, the first two PC 

games lo utilise Microsoft's 

Games for Windows Live ser¬ 

vice—ard the results arc tcss than 

stellar. We aiso chime in on Lara 

Croft's newest makeover and tour 

Dungeon Runners. NCsoft s free 

tongue-in-cheek Diobte done. 

88 Extend 
Casual-games columnist Robert 
Coffey examine* a few casual- 

gaming websites, while MMO 

mavcn Miguel Lopez discusses 
Wo rid of WarCraft's competitive 

side. Also, Tom and Bruce battle 
to the death in Peggie, Diner 

Dash, a nd' Solitaire. Hey, you 

guys forgot Minesweeper. 

96 Tech 
Don't let your lame PC hard¬ 

ware keep you from enjoying 
the latest games. Ou r Poor 

Man's Guide to Graphics tells 

you what high-tech features to 

turn on (or keep off) with mini¬ 

mal effect on performance. 

102 Greenspeak 
Get your water effects away from 

mel Graphics don't mean diddly 

iif you don't have anything fun for 
Jeff to do in your fancy little game. 

Gomes for Windows; The OfficialMfljda'w Is part of the 1UP Network, which 
also includes lUP.com, £GJVf magazine, GameVideos.com, MyCheats.com, 
GameTab.com, Filef rant com, The 1UP Show, and 1UP Radio. 

THIS ITIONTH ON 
BFW09.1UP.C0m 
Grt more info straight from the mouths of Mark 
Rein and Cliff Bltuiruki on the PC vtriion of 
Grori of War. Pius: Watch videos of some of the 
ci**i**r Line Rider CfiurH* ru*i carnTiuifTrrf. 

GAme INDEX 

31 Age of Empires III: The Asian Dynasties 
20 Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare 
79 Call of Juarez. 
40 The Club 
88 Diner Dash 
7? Dungeon Runners 
20 Fallout 1 
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5£ Gears of War 
7B Halo 2 
36 line Rider 
38 Mercenaries 2: World in Flames 
81 Monster Madness; Battle for Suburbia 
80 Overiord 
30 Peggie 
81 Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End 
81 Resident £vit 4 
74 Shads wrun 
7G Tomb Raider: Anniversary 
79 TrackMania United 
9£ Twilight Struggle 
32 Universe at War: Earth Assault 
92 World of WarCraft 
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BEAR HEAD 
Exclusive preview of the previews inside QVay! A console port that's not going to take five years to get 

here! While Et was frustrating that Epic s Gecrrs of War was an 
Xbox 3GQ-onhy game last year, the good news is that the PC port is 
already well on the way, as detailed in this month's fine cover story 
by Start editor Shawn Elliott. As he always does, Mr. Elliott asks real 
questions in this story, and not just the easy softbalts and ass-kissy [obsequiousness ("Now awesome is your game?l") this industry of 
ours tends to revel in. It helps, for sure, that the guys at Epic are 
so forthright and honest. Folks like Mark Rein and Clfff Bleszinski 

I ^ are, in fact, quote machines: All you have to do is turnon the voice 
■ recorder and off they gor writing your story for you,, with no nervous 
■ PR folks in the background flop-sweating as they try to "control the 

message:1 Check ft out even if shooters aren't your thing—its a great read. 
While we re on the subject of upcoming games, let me also direct your attention to one 

more preview guaranteed to delight and amaze you, or at least make you forget for a few 
moments that you are a mortal being whose life will one day end. f refer to Falhut 3, the 
long-rumored, long-awaited reboot of the legendary RPG series that seemed—what with 
the original design team at Interplay/Black Isle Studios long gone—like it would remain 
gn ice for forever (iRj/toLif 2 game out in 199AJ. When we learned a while hack that the 
franchise was being picked' up by Bethesda Softworks, makers of the sensational The Elder 

Scrolls IV: Obliviort^our 2006 Game of the Year—we were excited, but many questions 
remained Would Bethesda be able to maintain the series' distinct tone arid humor? Would 
they be able to take the gameplay and graphics to a ievel that makes sense for today's gam¬ 
ers? We sent freelance writer (and former QPJVf senior editor) Joe Rybickl out to Bethesda, 
Maryland, to look at the game—and his preview is in this issue. Decide for yourself whether 
to praise or bury the game. 

Finally, while I am in salesman mode, let me remind you once again to join us every 
Tuesday for GfW Radio* our weekly foray into the wacky world of sound. We hear it's 
gonna be big someday! Jump on that bandwagon at podcasts,lUficom, mmmmkay? 

Jet# Green 

Editon in-Chief 

Gomes for Windows: The Official Magazine 
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Lette rs 
This one goes out to you 

LETTER OF THE fTIGNTH 

■ 
tian Spartans 

ght for chicken 
teriyaki hur riles, 

m HISTORICAL INACCURACIES 
The line “Before the reign of baktava, Leonidas dined on Xerxes" (Ancient Wars; 

Sparta review, GFW #S, pg. 7@J is about as historically accural a? George Washington 

skipping a silver dollar across the Potomac. And I thought you actually had to have a 

degree to work for your mag. Bakfava is a Turkish dish. It has about as much to do with 

Greece as Nancy Pelosi [does with] supporting the U.S, troops. While the Greeks have tried 

to claim it as their own, along with marry other things, it is pretty well documented that 

baklava is Turkish. 

Sean Wattles 

SPOILER ALERT 
Sean Molloy is on 

my list and not the 
good one. I've beer a 

faithful Subscriber for 
some time now, all the 

way back to the glory 
d ays when you were 

known simply as CGIV. 

I finally have the moti- 

vatic n to wate [toj 
your mostly harmless 

magazine. It was only 

a few paragraphs into 
the ^roShorfr preview 

({jfW fiB, pg. 22) when a nasty spoiler was burned 

into my brain. And while it wasn't as nearly as cruel 

as an idiot screaming (spoiler alert—Ed] “Snape 

kills Dumb led ore!" out the window of a pass mg car 

to fans outside a bookstore, your unforewarned 

spoiler has ruined at least a small part of I he game 

for me. A bit of vagueness would have been in 

order, or at lest some spoiler warning before you 
basically gave [a] play-by-play of the game's open' 

ing. I understand that this is a preview of game and 
at least some of the information will be revealed, 

but please, leave the details out. And just fora bit 
of payback: In Titanic the ship sinks, in Apollo 13 

they make it back homo safe, in 300 they alt die, 

and Vader is Luke's father. 
Jeff Jankosky 

Come on, your turnabout's not exactly fair 

play, is it? Comparable "payback'1 spoilers 

would have been: "The Titanic launches on 

its maiden voyage, the astronauts of Apollo 

13 are in trouble, in 3GW they all go to war. 

and Voider is chasing after Princess Leia.M The 

(spoiler alert?) plane crash at the beginning of 

Lost wasn't some great secret. 

ONE WORD 
I've got one word for you -. Just one word..., 
Aquadynamie Fish Attractor. 

Howie 

Nicely played. But were you expecting 
Contagious Exquisite Decoder Ring of the 
Nihilistic Crocodile? Vour turn, Howie, 

THE WORLD HAS MOVED ON 
It's nice that the people you interviewed in the 

World of WarCraft cover story (GfW it7. pg. AS) 

.mentioned their favorite areas, bosses, end raids, 

It's too bad that most of these are no longer vis¬ 
ited as the content in The Burning Crusade has 

rendered any and all loot out of these instances 
obsolete in less than three weeks of questing. 
Ragnaros was mentioned two times: As a denizen 

of Molten Core, he gets very few if any visitors 

these days. Onyxia? When was the last time her 

head (never mind Nefarran's head) was seen in 

Orgnmmar or Storm wind? 6 lackwing Lair? AQ40? 

Naxx? Phtttl? Why bother? 

And that is the biggest failing of TBC. In one 
expansion. Blizzard has removed any and all rea¬ 

sons to venture into pre-FBC high-end instances. 

Rick Fortier 

Are you seriously complaining that you never 

have to go back to Molten Core again? Really? 

BACK IN MV DAT 
I'm getting pretty tired of everyone saying how 
Lold“ they are. Jeff Green usually says it three 

times in each issue, and there is usually at least 
one letter from a reader about the “gray-hair 

crowd-' News flash: The people playing the 
games and reading the magazines are all of us 

30- to 5Q-year-olds with the money and time to 

do it So please stop whining, Jeff Green—you 

are rot old, 
Jeff 

Jeff Green replies: "I really need to stop writ¬ 

ing letters to myself like this just to feel bet¬ 

ter. Still, though, thanks Jeff! I think you're 

hot. too/' 

Rearrange the alphabet in to pat tents we hke, and you 

may end up here/ Writs GFWfettea@ziffdaviscom. « 

Spoiler alert! Big Daddy 
protects Little Sisteri 

EflAlb BYTES 
Why would you tell us aboul Reggie? Why?! 

I hale you. 

Anonymous 

l am especially enamored with [your| Free Play sec¬ 

tion, While both Microsoft and Sony have touted 

their [console] services as a haven for independent 

and small-lime development houses, the PC contm- 

uei io serve as the home for a thriving worldwide 

indie game -development community. 

Charles Ellis 

As l sit and watch other gamers play, i notice (heir 

lingers crammed onto arrow keys while still using 

[he mouse in first-person shooters. When 1 inform 

them of the bountiful fruit of WA5D, [hey glare 

and mpl y that they can't rum e mber wh ere to put 

[heir fingers. 

And re mints 
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News, Previews, and Pert Opinion 

V. * 

HEJMWPt 

O "I WOULDN'T SAU WE WERE DVI ,_ 
O tmODERN WARFARE) OFF THE BAT-LIHE. 
0U OH my GOD. NO mORE WORLD WAR II!- 

O BUT IT WAS A NATURAL mOVE FOR US." 
-VINCE 2AITIP0LLA CHIEF CP EATS VE OFFICEP iNFlNfTV WAPD 

SET 
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TftGNflS pfic view 

Fallout 3 
GLJLXLIi&e 

Brain Games Remote 
Viewing 
Will televised video- 
qarne tournaments 

take off in the West? 

How computer games 
are helping research¬ 
ers better understand 
the brain, 

Berhesda busts open 
the bunker. 

• On* good 
deserves another] 
Apparent Iyr gas 
mask unlocks 
counter tear 
gaS upgrade.!. 

How is the contemporary setting shaping 
ywr multiplayer content? 

VZ: Weil, we re able to do a lot more with the 

weapons, for one tiring. As I said, we're introducing 
different attachments to customize your weapons 

with. You can recamouflage gu ns. tweak the way 

they took. And we have high-tech perks, like radar 

jamming and eavesdropping, which rets you hear 

the enemy team's voice chat 

Are you creating new modes to capitalize 
on these changes? 

VZ; We're not ready to divulge all of the multiplay¬ 

er modes right now, since some of them are still 
in testing. We are bringing back some stuff from 

Cali2, though: Team Deathmafch- Free-for-All, 

Search and Destroy, Capture the flag. In addition, 

we're adding different rules over these, so while 
you’ve got CTf. you can also play Hardcore CTF, 

which is our real ism mode. 

<3FV This makes sense on PC. since realism 

mods are $d prolific, right? 

TODD ALDERMAN: Really that^ where it comes 

from. The community always adds that to the game, 
so we're giving it to them straight out of the box. 

Let's tafk about unlockable perks. 

What s the plan? 
VZ: Weti, we're doing good balancing the 

game,-you start with your base classes-all of 

which begin with perks—and. as you level up, 
you get new perks. These change the game, but 

not to the point that a high-level player is clearly 

more powerful than you. So you look at the list 
of possible perks, decide to take this or that, and 

the downside is that you Only get one When you 

pick that perk, you're eliminating the other 1.0 

that you could Ve taken, so it balances itself out 

that way. Same thing with weapons—aP the guns 

and attachments have strengths and weaknesses. 

If you equip a silencer you're not dealing as much 
damage, but then you're not showing up on the 

radar either, 

TA: Yeah, perks are divided into three different 
categories. So, say, the- radar jammer is in the 

same category.,, 

VZ: ...as Stopping Power, which doubles bullet 

damage, or Juggernaut which boosts health. But 
you can only take one for each build, and that's 

where the balance is. 

Are we swapping these in and out 

every time we spawn, or only once when 
we join the server? 

INTERVIEW 

Far example? 

VZ: In one level, an AC-130 [ground attack air¬ 

plane! flies in and saves your ass. Later, you 

get to jump into the gunner's seat and see the 
battlefield in another light, ft adds to the variety 

of gameplay that we're going for. 

Sounds similar to Cati of Duty: United 

Offensive's &-17 bomber mission, though, 

doesn't it? Are Modern Warfare's locations 

rooted in real life? 

VZ: Yeah. Russia is very accurate, and you'll recog¬ 

nize a lot of locations. For the sake of sensitivity, 

(he Middle East is more nondescript- 

You've wanted to move Cafi of Duty 
into a modern contort for a while, yeah? 

VINCE ZAM PELLA: Ideas we floated around 
wouldn't fit in Worfd War II. 3 wouldn't say we were 

dying to do it off the bat—like, *Oh my god, no 
more World War HI"—but it was a natural move 

lor us, We're able to write our own story this time, 
which is something we've always wanted to do. You 

know, with WWII you have to worry about historical 

accuracy, With this, we're able to work in whatever 
locations we wart, whichever characters we want 

to use, Modem weapons let us introduce a lot of 
gun modifications different gadgets—things like 

that. Communication options improve with radio 
and satellite mtel—it allows us to broaden what our 

levels show you and in a believable way. 

Vince Zampella 
CHIEF CREATIVE 
OFFICER. 
CO-STUDIO HEAP 

Jason West 
PROJECT LEAD, 
CO-STUDIO HEAP 

Todd Alderman 
MULTI PLAYER LEAD 
DC SIGNER 

PUBLISHER. ActhHtfon DEVELQCtR Infinity Wind GENRE: Fkit-Ftfien Shoctar RELEASE DATE Fill 2007 

WORLD WAR NEW 
Infinity Ward talks Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare multiplayer 
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VZ: When you join. You're allotted slots with the 
ciass you create, and you can change what goes 

in them from outside the game. Once you join a 
server, though, you're committed to that class. You 

can create five different classes and can change 
whatever you want while in the men us or lobby. 

TA: Make an offensive guy, a flag runner,.., 

\/Z: Absolutely, it all depends on the modes you 
prefer playing. 

Any medic-tike loadouts? 

VZ: Not healing or reviving. We do have the last 
Stand perk, though—instead of dying instantly, 

you drop down and pull out your prstof before you 

bleed out. There's Martyrdom, where you drop a 

grenade as you die. 

You want to reward people who play 

over and over again, Hgw confident are you in 
your ability to avoid scenarios where first-time 

players are facing pros who have the added 

advantage of perks? 

VZ: Juggernaut and Stopping Power are some of 

the starling perks. Ybu get the ones that offer an 

advantage right at the beginning. We've been bal¬ 

ancing this thing for over a year now. 

Can you choose to play on ' pure'' servers 
with no perks whatsoever? 

VZ: Yeah. We'll have ranked and unranked servers. 
Unranked games are completely customizable. 

: Arc you paying much attention to other 

multiplayer shooters with similar systems? 

Specifically, Suffleffeld 2J42, 
TA: Yeah, I've played pretty much every mul¬ 

tiplayer game. You see what wo*ks and what 

doesn't work, Die hards who play all day and all 
night will get rewards, just not ones that unbal¬ 

ance the game. It’s like you can pimp yourself out 

with a gold AIM?..., 

vz: ...scopes for your assault rifle, sights, silencers, 

fore grips to stabilize your weapon. 

: You ca n carry only two weapons at on ce? 

VZ: Yeah, you get one primary weapon—an 

assault rifle, submachine gun. sniper rifle, what¬ 

ever—and a sideamr Attachments work with 
pistols, too. Then there's the Dual Wreld perk, 

which lets you swap out the pistol for a second 

primary weapon. You sacrifice Stopping Power or 

Juggernaut, but you're packing two weapons. 

What about lifting weapons off of 

dead opponents? 

VZ: Yes, so if someone has a supercool custom¬ 

ized xveapon, you can use it until you die and 

kind of preview potential unlocks- 

Why no vehicles? They worked welt m 
Coti of Duty: United Offensive. 

TA: Maps with vehicles tend to be larger, where 
the fighting is less centralized and., it's just not as 

intense, not the experience weVe going for. 
vz- What we're doing with air sup port, the sir- 
strikes and helicopters, gives us the same feeling 

that something big is going on but without the 

problems that vehicles introduce: too much travel¬ 
ing, too many guys lighting to fay the helicopter.... 

GF Can you shoot down the helos that oppo¬ 
nents call in? 

VZ: Yeah, but rocket launchers aren't perfectly 

accurate. The longer the shot, the more your 

rocket wavers on the way in, so it's not exactly easy 
You'll see lots of cool scenes where a chopper's 

coming in and everyone's shoaling rockets, with 

smoke trails everywhere. 

And those smoke trails tell the enemy 

where you're firing from. What other cool 

moments are emerging? 

VZ; OK, we're fighting in this hallway and One 

of my buddies drops down* pistols fiFing, in Last 

Stand. He hits one guy and knocks him into Last 

Stand, and they're fighting from the floor, 

TA: A three-kill streak gives you radar and, if you'iu 
fast enough, a five-kill Streak gets you an airstrike. 

BE! - GATHES FOi? WINDOWS THE OTFIQ AL mAGAZ'*C 



So you use the radar information to designate the 
airstnka, jets fly in, drop their cluster bombs—and 

with that, a seven-kill streak gets you the helrcopter. 

G Are your multiple ye r maps largely 

reworked from existing campaign assets 
and locations? 

v2: We've rnade original maps just for multiplayer 
and we've pulled some stuff from single-player. This 
time around, we've even had times where we've 
taken single-player stuff from the multiplayer. 

Were destructible environments and/or 

a cover system ever in the design document? 

TA: Cars blow up, and the wreckage serves 

as cover.,,, 
VZ: Cover is important We don't want to leave 

a bare landscape for firelights, But we also have 

bullet-penetration properties—you can shoot 
through walls and wood fences. 

Are all interior props still glued into 

postion the way they were in Cult of Duty, or 

will grenades blow them around? 

VZ: Yeah, you throw a grenade into a room, and 

lamps and whatnot go (lying. 

JASON WEST: During prototyping, we tried a 

destructible system. Walls broke away from build¬ 

ings, everything blew up, top to bottom, and it 

was fun for like the first minute of a firelight. But 
after shredding these buildings, you'd just waEk 

through two-by-fours and the gameplay just 
broke down. We wound up throwing that out. 

No man's land: That might work with 
few players and a no-res pawn rule. Hacking 

was pervasive in the PC version of Calf Of 

Duty Z. Eventually you added Punk Buster 
cheat prevention, and players circumvented 

that almost immediately. 

VZ: We will have anticheat out of the box. I can't 
say what right now, but we're committed We also 

support ranked servers, which track things.... 

And the Killcam almost always gives 

cheaters away. Maybe It’s not so much that 

Call of Duty 2 attracted more cheaters than 

most games, but that we could confirm 
our suspicions. 

TA: You just made Jason's day today. [Laughs] 

JW: You get the prize for appreciating that. 

TA: And Killcam shows you perks. $o say you're 

shooting someone and it's like, damn it, this 

guy just won t go down. Then in the Killcam 

you see that he's using Juggernaut and Iron 

Lung perks, 

JW; Iron lung lets him hold his breath longer 

While sniping, SO he's a SOM of supercamper. I’m 

a sucker for asymmetric balance, so I love the 
create-a-class stuff. 

Back to the single-player: You've said 

that everything, including exposition, works 

from first-per son perspective? How thor¬ 
oughly are you integrating narrative with 

rat-a-tat gam?play? 

JW: Only the movies in between levels are 
r or interactive. Otherwise, exposition and story 

are integrated with gameplay, 

VZ: For example, you're in a Blackhawk heli¬ 

copter, belted in—that's how we impose some 
control on the situation. You're free to look 

around, only you're in a fixed place. 

JW; Or in the coup sequence...guys have got 
your arms and are dragging you out of the 

palace. This isn't a cut-scene, They throw you 

In the back of a car and bain a gun on you. 
You're trapped there, looking around as they 

drive you off to assassinate you. You're help¬ 

less, but you're playing. 

Are you designing with downloadable 

content or expansion packs In mind? 

VZ: We will support this game We don't 

have any plans in place, though, not tike 

‘three downloadable maps in February' or 
something, Shawn Elliott 

bfw Tupccrr - 23 
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The next scientific revolution will be digitized—videogames 
have infiltrated the front lines of medical research 

'RENDS 

QYour brain's a curious thing. Somehow that squi&hy unremarkable blob manages to keep your heart pumping and your pancreas 

doing whatever it does while also overseeing the virtual framework of the mind. How exactly the brain does all this has puzzled 

researchers for centuries, and scientists have relied on everything from drills to electroshock therapy to unlock its secrets. 

Now the bratniacs have brought in the big guns: videogames. 

In recent years, scientists have turned to games as a tool in neurological research. Some psychologists use games to explore and decode 

the mind-body connection, deciphering the roots of depression or how the visual system works. Others use games to diagnose and treat 

emotional disorders like anxiety or post-traumatic stress disorder. 
So what is It about videogames that makes them so appealing to researchers? "There's just so much creativity in the game industry" 

says Skip Rizzo, a clinical psychologist at the University of Southern California and director of the school's Virtual Environments Lab. "If 
we can just funnel a fraction of that into things that have some social relevance beyond entertainment, we can really take [computer 
games] to great heights. We could revolutionize psychology." We talk to three researchers trying to do just that.* Lara Crigger 

- - 

TREATING 
POST-TRAUmATIC 
STRESS DISORDER 

A h«d-nHHinti«l display re¬ 
created traumatic memories 

for 1h*r*p*utlr pu i-poifrt 

I Fa videogame looks Tike Iraq, sounds like Iraq, 
and even smells like Iraq, does it still count as a 

game? Maybe not, thinks Rizzo. Maybe it could 

be more. 

sitting at a control panel tailors the terrain down 
to the smallest detail from the time of day to 

the number of pedestrians, in order to better 

mimic patients’ specific memories, The setup 

fut elements, like screaming insurgents, nearby 
■explosions, and wounded bodies. Eventually, 

with practice, patients are able to confront their 
worst memories without anxiety. "IfS because you 

Rizzo and! his colleagues have spent years devel¬ 

oping a virtual reality therapy called Virtual Iraq, 

designed to re habilitate returning veterans suffer¬ 

ing from post-traumatic stress disorder {PTSDJ, 
According to current estimates, PTSCt an anxi¬ 

ety disorder that results from exposure to fife- 

threatening events, affects as many as 20 percent 
of Iraq and Afghanistan war veterans. But treating 

the disorder is difficult due to the military stigma 

attached to touchy-feely 'talk" therapy. 
Virtual Iraq takes a different approach, instead 

allowing vets to literally step inside their trau¬ 

matic memories via a virtual environment based 

off Pandemic Studios’ Full Spectrum Warrior. 

Patients view a 3D rendition of the Iraqi landscape 

in a head-mounted display, while the therapist. 

also includes vibration mechanisms and a smell 

box, which pumps eight distinct aromas into a 

subject's nose, such as cooked lam b, burning rub¬ 

ber, body odor, and ratting garbage. The point is 

to make it real—scary real “We take a lot of feed- 

lack from people who were in Iraq," says Rizzo, 

“[as well asj the clinicians who listed to what 
those soldiers had to say." 

Usually patients start off slowly, to his or her 

first session, a vet might just stand outside a 
Humyee, with no engine sounds, passengers, or 

even raads Included. But that simple scenario is 

enough lo make many PTSD sufferers anxious. 

Gradually, however; the person acclimates to 

that scene, and when they become comfortable 

enough, the therapist Introduces more stress - 

introduce stimuli that's more provocative, that 

rarses anxiety level s, but at a manageable pace," 

explai ns Rizzo. 

Recently, Virtual Iraq entered clinical testing at 
10 research facilities. “We re just now starting to 

get the results," says Rizzo, Four people have com- 
pleted the full course of treatment he says, and 
in three of those case studies, patients completely 

overcame their PTSD. 
Rizzo wants to improve the simulation enough 

so it could be used as an assessment tool to 

determine which returning vets might develop 

PTSD. "Instead of just throwing questions at them 

when they get off the plane, we can have soldiers 

try out this scenario;' he says. "We want to evolve 

it into a comprehensive research program." 
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mPROVING VISION 
Forget carrots.: now videogame*, can improve 

your vision, too. According to a new study from 
the University of Rochester, playing action-based 

videogames, particularly first-person shooters 

Can beef up your feeble eyes by strengthening 
your ability to resol ve visual clutter. 

How well we can pick out One object from 

many is a Crucial component in our visual sys¬ 

tems. "If you have a be tier ability to resolve 

clutter, you’ll be able to read smaller text" 

explains Daphne Bavelier, associate director of 

the Rochester Center for Brain Imaging and lead 

researcher on the project, It's also the same skill 

S 
that helps a gamer distinguish enemies from 

allies or headerabs from scientists. mWe think 
action videogames actually force the visual 

system to extract information from the visual 

scene more efficiently." 
Saveli er and Shawn Green, her PhD candidate, 

gave 32 nongamers a visual acuity test in which 

subjects pick out the orientation of one I sur¬ 

rounded by other Is, The subjects were then ran¬ 

domly divided into two groups: one that played 

Unseat Tournament 2004 for 3D hours, and 

another that played Tetris for the same amount 

of lime, Afterward, the subjects were given the 

eye test again. The Unreal players showed a 20 
percent improvement on their scores. 

Bavelier believes that. Unreel improved subjects' 

vision because the game requires constant focus 

and attention, "You're on the edge all the time." 
she says. "1bu never know when or where things 

are genng to happen," That visual uncertainty, she 

says, drives the brain to improve ils neural path¬ 
ways so it can keep pace with the action, 

Terris, on the ether hand, doesn't feature the 

same kind of visual uncertainty in its gamepiay; 
even though it too requires fast reflexes and 

good hand-eye coordination. It's not particularly 
demanding for the visual system” says Bawlier. 

"You have one object to interact with." 
But the changes experienced by the Unreal 

players were in their minds, says Bawl ier, not 
their eyes. "Were not going to put LensjCrafters 

out of business here," she says, Eyes with physi¬ 
cal defects wifi remain bad eyes, no matter how 

many videogames you might play, 

Instead, she hopes to one day apply this 
reseanch in a prototype for visual rehabilitation 

soFtware, Patients with reduced or low-level vision 

problems like amblyopia (lazy eye) could use pro¬ 
grams that mimic FPSes to teach their brains how 

to recognize objects more efficiently. 

Bawlier is expanding her research into other 

genres, “It's not that we're invested in action 

videogames, We're invested in changing vision“ 

UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION 
Beware, depression: hteda Gould is here to kkfc ass and chew bubble gum, 

and she's all out of gum. 
She and her colleagues at the National Institute of Mental Healths Mood 

and Anxiety Disorders Program used a modified version of Duke Nukem 3D 
to explore the underlying factors behind clinical depression (ns if waiting 

for Duke Nukem Forever weren't depressing enough]!. 

Clinical depression, a debilitating cocktail of lethargy, anxiety, and over¬ 

whelming sadness, strikes, about 21 million adults in America each year. The 
exact causes are still unclear, but recent research suggests that there's a link 

between depression and the size of the hippocampus, a seahorse-shaped 

squiggle in the brain that regulates mood, memory, and spatial navigation. 

Depressed patients have considerably smaller hippocampi than healthy 

people, but "we donl know if that's a cause of the depression, or some¬ 

thing that happens after an individual becomes depressed" says Gould, 

To better understand that chicken/egg relationship,, Gould's team tested 
30 people who- suffered from depression and bipolar disorder—plus 19 

people who didn't—to see how well they could remember their way 

around a. 3D virtual town.The researchers used a bare-bones version of 
Duke Nukem 3D stripped of Its characters, enemies, and missions, with only 

the map itself left intact As users navigated the simplified environment, 

screenshots of specific locations—such as a bar or a cathedral—would pop 
up. When players went to that spot in the game, they'd receive a new desti¬ 

nation to find, like a visual scavenger hunt. 

After a short training session to familiarize themselves with the map, test 

subjects had to find as many destinations as they could within two three- 

minute trial runs. Three days later, they returned to the lab and performed 

the same task again, but this lime with different destinations. 

• CKitfcuSy depressed subjects performed poorly when asked to 
remember their way around a rudimentary Duke Nukem ID map. 

The healthy group had no trouble recalling the layout of the tOwng on 

average: they found 3.S locations within the allotted time period. But the 

depressed patients scored far worse, finding an overage of only 2A loca¬ 

tions, In addition, the more severely depressed the subject, the worse he or 
she performed on the test That suggests the game, or at least the Idea of 

navigating a 3D environment, could be used to identify the exact degree of 

depression in affected patients. 
But Gould says Duke Nukem has a long way to go before it could be 

used as a diagnostic tool, in its current form, the simulation doesn't pro¬ 

vide enough information for any in-depth analysis. 'Depression varies 

from individual to individual' she says. "There's a lot of heterogeneity 

within the disorder; and we wouldn't want, to miss that by simplifying 

things down too much," 
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Bethesda resurrects yesterday's world of tomorrow 
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PREVIEW 

“War. War never changes/ These words are 

a trademark of the Folfout series. From its spec¬ 

tacular beginning to its embarrassingly opportu¬ 

nistic spin-offs. Gravel-voiced Ron Perlman delivers 
the lines with $ worfd-weary gravity form-fit to the 

Weak setting of this retro-futunistm; postapocalyptic 

future, while mellow oldies noodle in the back¬ 
ground. exemplifying the series' black humor 

The funny thing is, war does change. It changed 

when Fallout 2 introduced bizarrely out-of-place 
pop-culture references. It changed when fallout 
Tactics streamlined the game to nothing Pulwar. It 

changed when Brotherhood of Steel (Xbox and PS2J 

foisted its hack-n-slash atrocities upon an unsus¬ 
pecting public 

And it's changing again with Fallout 3. With new 

developer Bethesda applying its Eider Scrolls experi - 
ence to the now-classic series, the game can't help 

but be a departure from what we've seen before. 

But here's the thing: In many ways, it's chang¬ 

ing bock—back to the onginal vision of a serious 

rofe-playing game set in the gnm remains of an 

ironically optimistic world. Back to the complex 

story and characterization Tactics and Brotherhood 
of Steel forsook. And bock to the dark humor and 

legitimately oefutt themes the series slowly edged 

away from, 

SETTING THE TONE 
Executive producer Todd Howard cites character 
and story development, 'BQs-influenced, world- 

of-tomorrow style, and 'funny violence" as key 
features the new team is attempting to evoke with 

fallout 3. “Fallout j, in particular, is our model, or 
our tone setting,' for this game," he says. "Toctrcs 

and Brotherhood of Steef-—we pretty much ignore 

their existence, much in the same way I ignore 

Aliens 3 and 4* 
Howard further explains the tone: 'Picture the 

[future] as they saw it in the 1950s. but that world 

has been nuked, and its a hundred years after that” 
imagine the unlikely mix of optimism and paranoia 

that characterized ihe "SOs, frozen in time by a 

civilization-crippling nuclear war. Bulbous-headed 

robots and nuclear-powered cars exist alongside 

vacuum-tube radios and war-bonds posters. Now 

iimagine groups of survivors living in town-sized 

fallout shelters called vault! with little or no contact 
with the outside world. It's a complex, fascinating 

premise, and unquestionably one of the primary 

reasons the series has drawn in so many fans, most 

especially thanks to the designers'commitment to 

this retro-futuristic theme in every aspect q( the 

game's story, setting and interface. 
Aside from these fundamental ideas of setting 

and tone, plenty of specifics in FoNout 3 remain 

faithful to the original games, The game begins 
30 years after the events of Foilout 2 in Vault 101 

which sits amid the radioactive wasteland sur¬ 
rounding Washington, D.C. The important point 

here is that no one ever leaves Vault 101. Ever. 
You're born there and you die there. Except, one 

morning during your 19th year, you wake up to 
find that your father (voiced by Liam Wesson) has 

left the vault. Now you need to find out why—a 
quest that takes you out of the vault after him. and 

leads to the primary story oF the game, 

Other Familiar elements include creatures (such as 

deathdaws, radscorpions, and two-headed cows), 

perks (unique bonus abilities earned as you level 

up), the SPECIAL stat system (strength, perception, 

endurance, charisma, intelligence, agility and luck}, 

and the Pip-Soy (model 3fflG!) personal manage¬ 

ment system, which tracks stats inventory, weap¬ 

onry and so or. 

THE OBLIVION FACTOR 
But of course, this is no simple retread of the ear¬ 
lier games. For example, the D.C. setting allows for 

a striking variety of new locations and characters, 

from wasteland shantytowns to the bombed-out 

monuments of the capital, Finked together by one 
vast subway system that presents its own unique 

challenges. And gone is the venerable isometric 
viewpoint, replaced by a first-person, view that 

permits meticulous exploration of the game's sink¬ 
ing retro-futuristic technology. [In addition, a fully 

customizable third-person view can shift from a 
close-up, over-the-shoulder setting to a much 

more distant overhead perspective evoking the 

original games,) 

Comparisons to Bethesda'S blockbuster Oblivion 

art inevitable—and not entirety unfounded, Folfout 

3 does use a modified version of the Oblivion 

engine: it does share the first-person perspective; 

it does feature a wide-open world that you're 

free to explore 3t your own pace. But don't make 

the mistake of thinking this is just Oblivion in the 

future, with guns and radiation and two-headed 

cows. Fallout 3 looks to be a dramatically more 

focused experience turning Oblivion's staggering 

breadth on edge; in other words, expect this game 
to be deeper than it is wide. and. in its targeted 

4Q hours of play, far more Focused than Bethesda'S 

previous efforts. > 

Or COmPARISONS TO BETHESDA'S BLOCH- 
rb BUSTER OBLIVION ARE INEVITABLE-AND. 

n° TO BE FAIR. NOT ENTIRELY UNFOUNDED. 
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This is due in part to a much narrower east 

of characters, 'Oblivion has 1.S00 MFCs" says 
Howard. "With Fallout we're dealing with a few 

hundred, which makes it much easier to con¬ 
struct those characters and how they're going 

to behave. It's not just people walking around, 
eating or sleeping, or things that you don't see 

[anymore]: we found tots of good ways to get 

[unique! behaviors all onscreen, Plus, the con¬ 

versation system—what they do and what they 
say—is very unique, for almost every character, 

So, focusing on characters is a very big priority to 

us.’ This means that you won't run into anything 

like those awkward moments in OWrVm where 

you overhear a husband and wife discussing the 

burgeoning population of mudcrabs with bizarre 

formality, Character models vastly improved from 

those of Oblivion complement the conversation 

system. Cone are the blotchy, vaguely reptilian 

features- characters in Fallout 1 are dramatically 
more lifelike in appearance and animation. 

LIVE FREE DR PIE 
Bethesda's dedication to a greater degree of 

moral freedom for the player complements the 

complexity of its MFCs. 'We're supporting choic¬ 

es for good and evil," says lead designer Emil 

Pagliarulo (the man responsible for Oblivion s 

Dark Brotherhood quest line), 'but we're also 

taking pains to Sup pod choices for the neu¬ 

tral, making sure (hose are valid character 

choices and that you can play in that gray area 
where you’re not the knight in shining armor 

or the really evil bastard—you're somewhere 

in between, with all the moral ambiguity that 

comes with that," 
This concept of true moral choice permeates 

every aspect of the game, Howard contends. 

'With each character, I can be a dick, or I can 

be a good guyf he says, ' We try to treat every 
character in the game that way, The whole game 

is: How do you want to role-play? What kind of 

characterdo you want to be?" While you won't 
break the game by pissing off the. locals, you can 

miss out on certain storylines—and, presumably, 

your behavior toward MFCs will affect which of 

the game's multiple endings you’ll achieve, (The 
designers hint at nine to 12 possible endings.) 

The hard choices begin at the moment of 

birth. 'We were very interested in this idea from 
the first game," Howard says, "where they say, 

■You've lived your whole life in the vault,' and 

then they kick you out Well, let's do that. Let’s 

make the player feel like he's lived his whole life 

in the vault. So the game actually starts when 

you're a baby, and flashes through various peri¬ 
ods of your life in the vault." You'll jump through 

the years of your life in the vault, witnessing 
significant events like your IQth birthday (when 

you receive your own Pip-floy), your 16th year 
{when you take the generalized occupational 

aptitude test, or GOAT, which helps determine 

your in-game skills), and of course the inexpli¬ 
cable departure of your father—whose physical 

appearance, incidentally, is dynamically gener¬ 

ated based on the appearance of your own cre¬ 

ated character. 

WAR CHANGES 
This depth extends to the complex combat sys¬ 

tem, which riffs off that of the previous games 
by allowing you to target specific areas of your 

enemy's body in order to achieve specific goals: 
slowing your enemy by aiming for its legs, 
for example, or disarming it by aiming for its 

weapon. Tap a button and your viewpoint zooms, 

in on the enemy, showing relative health of each- 
segment as well as your chances of hitting it. 

CL HOUR WEAPON IS ALFHOST A SEPARATE 
CD CHARACTER. WITH ITS OWN HIT POINTS 

0° AND CUSTOmiZABLE OPTIONS. 
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with the amount of information governed by 

your perception statistic. 
Your choice of weapon affects these stats, tin 

fact, your weapon is almost a separate character, 
wtth its own hit points and customizable options. 

A weapon in poor shape will fne less quickly, 
spray shots more widely, and jam more often— 

problems that you can counteract by scavenging 

parts from similar weapons. Going a step fur¬ 

ther, Bethesda also reveals that you'll be able to 
build your own weapons, though the designers 

declined to go into detail at this stage. 

But don't make the mistake of thinking combat 
in Fallout 3 is a run-and-gun affair By zooming 

in on target areas, you can queue up attacks like 

in a turn-based RPG, choosing between sensitive 

areas that are harder to hit or easy targets that 

might not incapacitate your enemy as quickly. 

You don't fiqve to use this "action point' system, 

but even if you're Fighting in real time, the sys¬ 
tem will select targets and hit percentages based 

on, your character's and weapon's stats—not 

on the speed of your lugger finger, "We don't 
necessarily want to reward twitch play" explains 

Howard. *We want to reward roleplaying your 

character well," 

BACK TO THE BEGINNING 
Fallout 3rs diverse moral choices and variety of 

possible endings should encourage multiple play- 

throughs. For example: in the demo we witnessed, 

Howard exited the vault and came upon a city 
built around an ostensibly inert nuclear bomb. 

He visited a saloon where a shady character hired 
hum to detonate the bomb. Later, we watched the 

entire city vaporized—in real time—from a safe 
distance. But the player could just as easily have 

reported the shady character to the local sheriff, 

defused the bomb permanently, and become a 

hero to the townsfolk. You'll also encounter a 
multitude of less earthshaking choices., including 
the option to hire mercenaries to back you up in 

your tops across the wasteland, a much-acclaimed 
feature of the first two games (though this time 

you can expect less control over your hired help's 

behavior than Fallout 2 offered). 

faking on the stewardship of a classic franchise 

is a weighty task, made even more difficult by 

the poor reception pf the two most recent titles 

in the senes, Foflout fans have been hoping for 
a satisfying sequel for nearly a decade row and 

have found little but disappointment. People 

really like [filfloufj," Howard says, "and they've 
had a lot of folks telling them. 'Here's the next 

game in the franchise, and you're going to love 

it." And the last two (games] don't have the heart 

of the series in mind, At the end of the day, I 

think they just want us to treat [the series] with 

respect, to lake it seriously, because they take it 

seriously. And we dp, top.' Joe Fly hick i 
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FHStart \ Roger Action Interview 

SUPPORT YOUR 
LOCAL FmV ACTOR 
Are 3D graphics putting bad actors out of work? 

INTERVIEW 

Roger Adi on is an actor who made a 

career out of starring in full-motion video 
(FMV) tides. Th«e games were a combination of 

recorded movies and gamelike interaction that 

had limited success in the '90s not only on PCs 
but also on consoles and in arcades. Roger has 

made it his goal to keep this struggling genre 

alive, and he joined us for this fare interview, 

GFW: Tell us about what you're doing to 

help FMV games, Mr, Action. 

ROGER AC i ION: I started a nonprofit organi¬ 

zation to help support FMV actors. I called it 

K.A.B.L.A.A.M., which i plan on making into an 

acronym as soon as I can come up with cool 

words that start with those letters. Basically, 

what we do is encourage companies to hire and 

provide benefits for FMV actors and actresses 

in their games, as opposed to robots or graph¬ 
ics and whatnot. With your help, we can make 

sure the next Corpse differ or the next Pi!-Figbier 

comes to be. 

Aren't y-Ou worried that 3D modeling 

and rag-doll physics have made your indus¬ 

try obsolete? 
RA: Can rag-doll physics appear, as if from 

nowhere, right in your face with a pipe wrench? 
Can rag-doll physics drive their kids to soccer 

practice and still make it to the photo studio in 
time to film themselves dying up to one dozen 

different ways? I tell you what—if a 3D model 
were here fight now, we'd see how well polygons 

stand up against an orange belt in Shorin-ryu 

ksratei Cho! 

For readers unfamiliar with your 

wodc, what are some of the highlights of 

your FMV career? 

RA;: I got my start as the second assistant caterer 

in Sierra's Phcrnfosmagona, and I parlayed that 

into a role as a space pirate in Space Pirates. Later 

in my career. I won two Daytime FMV Awards for 
my work as a forklift driver in Crime Patrot and 

as Gallagher's stunt double in Gallagher's Gallery, 

both by American Laser Games. Did you hear 
that? American Laser Games! 

Some say the FMV genre has been 

dead for over 10 years. Others say, "Those 

five or six games count as a genre?" How do 

you respond to those critics? 

RA: Maybe you're not listening. It really said 

that on my paycheck: American Laser Games! 

Until Hulk Hogan starts a videogame studio 
called Me Riding a F*‘*ing Sear, that will be 

floger Action site hosts 
(and is a contestant on) 
his own Vo »T u be -based 

videogame quiz show. 

the toughest name for a game company ever. 

Hold on..,note to self: Start production on 

Rocky HI hologram adventure game starring 
the film's actors set in the time of Dracula. OK, 

where were we? Oh, yes, I was talking about 

how I went to somersault school with three of 
the siuntmem from The Beast Wffhfli: A Gabriel 

Knight Mystery. 

it difficult work, acting for cut- 

scenes and digitized action sequences? 

RA: 'Difficult"? Try "the most difficult.' For 

example, there was a light-gun shooter where 
I had the role of a man jumping «n front of the 

camera screaming, 'Don't—ARRGGHHHH!" 

During production, I had to go back in and film 
a second take for when the player doesn't actu¬ 

ally shoot me. In this one. I had to read the line 

in full: 'Don’t shoot1 I'm just a guy leaping at 

you during a gun fight!" Do you think a rag-doll 
physics can convey the emotional depth of a line 

like that? No„ because a rag-do 11 physics doesn't 
know it's going to die! 

I'm glad you brought that particular 

rote up. A lot of the characters you play are 

non combatants leaping into a shooter's line 
of fire. Are you worried about being typecast? 

RA; When you've seen what I've seen,, you only 

worry about one thing in life: men disguised as 
women. So lhe long answer is 'no“ I think I bring 

Something unique to each performance, even 

impossibly stupid target-recog nit ion chalFenges. 
For exampte. when I'm portraying an innocent 

warehouse employee who jumps in front of the 

player's gun, I try to die with regret in my eyes, 

yel with the essence of grim acceptance, As 
opposed to when I play the part of a masked 

robber, where I try to die to the left. My goal is 

to one day have s classical-theater background. 

How can people at home get involved 

in your cause? 

RAj Boycott any products that don't feature digi¬ 

tized actors. This includes games, films,, yogurts, 

and magazines. Send a message that videogames 

about the hit comedian Gallagher don't have to 
be a thing of the past, Remember Sewer Shark? 

Don't let aur children grow up without a Sewer 

Shark of l heir own. Sean baby 

Adfott tn Ofw po*nof. 

Rogu Action In Crime Patrol, toe. 
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ABE OF EmPIRES III HEADS EAST 
Brian Reynolds and Big Huge Gaines take on a big, huge franchise 
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En While it's no big 

f j| * iSM surprise that another 
I *-v. ■%, f Age of Empires Iff expand 

sign is on the way'—2 mil’ 

* ,4C mm* lion copies sold guarantees 
franchise longevity—the 

recently announced As^cwr 
DyniWtj'es expansion did 

throw us for a couple of loops. The first is that for 
the first time in the franchise's history. Ensemble 

Studios isn't developing the game (they're too busy 
betraying us with Halo Wars for the Xbox 360). 

Instead, they've turned over the reins to Big Huge 
Games makers of the fljse of Natans games and 
Colon for Xbox Live Arcade. The second surprise is 

that while both the original Age 0/ Empires tit and 

the first expansion were set m the New World, the 
new game, as the title makes dear, shifts the action 

way over to Asia, trading the Native American Civs 

for three new ones. Japan, China, and India. 

We caught up with &ig Huge Games' head horn 

cho Brain Reynolds to pick his brain, 

How much of the design In Asian 

Dynasties is yours, and how much—if any¬ 

thing—is being supplied by Ensemble? Do you 

have freedom to do what you want and veer 
away from core gameplay? 

BR: For us. it's kind of like getting to be the 

"special guest director" on an episode of our 

favorite TV show. We've trued to give the game 

Our own unique "Big Huge Games" spin while 

at the same time staying true to the spent of the 

original game and the Age of Empires franchise. 

Obviously, Ensemble has been very kind to let 

us play in their sandbox, so we don't want to let 

1 hem down. Occasionally, something comes up 

where there's a question, like 'does this fit with 

the Age universe?" and we all discuss it together. 

Really. 1 hough, both sides have pretty much 
been in agreement about where we want this 

expansion to go all along. 

GFV How satisfying is ft, though, really, to 

work on a game that is based on someone 

else's rules and gamephy? As opposed to 

developing your own game from scratch? 
BR: It's actually fun and refreshing and education¬ 

al. When you use someone else's tools, you get a 
perspective on the way they chose to solve par¬ 

ticular problems, and sometimes that's completely 
different from the way you're used to solving it. 

OK, well, Asian Dynasff'es? WTF? 
Age of Empires til has been set in the New 

World—how is the Campaign going to present 

the move East? And what happens to all the 
Native American units? 

BR: Age of Discovery, baby' Where were the 

Europeans sailing to when they weren't headed 

to the New World? 

GF Wo flunked history. 

BR: The Far East1 Where did Columbus want lo 
go when he accidentally found the New World? 

GFVU: Disneyland? 
BR; Chinal So all of our new maps represent parts 

of eastern and southern Asia—Honshu. the Silk 

Road, Indochina. Vou'vegot the Europeans arriving 

in Asia, blunging both opportunity and conflict, and 

you've got rivalry between the Asian powers them¬ 

selves. Most of the single-player campaign takes 

place in Asians well, though Gavin Monies [author 
of 1421' The tear China Discovered the WorldJ fans 

will be happy to know we have a brief nod to the 
idea of a Ming ireasuie ship finding the New World. 

What is Big Huge Games bringing to the 

scries as fares gameplay innovation goes? 

SR: Welt, first of all, several classic Age of Empires 
J? features are 'returning in style," including 

Wonders. All three Asian civilizations build unique 

Wonders whenever they want to "age up.* Each 
Wonder provides a lasting benefit or ability in 

addition lo a one-time bonus, WeVe also intro¬ 

duced 3 new Asian building called the Consulate, 

which represents the opportunity lo ally with one 
of the European powers, The Asian nations had 

silk, spice, and tea that the Europeans desper¬ 
ately wanted, so we allow Asian civilizations to 

exchange these exports for European units and 
technologies. Each Asian civilization can ally with 

certain European nations, and Japan has a unique 
"isolatton" option. Finally, there are lots of little 

features such as [the] Japanese Daimyo. [which is] 

perhaps Use most strategically powerful unit ever 

introduced into the game system, the Chinese 
Banner Armies, and some new random map 

mechanics, which we can't spill yet 

One cynical Internet whiner recently said 

something like this; "Wow, how did Big Huge 

Games go from being the maker of awesome 

original PC games to making console ports and 

expansions for other peoples games?" 

BR: Ah. the good old Internet. Actually, as most of 

our fans ore probably aware, we are developing a 
major new PC game of our own, the RPG that weVe 

recently announced with THQ, Doing the Age expan¬ 

sion made a lot of sense for us as a shorter project 

our RT£ team could work on while we got the big 

RPG project underway Similarly, I thought of Cotan 

as a great chance to get our engine ported to con¬ 

soles* not to mention the fart that Sett/e/s ofCatan Ls 

the best-seil«ng Eurogame of all time and we fell like 

we had a chance to create the best board-game port 

“EVAft"—as they say on I he Internet.- Jeff Green 
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nStart \ Universe at War 

Humans: "WTFT' 

Hierarchy: 'FWNIDl 

The Hierarchy Es a fully mobile faction, uitiTch means you'll get to tell your friends "my base totally kicked your ass” after your base totally kicks their ass. 
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Universe at War \ Start FI 

The Mayans predicted the end cf civilization in 
2012. These guys are here to rruhe H so. 

UNIVERSE AT WAR: 
BARTH ASSAULT 
Hands-on with all three factions in Petroglyph's next RTS 

PUBLISHER Sega BEvELOPEft Prtrfrjfyph finite* GENRE; Reel-Tiitiv Strategy RELEASE Dfllt Fall zoo? 

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW 

QWith StarCraft fl fever sweeping the PC gaming world, it's easy to forget some of the other big 

real-time strategy titles on the horizon. Arid while Blizzard's seemingly adopting a “don't break 

what already work*" mentality with its 800-pound RTS gorilla, developer Petroglyph Games (the team 
of Westwood Studios castoffs that brought us last year's Star Won: Empire at War} is taking some lib¬ 

erties with sophomore strategy effort Uto verse cf War: £arth Assault that make even Blizzard's new toy 
look a tut tame by comparison. 

As we discussed in our last preview of UAW{GFW fr5, pg. 18), the game's "Conquer the World' mul¬ 
tiplayer mode consists of more than just picking a map and hitting “start’; it records your progress as 

you occupy territories that surround the globe, while a matchmaking service pits you against other 
players in control of areas that coincide with your own world-domination agenda. Leader boards track 

individual players" victories and defeats, and skillful play awards bonuses that are used to bolster your 
online army, 

UAW will also be one of the first—if not the first—third-parly games to support Microsoft's Games 

for Windows live, This, of course, means the standard Achievements and voice chat, in addition to 
cross-platform play between PC and Xbox 360 users {once the console version's done, in any case— 

Petroglyph asserts that the PC version's the top priority}. It's unclear what sorts of advantages and 

disadvantages either platform might have over the other; we re speculating that PC hotkey masters wifi 
wind up with the upper hand online. 

It is clear, however, that the PC version plays quite unlike a conventional RTS. We recently took HAW1 

fora spin (in both single-player and multiplayer modes), and the game's three factions—the Masart 

(revealed for the first lime here}, ihe Hierarchy, and the Novus—exhibit profound levels of diversity 

that rival those of StarCraft and Rtse of Legends. Here's a peek at each side's history, tech trees, and 

modus operand i. 

THE HIERARCHY 

BACKGROUND 
Malevolent and conquest-hungry, the Hierarchy 
personifies every alien-invasion fear you've ever 

had- Cruising from world to world, these extrater¬ 
restrial conquerors steam roll over everything in 

their path and enslave whatever survives. The 

Hierarchy arrives on Earth in the year 2012 (not-so-coincidentally the same 

year that the Mayan calendar predicts the end of civilization as we know it}, 
and the single-player campaign begins just three days into the incursion, 

PLAY STYLE 
The Hierarchy'? an entirely mobile faction. Production facilities take the form 

of giant, lumbering walkers that clomp across the battlefield (and double as 

massive combat units), and the faction's resource-gathering model consists 

of sucking up every object in sight—living or otherwise, Jn practice, the 
Hierarchy's probably one of the mast unconventional armies we've seen in 

an RTS; the plodding pace makes for a stow start but once your army's up 

and running with a couple of walkers spitting out infantry units, it's a dear 
case of raw power over speed. Each walker features a number of armor hard 

points that you can fortify with offensive and defensive upgrades on the 

fly—and later reconfigure once you figure out your opponent's plan (it's 
a different kind of micromanagement that you'll have to wrap your head 

around). This sort of adaptive strategy is core to tiAWs design and is an 

effort to curb the build order syndrome" that typifies most online RTSes. 

TECH TREES 
Each faction enjoys access to three tech trees apiece—think of them like 

World of WarOoft talent trees in that you may Spend points to climb any 

combi nation of the three trees and change your allocations fa ter as the 

situation demands. The Hierarchy's Mutagen tree augments radioactive 
attacks, which infect the Earth's population (and enemy units), allowing 

the Hierarchy the possibility of controlling them; the Quantum tree gives 
access to fancy future tech like phasing and armor upgrades; and the 

Assault tree makes your weapons of mass destruction even more mas¬ 
sively destructive 

THE NOVUS 

BACKGROUND 

Victimized by the Hierarchy's oppression, this 

faction once saw humanoids and A.P, living 
together in harmony in a sort of bizarre Matrix. 

Once the Hierarchy put an end to that, the spe¬ 

cies' scarce remnants—all machines, save for a 

single humanoid survivor—rebuilt themselves, taking Mie name “Novus" 
(roughly translated as "the children of" in the faction's own language) 

and pursuing their assailants across the galaxy using wormhole technol¬ 

ogy in an effort to sabotage subsequent war efforts, Now the Hierarchy's 
landed on Earth—and it's time to rumble. 

PLAY STYLE 

These space-age tnternauts maintain a more traditional’ base infrastructure 

than the Hierarchy, with central energy generators and 'power tower' 

extensions fueling their production facilities (for resources, the Nevus har¬ 

vest scrap metal from surrounding environments and fallen enemy units). 
In a sort of mirror image of the Hierarchy, the Novus trade durability for 

speed, as their energy grid forms a connected network that they can use 

to -flour seamlessly across (he map, to and from any location where 
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architect will 
buildings Into existence 
i)nd maintain them with 
nothing but the awesome 
power of their niindi! 

FI Start 

they've previously built an access point. It gives 

them a nice hit-and-run feel., and even when 

you direct a group of units to a distant point 

on the field, they attempt to intelligently utilize 

network nodes to travel the quickest route pos¬ 
sible. The Novus adapt to various situations via 

patches; you can plug up to two of these into 

your army at any given time, bestowing abilities 

lhat range from quicker resource collecting to 
stealth-deteciion capabilities, 

TECH TREES 
The Nevus' Computing tech tree magnifies the 
power of their viruses, allowing them to spread 

their virtual illnesses more quickly and complete¬ 
ly shut down infected enemy units. Nanotech's 

n defensive tree, imparting structural reinforce¬ 

ments and other powers, like stealth camouflage, 

and the Signal tree basically increases the Nov us' 
network band width, allowing units to flow faster 

and farther across the map. 

BACKGROUND 
This highly advanced 

spacefaring species 

once sought to help 
a dying race that 

possessed (in the Masari's eyes) great potential, 

Unfortunately, after rescuing these would-be victims 

from their decaying world and teaching them just 

THE 
fTIASARI 

a ItttJe too much, the Masari found themselves on 

the losing side of a brutal war against their one¬ 
time w‘ards. Left for dead, the crew1 of the Masari's 

Single surviving ship made their way to the primi¬ 

tive planet Earth {thanks to-a bit of experimental 
tech), where they slumbered beneath the ocean, 

slowly working to restore their race while subtly 

shaping the course of Earth's history (appearances 
suggest that the Masari had a hand in everything 

from the pyramids to the fabled Atlantis). Now. 

centuries later the reinforced Masan awaken to 
find their genocidal nemesis—now known as 

the Hierarchy—at the proverbial doors of their 
adopted home, 

PLAY STYLE 
The Masari are aces at manipulating matter, 

and the Masari architect units—central to the 
faction's entire strategy—essentially spawn new 
buildings into existence through sheer will and 

act as permanent power/efficiency amplifiers for 
specific buildings if you order them to do so. 
Reactor structures convert atmospheric energy 

into consumable resources (meaning no dirt 

fanning of any kind for the Masari), and as an 

added bonus, these reactors are extremely vola¬ 
tile—build 'em near an enemy base andr if the 

other guy’s dumb enough to tear one down, the 

whole area goes boom. 
The centra I tenet behind the Masari's warfare 

efforts is a pair of stances that amount to two very 

different play Styles. In the default Light mode, 
the Masan maintain air superiority (downed aerial 

units can rebuild for free, provided your pilots 

survive the attack) and excel at ranged combat, 

with high-damage units and weak buddings. 

Click the Dark button, though, and all of your 

structures are slowly reinforced by "dark armor/ 
your aenal units transform into ground units, and 

your army trades ranged superiority For hand- 

to-hand dominance, Stance changes Come with 
both warm-up and cooldown phases, but the 

turnabout happens quickly enough to encourage 

adaptive use. Overall, the stance mechanic makes 
the Masari feel like the easiest faction for the aver¬ 

age RTS player to understand and use effectively 
right from the get-go. Oh, and avoid midrange 

battles—they're the Masari's Achilles' heel 

TECH TREES 
The Light and Dark tech trees boost their asso¬ 

ciated combat stances; Light focuses heavily on 
long-range firepower and gives doomed aerial 
units the resurrection powers of the legendary 

phoenix, while Dark adds extra defense, heal¬ 

ing abilities, and the power to cleanse negative 

effects {like the Hierarchy's radiation poison¬ 

ing and the Novus' pesky vrral attacks). The 

Masari’s third tech tree. Balance, blends facets 
of the Light and Dark stances, offering cloak¬ 

ing, stealth detection, unit regeneration, and 

resource-accumulation bonuses. Like the Mayan 
doomsday lie-in. I hat yin-yang symbolism's no 

happenstance, either. These otherworldly armies 
are gearing up for a war of mythical—even 
t?pocoJyp(/c—proportions. Ryan Scott 

O THE mASARI EITIPLOY A PAIR OF 
Tb STANCES THAT AmOUNT TO TWO 

CT VERH DIFFERENT PLAH STHLES. 
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Earner Xplorer-64 9550 

Cyberpower recommends Windows Vista™ Home Premium 

Run all your gadgets quickly, 
seamlessly and simultaneously. 

Run all your applications at the same 
time with increased performance. 

True multitasking: Run all your 
applications at the same time with 
increased performance. Also the 
perfect choice to power Media 

AMD 

Athlon X2 
Center PCs - the hub of your digital 
home. 

Video & photo editing, content 
creation and audio mixing. All Desk fop systems come with 3 year limited 

Warranty + lifetime fall Ftoc 24-7 techiuppoct 

CREATE THE PC OF YOUR DREAM 

Cyber POWER 
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How Eastern Europe, 

IBosftjan Cadet a 
Slovenian industrial 

design student wrote Line Rider 
on a whim. "It was more an accident 

[than] anything else/ says "Bosh," 
as he prefers to be called. 'I just like 

programming, and it seemed a nice 

idea." Like most kids, dadez was a docdler 
growing up. He'd sit in class, bored—Tm not 

a very good student" he admits—and construct 

elaborate hi I is and jumps on his sketchpad, then 
trace the path of an imaginary rider (the “Dude" 

in iLrne firder-speak) aiding and flipping down 

the page. “Then it hit me. If it was fun to just 

imagine, how fun would it toe to watch it live?" 
So he started coding up a virtual sketchpad in 

Flash—little more than a pencil, a line tool, and a 

"play" button. At first it was an exercise in frustra¬ 
tion. "I knew it needed physics to be interesting/ 

recal k Cad et Buih e was an art stud ent, no t a 

physics major. So in the time-honored tradition 
of artists throughout history, he looked for some- 

thing to copy. He found it in an article on simpli¬ 

fied physics at Gamasutra.com, a website that 
focuses on the developer side of the industry. The 

person who wrote the article explained every¬ 
thing with pseudo-code—really simple code/he 

explains. "When 1 found it, I was thrilled!" 
Armed with physics code, he added the sledder 

to the drawing tools, and Line Rider was born. In 

September 2Q0&, thinking nothing much of it, he 
posted the program to dcviantART.com, a virtual 
museum for budding artists. Cade? didn't even 

think of it as a game. “I think the way I (saw) it, it 

was a kind of new medi* 
um/ saysCadei "some¬ 

thing between a comic, a 

cartoon, and a game." In 

the end, he just called rt. a toy. 
By October 2006, Une Rider had 

become an Internet phenomenon, hop¬ 
ping from blog post to e-mail to IM. as all 

Flash-based time-wastes seem to do. Suddenly, 
10,000 people were pulling down the game on 

any given day. And people started posting their 
best tracks as videos on YouTube—the nerd 

equivalent of skateboard footage. 

THE EVANGELIST 
five thousand miles away, Matthew Mel son discov¬ 

ered Line Rider in his Minnesota home when his 

9-year-Old son 

said, "Hey, Dad— 

Check this out!" Eager for anything to connect him 

and h« children, he started dabbling, sharing tracks 
dud ideas with his son, "l crashed the little Dude 

owr and over again/ Nelson says. So he started 

V 
V 
V byT«ht>awa 

A poignant S*l* of the Dude having a bad day. 
tfiTIJ-kl/M.ljV. byshadoniii** 
Supt* Mmfa Jfres- World l-JL Seriously, A guided tour of the Dude's house. 
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the Midwest and Orange County came together over a tittle dude on a sled 

Watch these videos at GFW091UP.com 

JAGGED PEAK ADVENTURE ONE EYED GIANT 

poking around the Internet for advice and tips. "I 
found all the videos others had done," he says. By 

winter 2006. those videos already numbered in 
the thousands. "I felt challenged," he recalls. For 

Nelson, soon to be "TechDawg" to the Line Rider 
faithful, a gauntlet had been thrown down. 

Nelson, already a frustrated artist decided to 

take this simple tittle toy and see how far he 
could push i|. He started constructing 

incredibly elaborate tracks for the sledder, & 

courses that were themselves works of 
virtua I pen- a nd-i nk a rt "When combin ed \ 

with the right music and presented in the 

right way, a Line Rider track becomes 

more than just a set of fines and a little I 
H slecTtfer." Nelson says, "It becomes 

\ a story, a world that you can ^ 

U] enter, suspend your disbe- A 
llfcV lief for a few A 

moments." The results of Nelson's efforts are stun¬ 
ning, leaving the uninitiated slack-jawed at the 

complexity and timing of his creations. 
"TechDawg" became the de facto leader of the 

trne ff refercommunity, hosting forums, tutori¬ 
als, and movies at IRidetheLines.com. Along the 

way, he and £adez got to know each other, with. 

Nelson serving astadezs unofficial one-man 
beta-test team and chief evangelist. 

In December 2006, Brian Fargo, CEO of 

Newport Beach, CA-based inXile entertainment 
discovered Line Rider and immediately saw the 

potential in £adez's baby. "I contacted him 

right away and requested his phone number." realized the value in Nelson's contributions, T recalls Fargo. "He finally e-mailed me back Both £adez and Nelson are now working on the 

and told me he doesn't have a phone where new games, which will take the simple idea far 

he is in Slovenia." This was not the interac- beyond the Flash toy you can play on the Web. 

adding levels, puzzles, challenges, and a story¬ 

line that reveals why the little Dude is on, the 

sled in the first place, 

dadez has gone 
from doodling in ^ ^ _ _ 

class to designing i * - 

console videogames | 
in six months, He 

still doesn't own a 
phone, and he lives ^ _ 

with his morn, * 'L 
Nelson, a father of \ 

four from Minnesota, has ^ 

gone from diesigning photo IDi \v\ 
for beauty schools to having his \v\ 
name on a game his kids will want N\\— 

to play with their friends. \0s 
And Fargo? Fargo's going to take XV’ 

them both -down the slippery, twisting \\ 

path of commercial game development, \ 

All three of them have stepped out of 

their element, Three "dudes*" separated by 

thousands of miles, all heading down the 

^ same track. 

It's sure to be a wild ride. 

' Oifev * Julian Murdoch 

» Line Rider began oti Industrial dtrtgn student 
Boitjan 6nUr‘* sketchpad (shown above right}. 

10.000 PEOPLE 
WERE PULLING 
□OWN THE GAmE 
ON ANY GIVEN DAV 

by shaUZikamusic 
d« tips kiou a giant's banquet table. 



F1Start\Mercenaries 2: World in Flames 

O RECRUIT NPCS 
~0 INTO POUR OWN 

0° PRIVATE BLACH- 
WATER TO RUN 
THE OPERATION 
AND DEUIVER 
BEAR FROm 
HOUR STASH 
TO THE FIEUD. 
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Mercenaries 2: World in Flames \ Start FI 

mERCENARIES E: 
WORLD IN FLAmeS 
Two for the price of one 

PUBLISHER U «wn» DEVELOPER: Sfirffo* GENRE Action RELEASE DATE Hgutnbff 

Your hire-lings don't hang out by yourildeqn 
the field but rather deliver specialized goods and 
Sfrrvk** front your HQ wh«n you tall on th*m. 

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW 

■'Sandbox" Is becoming a dirty word, 
• overused to describe any game where you 

can knock over barrels and push NPCs off their 

rails anywhere in the world, anytime you want. 
Execute properly and you gel Grand Theft Auto. 

Implement poorly and stacking rag-doll corpses 

onto staircases turns out to be more tun than 
your game proper. Freedom isn't free—even in 
game design. 

So when you hear Mercenaries 2: World in 

Flames is a sandbox, we understand rf you want 

to- mix in a grain of salt. The bask structure isn't 

too far removed from its kbox and PlayStation 

2 progenitor: You're a modern-day gun for hire, 
selling your services to whichever of the game's 

factions you wish, earning cash for taking out 

targets, and completing morally murky contracts 

at your own discretion. Only now, developer 

Pandemic puts a toy box next to the sandbox. 

'One fundamental change in Ihe game strut’ 

lure this time around is the addition of your 
PMC [private military company] headquarters* *" 

says lead designer Scotl Warner, 'which allows 

you to store support items you purchase from 

contacts you meet throughout the game 

and store resources—fuel, vehicles, weapons* 

and airstrikes—you find and extract m the 
world." Walk from one end of Mercs Is virtual 

Venezuela to the other if you want to—why 
not?—but Warner would rather have you air¬ 

lift in that tank you stole from the Universal 
Petroleum operatives, hop in and blow your 

way through the jungle, call in an airs trike to 

help take out that irritating blockade in your 
path, and boatjack an Omen patrol vessel 

to take you to the finish line, (The toy chest 

includes 130 vehicles, from garbage trucks and 

motorcycles togunships and bombers, which 

you can steal from rivals or purchase from 

friendly factions,) Recruit NPCs into your own 

private ESIackwater to run the operation and 
deliver gear from your stash, ill-gotten or oth¬ 

erwise, to the field. 

'Since Merrs is deeply nonlinear, we already 

design our missions such that Ihe multiangled 

approach is accounted for," says Warner. 
"In some ways, our game has always been 

designed with co-op in mind, That said, we 

devote a chunk of each designer's daily routine 

to running through their missions, making sure 
everything they're doing for the single-player 

experience translates into an entertaining co¬ 

op experience as well We're really no! fans of 
adjusting the player's fundamental experience 
[So we're not] changing his understanding 

of how many shols it takes to kill something, 
spawning in more enemies to account for the 

presence of a second player, et cetera," 

One possible outcome (out of many); 

Objectives occur in tandem instead of suc¬ 
cession. Warner cites an example involving 

one of Mercs J's showpiece missions, the 

destruction of an oil rig in the sea surrounding 

Venezuela—after the player takes care of busi¬ 

ness on top of the platform first. "In a single- 

player campaign, the player would have to 

choose between the air and water approaches, 
to the rig, complete the objective on top of 

the rig, and then fight his way off it before 

planning the destruction phase. In co-op, one 
player could get to the lop of the oil rig while 

the other carefully plants C-t charges on the 

support pillars below. Instead of fighting his 
way offr the player on top of the oil rig could 

run for his life and jump off the rig just as the 
other player was detonating the charges." 

Players can share weapons and ammo, of 
course—but parity breaks down once the PMC 

comes into play. ‘Player one will: progress 

through his game earning the money, items, 
and progression," says Warner. "Player two will 

be able lo use any of player one's resources 
at anytime but will not be able to take any of 
it back with him to his other campaigns," A 

mercenary hired by a mercenary—the sandbox 

goes deep. Or maybe I'm just overcomplicating 

a G.l. foe collection and summer in your par¬ 

ents' backyard. Sean Malloy 

PLAY NICE NOW 
Mercs 2 welcomes a second kid to the sandbox, 

too, with a new join-anytime co-op mode so 

you and a friend can knock down castles and 

fight over plastic fire trucks together; luckily, 

3 good number of those trucks have multiple 

gun turrets mounted on the roof. Balancing 

game pi ay in such an environment isn't so much 

difficult as it is futile—in a system that’s already 

so much chaos theory, what's another butterfly 

Happing its wings? 
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Says Matt Cfiv>n»ghH lead dtdgntr "The Cfcrt b about pwfectug your run through t l*v«l and changing till way you play." 
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The Club \ Start FI 

THE CLUB 
Genre-bending with abandon 

PUBLISHER S*g> DEVELOPER Risen* Cnriihil GENRE JWw RELEASE DATE: Pal P 2007 

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW 

If you've already grown tired of schizo 

phrenic genre maihupi in millennial musk, 
from synthesizer-tinged country to sample-based 
rock 'n' roll, you might want to steer clear of 

games for the next few years. In the absence of 

revolutionary new ideas, developers are focusing 
on blurring the boundaries between established 

genres, creating surprising hybrids out of familiar 

concepts. Gel used lo hearing things like this: 

"The Club is a shooting game with a racing men¬ 
tality." That's Matt Cavan agh, lead designer of The 

Club, a prime example of the mashup school of 
game design. With The Oub, Cavanagh's team at 

Liverpool-based Bizarre Creations wants to cook 
up the gammg equivalent of wssabi peanuts—an 

unconventional but tasty flavor combination. 
Let's iun down a list of The Cfu&i ingredients. 

You've got your third-person shooter {the domi¬ 

nant flavor), your fighting game (eight characters 

from different backgrounds and countries in a 

tournament}, your racing game {levels in The Oub 

are designed mare like racetracks than battle¬ 

fields), your '80s arcade game (high scorns are 
everything}, and your light-gun game (enemies 

act more like the rock police in Aerosmith'i 

tfevofuhon X than the A.I, opponents in modern 

shooters). If that sounds indigestible. Bizarre's offi¬ 

cial recipe is simpler: shooter * racer - The Oub. 

'I know that may sound weird,' says Cavanagh, 
"but think of it like this: Every enemy in The Oub 

is a Corner, How you take down those enemies 
is the same as how you take corners in a racing 

game/ Bizarre certainly knows racing: they're the 
brains behind the Preyed Gofhom Racing senes 

on the Xbox. But there would seem to be a great 

distance between racing cars around a back and 
shooting waves of contestants in an underground 

blood sport, “it's about killing as quickly and 

effectively as possible/ says Cavanagh. 'And it's 

about exploring the way in which you play the 

levels and honing your performance through 
them to attain the hest score possible." 

In a hands-off demo, the combination seems to 
clkk. We watch as &eager, a kilter in dreadlocks 

and an orange tech vest, runs through a Russian 
steel mill in the game's time-attack mode, Just 

like the orange cone races in PGR3, time-attack 

mode in The Club is all about adding seconds to 
a timer that re mams perpetually on the verge of 

running out. The only way to extend your time 

is lo complete a small goal. In PGR3. that goal 

was to drive through the newt set of cones. In The 
Oub. you gain time every tame you kill someone. 

This is where the jack-in-the-box-style enemies 
come in. it's not that Bizarre has tried to create 

believable enemy A.I. and failed—they want you 

to memorize enemy spawn points and behaviors, 

'Indeed, this was a design decision," says pro¬ 
ducer Omar Woodley. 'Very much like in racing 

games, you begin to fearn the right angle to pow- 

erslide into turns or when to apply the foot brake 

instead of the hand brake. The Courses and Al. 

are meant to be memorized by the user, leaving 

less and less room for error. Eventually, the user 

becomes the best run-and-gun marksman ever/ 
'Run-and-gun‘ is the official C7ub catchphras#— 

a strange term to associate with your game, as it's 

often used to describe shooters that lack satisfying 

depth, But here the meaning is literal. Our mur¬ 

derer is sprinting through rusted corridors, nailing 

one meatbag after another, looping around the 
level like a race car running laps, The player obvi* 

ously knows his stuff, anticipating the location of 
his victims before they arrive. He's building up 

combo points tike a YouTube-worthy Geometry 
Wtara run, searching out victims like Pac-Man 

chomping power pellets, and nailing trick shots 

(ricochet kills around corners) like special tricks in 
Tony Hawk's, Pro Skaler. The Oub is so full of influ¬ 

ences and sampled ideas, it's like a Rorschach test 
for your gaming subconscious. flobert Ashley 

The Club may have ai much in common with 
Ptrt• IWmr at it dots with your typical shooter. 

J*v 
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Tire Club refers to a secret deathmatch tournament held for the gambling enjoyment of an elite 
group of wealthy patrons. Sounds like our public school system. 
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FJStartX Free Play 

THE FREELOADER PRESENTS 

FREE PLAY 
The best games that money can t buy 

COLUmN 

The Freeloader 
Thank you got [he goods? Itoanlt 
your stuff is Frt«loadcr"WOfjhy? 

3 E-mail trediwden^iiffdavis.coaTi 
and let him know! 

"Oraw this tuii^'s ass and you can be in 

art school!” You've seen those old ads in 

the back of comic books* right? Or maybe you 
got the matchbook that asked you to sketch a 

picture of Terry the Developmentally Challenged 

Pirate to 'qualify' for some pay-by-mail iElus- 

tration course. I took those lessons—all £300 
worth of 'em. Did I care if my 'higher education" 

amounted to a ream of tracing paper and a 

■couple chewed-up No. 2 pencils? Hell no! I had 
a dream. I'd make something of myself. But by 

the time l showed up at a properly accredited 
art school, I realized two things: One, I have zero 

talent. Two.... 

'What does this have to do with free ga—" 
Hey. don't interrupt me! Anyhow, I got these 

neighbors. Art students. They come in at all 

hours, making noise and drinking and smoking 
what eve r's lying around. Then they start create 

ing wfrtky Stuff My personal favorite? A top hat 

made out of ground beef. That's when I realized 

we shared a common goal: sponging off loved 
ones to keep doing what we truly love. Anything 

to stave off exposure to the 'real world " Gotta 

respect that kind of dedication. For that alone, 

this month's column goes out to America's 
unsung heroes of mooch ery: the art students. 

What better way to do that than to scope out 
surreal games that make the stuff sitting on store 

shelves look stone-cold sober? So here's to you. 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM 

^ SEVERE 
€jm* er*fh*l (o*1 doesn't workJ bt vista. 

$ ELEVATEO 
Some bask futures don't function. 

* GUARDED 
Minor bugs detected. 

m LOW 
Works like a charm in Windows Vista! 

Mister “I'm so emo, I want to cut myself 

and doodle on canvas with my blood." 
The Freeloader 

All great artists have to Start somewhere, Picasso's 

first medium? Construction paper, paste, and 

safety scissors. And did you know Da Vinci's mom 

stuck her son's fingerpaintmgs to the fridge door? 

Crayon Physics is simple, fun, and a fine 
example of truth in advertising: It's a goofy phys¬ 

ics game using crayons. You have a little red 

ball and you need to figure out how to gei it to 

the star somewhere else on the screen. Nothing 
fancy* right? Well, as you can sea from the screen¬ 

shot. it's all about the presentation. What really 

knocked me out is that the entire game looks like 

I shoved over some kindergatlnei; sat at his desk, 

and started hoarding his box of Crayolas. 

Once you start drawing shapes with the mouse, 

the in-game physics take Over and knock the ball 

around. It's not exactly a perfect implementa¬ 
tion—a couple levels in. I was trying to draw 

a tiny rectangle and wound up with a planet- 

devouring square. 

Hey, I already warned ya earlier—I have no 

artistic talent whatsoever. 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM * LOW 
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Free Play \ Start EJ 

What does one do with a stick of chalk* Why, 

attack evil geometric shapes, of course. 

The aptly tilled Chalk really has no plot, but 

I'm gonna wing it and make something up on 
the fly, Otherwise, EJd have no idea why I'm 

doing what I'm doing, Here goes: Wendy is 

daydreaming in math class, just like she does 

every othei day. But this lime when she falls 
asleep, she finds herself trapped in a halluci¬ 

natory, mat hematic?-filled dreamland. Armed 

with nothing but the titular scholastic draw¬ 
ing implement, Wendy needs to fight her way 

out past the sinister polyhedron army and its 

sketchy Sidekicks. 
The cool part of the game is the simple style 

and how you wield your weapon of choice: Vou 

control your chalk just as if it were your mouse 

cursor. With it, yourre drawing lines through 
enemies to cross them off your list of threats, 

creating tine shields to block attacks* or grab¬ 

bing enemies and redirecting their attacks back 

at 'em. Now all you need to do is draw your 

way to freedom! 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM 

THE GAVE EHuiTKHimacAl 
FILE UNDE k Rnbnbfiw Birrle'* /Kid Trip 

I downloaded this 'shooter' knowing full well 
it was going to be triptashcally, eye-me lung I y 

artsy. That's right no nukes or smart bombs, no 
lasers or machine guns—not even those little 

plastic kmves they allow on planes. Nobody 
dies in Blumenmacht. But everyone dances. 

You're a ballerina. In fact, this is so out-the re 
I can't even pretend to explain it belter than 

its creators could- So here are the basics, from 

the creators' own brains. You re “joining a 

flowerpower [sjc] pcgo dance...Jasl the Prim a 

Ballerina. To win a dance your Prima Ballerina 

has to throw flowers at the other Ballerinas 

until they are all happy. They try lo do the 

same with your Prima Ballerina. But if they suc¬ 

ceed and your Prima Ballerina is happy you 
lose the dance. During a dance you can always 

choose which Ballerina should take the leading 

part of the Prima Ballerina, Throw blossoms at 
the muses and they will spend [sic] your Prima 

Ballerina talents." 
So basically, you have to make other people 

happier than you make yourself, Who designed 

this game, my mom? As I played afumeomcreftf, 

I found myself scratching my head on more 
than one occasion. As with most modern art, 

I had no idea what the hell was going on. All 
the colors, flower-powered "explosions," and 

onscreen chaos kept me from attaining my 
inner Prima Ballerina. Bui it sure was cool to 

look at for a while, 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM * LOW 

Striclly on the merits of the game's name alone, 

the highfalutin Empyreal Nocturne qualifies 

for this month's tribute to the arts. In fact, I'm 

lobbying that they rename this Pretentious Art 

School Project Number Four. All right, enough 

with the bitching ahout the name and on to the 

aerial 3D action game. 

You are a god bird (or a bird god—don't 

ask me; t ain't no ornithologist) with the abil¬ 

ity to command lesser buds. Get some to join 

your flock. Go out and rain poop down on 

your Opponents, AH right, the real goal is to 

zip around and combat enemy 'birds." Wait. 

What? Birds* I'd crap myself where I stand if 
any of the geometric monsters I'm attacking 

resembled anything remotely avian. All right. 

Sorry about that. Where was I? Oh. right. When 

you reach the creatures that Command enemy 
birds, sick your posse on the interconnected 

orbs, and eventually the wiry wildlife will drop 

Irke stones. Pay no mind to the fact that these 

shapes look more like sleek paper airplanes 

than birds—the game is damn fun, 

VISTA ADVISORY SYSTEM * LOW 

After an entire month Of scoring free¬ 

bies, I occasionally get pang; of guilt 

about not dropping any money for my 

habit. Rarely. To soothe those pangs, I 
pick some indie-developed games worth 

checking out. 

This month I'm soothing my con¬ 
science by entering toony/ond. Well, 

Ha mum u Software's (www.hemumuxom) 

ioonyland tl; Winter Woods, specifically. 
The game is straight-up goofy. Never 

would a thought that with a name like 

Loonyfand II, I know,..but let me explain. 
The game appears innocent enough with 

its cutesy Claymation-ish art style, With 
its little wooden soldiers trying to knock 

your lights out and wind-up mice that 
projectile vomit, you'd think it's a kids' 

game. The trick is that it also happens 

to be an actton-RPGi You level up and 

acquire skills and do all the things one 
expects—though somebody somewhere 

was smoking something when designing 

this indie title. What would make me say 

such a thing? 

Maybe it's the overly happy music. As 

you're hacking and slashing your way 
through this colorful world, this upbeat 

soundtrack—like something out of some 

psycho Wonder Showzen—loops in the 

background. Oddly out-of-place charac¬ 
ters meet you along the way, including a 

"legitimate businessman” with an accent 

thicker than Tony Soprano's. In the same 
way that SpongeBob SquarePants seems 

aimed at stoners and school kids, I'd say 

that Looneylond if: Winter Woods might 

attract a similar crowd. And at 20 bucks. 

Id say I got my money's worth. 
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Though North America's scene 
Is modest compared to what’s 
happening 4vet*t*f, triumph tastes 
no less sweet for the Fnatic Team- 
(pictured here in December 2DK at 
the w$vfi Finals In New V«k). 

When it comes to gaming as a spectator sport, big names take a back 

TRENDS 

Sure, playing games grants us an escape 

from reality, an outlet for unresolved frustra¬ 
tions. and the opportunity to interact with people 

we wouldn't otherwise be able to, But an increasing 
nurnber of professional gaming leagues are betting 

that v^1 re just as keen on watching as playing. 

The World Series of Video Games is forging a 

tong-term partnership with mainstream broadcast 
giant CBS that will bring highlights from its numer¬ 

ous tournaments to TV audiences. By the same 

token, the broadcasting establishment spawned 

DirecTV's Championship Gaming Series with (he 
intent of codifying the anarchic e-sports scene's 

rules and conventions. Meanwhile, the Cyberathlete 

Professional league—one of the markets most 
venerable names—seems mighty dismissive of the 

role that televised broadcast can play in this scene, 

bsenlially, no consensus exists on how (or even if) 
competitive gaming broadcasts can tap into the 

American mainstream Everyone lust seems to hope 

that the essence of what draws us to play games will 

also make us want to watch them. But even the most 

seemingly obvious solutions can prove problematic. 

World of WarOroft seems woefully unsuited to 

big-draw broadcasting, 3 million players worldwide 

be damned. Despite all the work that publisher 

Blizzard has done to make the game's characters an 
order of magnitude more physically expressive than 

anything the genre has seen, there's just too much 
informal ion written into every second of gameplay 

for a casual audience to make heads or tails of it. 

’MMQRPGs ere particularly difficult to broadcast," 

says Jang Jae-Hyuk production department director 
at MB-C Game, one of South Korea's most prominent 

broadcasters in the competitive gaming field. "It's 

challenging for commentators to follow the prog¬ 
ress, and it's hard for viewers to catch what skills 

competitors use in-game. And the matches are over 

so quickly." So what could explain the World Senes 

of Video Games' decision to include the game in its 
tournaments? It comes down to numbers: WOW is a 

wodd-dass brand with a huge global player base— 

and to the World Series of Video Games, CBS, and 
Bhzzard, ihis means a sizable built-in audience. In 

tlie mind of Sam tingle, editor-in-chief of competi¬ 

tive gaming portal Amped eSports, this is the most 
important piece of the puzzle; "One thing to note 

here s that no matter how ‘suitable' (for broadcast] 

a game might be it won't be successful if it isn’t a 

fun and popular tide.' By that reasoning, there's like¬ 

ly no game better positioned to push e-sports into 

the North American mainstream...provided Blizzard 

works to make its game more telegenic. 

BROADCAST YOUR TRIUMPH 
A hugely popular titte, however, is only one compo¬ 
nent of this possible perfect storm. Depending on 

whom you talk to, leagues and broadcasters need 
to take cues from professional poker, the WWE, 

ar\d...Mag/c The Gathering? If you ask Atopic-maker 

Wizards of the Coast's Randy Buehier, the answer 

is an unequivocal "yes.' As vice president of digital 
gaming at Wizards of the Coast, ftuehler is respon¬ 

sible for organizing Afepfe's annual Pro Tour, which 

has drawn hundreds of thousands of participants 

from all around the world in the 11 yeans since 

its launch. Magtc tournament broadcasts have 

amassed an immense following online, so much so 

that Wizards of the Coast parted ways with former 
broadcast partner ESPN five years ago and hasn't 

looked back. The possibility that competitive gaming 

can somehow minor Magics trajectory calls I he per¬ 
ceived need to ally with traditional broadcasters into 

question, 'We’ve moved away from that because 

we're gening w much traffic to our website,' Buehler 
says, "If I've got 100.000 people watching one of 

these broadcasts its starting to hit the point where it 
registers on the Nielsen radar. It's not dear that you 

have to go to broadcast to gel [people] to watch 

these things," 

By focusing on already enfranchised audiences— 

and serving them directly via outlets like YouTube 
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South Korean pro ganwri wield star power somewhere in between Daniel Rndciiff e and Wil Wheaton. 

WOW SBEITIS 
WDEFULUU 
UNSUITED TO BIG- 
DRAW BROAD¬ 
CASTING, 8 miL- 
LION PLAVERS 
WORLDWIDE 
BE DAmNED. 

O. 

O 
O 

Magic? The Gathering Hall of Famer Raphael 
Levy smolders behind his assuredly loaded hand. 

seat to human drama 

of spectator features implemented into the games 

themselves—aspiring broadcasters' need of main¬ 
stream support is diminished. However, according 

to Flagship Studios' Bill Roper—who. as a Blizzard 
alumnus, is no stranger to the scene—TV may be 

where the ultimate expression of this idea will live. 

"I believe that we're going lo see strides made in 

games broadcasting online first. This would transi¬ 
tion to live and time-delayed broadcast of events 
Over the Internet and potentially, television/ ftoper 

says. “Again, a fee/ to the will be for TV to work with 
the gaming industry on finding the right games and 

the right ways to bung those games to audiences.'1 

Angel Munoz, president of the Cyberathlete 

Professional League. isn't convinced he needs TV to 
maintain a healthy audience. “Beyond the fact that 

videogame competitions are simply not interest- 
mg to the average television viewer,..25 million 
fewer people [are] watching ABC.. CBS. NBC, and 

Fox than at the same time last year.' he says, 'This 

gradual—but significant—transformation will make 
it erven more difficult for videogame competitions to 

make it as traditional televised shows/ Meanwhile 

Matthew Ringel, Munoz's counterpart at the World 

Series of Video Games thinks TV should play a rote, 

if a secondary one We strongly believe that broad¬ 

cast television is part of the mix, but only a part. 

Broadband video is the main drive* that's where 

the principai audience for this content lives. While 

we'll produce 20 hours of broadcast television in a 
given year, well do 250 hours of broadband/ 

"AN ACTOR IS AT MOST A POET 
AND AT LEAST AN ENTERTAINER." 
BueNer f^y admits that Mogk is much more of 

a niche pursuit than, say, Counter-SErite or WOW, 
but he also feels the success of his formula has just 

as much to do with the personalities controlling 

the decks as with the gome itself. “We spend a lot 
of time thinking about star-building," he says, We 

know that the goal of the Pro Tour, from a cold 

marketing point of view, is to get people interested 

in the game, and we know that the way to do that 
is by getting them invested m the human drama/ 

Jang agrees: “Most important of all is to foster star 

players—everybody wants io root for a hero/ 
White someone like Unreal Tournament and 

Quote champion Johnathan 'Fatality" Wendel 

might beg to differ, Roper stresses that the U.S. has 
a way to go before pro gamers can comfortably 

occupy a spot in the limelight. Hie professional 

gamers in courctnes l&e South Korea are stars They 

gain sponsorships, are spokespeople for products, 

have fan dubs with hundreds of thousands of mem¬ 

bers/ he says. In the LLS.. we're just starling to see 

parents who grew up playing videogames getting 

their kids into [them]. But for now, uteTe still fight¬ 

ing our whole "geek' pigeonholing/ 
If Roper and company are right, then the key to 

competitive gaming's mainstream success may lie in 
larger-than-life personalities in the vein of profes¬ 

sional wrestling Now, there's no question that pro 

gamers can bring the smack talk when it comes 
to Internet forums. Thing is, when the cameras acre 

pointed at their Faces, will we want to look at them 

long enough to learn to lionize them? 

The gaming mdustty Is fraught with unfortunate 

examples of Flubbed', mismanaged attempts at 

mainstream crossovers, and the e-sports scene 

could very well be the next victim of these ill' 
conceived methodologies. As we’ve seen, though, 

the industry has always been able to rebound from 

even the most blatant pandering, The grassroots 
communities that already care about competitive 

gaming are the e-sports scene's insurance policy, 

and they're the ones whose continued support will 

anchor it in the face of any potential murder-by- 
mishandlimg. Whether or not its flirtations with the 

broadcast establishment will pay off is anyone's 

guess, but one thing is certain—it wouldn't be wise 

to alienate the core audience, These gamers are 

the ones who the leagues can guarantee will con¬ 

tinue to watch, regardless of whether the broad¬ 
casts air on MTV or SourceTV. Miguel Lopuz 
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THE GFW INTERVIEW: 

BRIAN FARGO 
Living in the fallout J jJ 
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1983 
Brian Fargo forms 
Interplay Produrtitms, 

1985 
Tain of the Unknown Volume k 
The Bard's Talt becomes 
Interplay's first hit. Fargo made 
th« maps forth*first two Bard's 
Tale games and dirKted the third. 

1988 
Produces post-nuclear role- 
playing game Wasteiattd {the 
spiritual dad at Fallout), which 
ships the same day as The Bard's 
Fair If; The Destiny Knight. 

19891996 
Interplay breaks off from EA to 
become a game publisher and 
give breaks to little developers 
like Blizzard and Bio Ware. ■ 1997 
Interplay's Black lilt Studios 
division releases Fallout. 

1998-2001 
Interplay releases a string of 
classic ttPfis like Fallout 1, the 
Batdur's Cate series, fmvind 
Dai*, and Flrwrstttpt; Torment. 

2002 
fargo leaves Interplay and 
founds inXJTe Entertainment. 

2003 
Acq uire* right I to WOiteiand 
and The Bard's tale from EA, 

2004 
Releases first game under inXite 
brand, attiafl'RPG parody The 
Bard's Tale, h ships the same 
week as GTA: Son Andreas. 

2007 
Currently bringing Web game Lin* 
ffidtr to console! and working On 
ffejft (let for release this fall). 

INTERVIEW 

How do you think the game 

industry has fundamentally changed 

since you started making games in 1985? 

BRIAN FARGO: Wow, so much for starting 

small! Well you know, it’s light and day. Back 

then it was just a hobbyist's business, You 
couldn't even begin to imagine how you'd 
make a living at it. We'd try all sorts of differ¬ 

ent creative things out. You weren't betting 
your life on every project. The stakes weren't as 

high, so you could tinker with different things 

and different ideas. Everybody was pushing the 
envelope in every category, 

Woifemtein 3D—the first time you saw that, 

you knew it was the start of something. Same 
with Oune.„mto War Croft, and so on. People 

were inventing categories with every game, 

Some worked, some didn't. 

Now it's ?n sequels, so you don't got that 
same "inventing of the categories" as you did 

back then. Everything's very stylized today 

and very professional. There are good and 
bad parts to that. I was thinking the other day 

that our industry is very interesting: Designers 

don't have |the same clout) they do in different 
entertainment businesses. Spielberg can walk 

in somewhere and say, "This is the game I want 

to make." We don't have that [Srms creator) 

Will Wright is the closest we have to that and 
he's still an employee. You give designers some 

freedom, and what do you get? Sponel Thai's 

the way the business is structured these days, 
and you can't really blame publishers, because 

they're just doing what they can to survive. 

And your post-Inter pi ay survival tac¬ 
tics include.*.? 

iJF: Well, the trick is trying to keep your team 

small aid costs relatively low while finding 
the right people to work with. Since leaving 

Interplay, 3 wanted to ramp up very slowly aid 

look for new talent. That's why we're working 

with Line Rider [see 'line Rider." page 36—Ed,], 

I saw that as something completely innova¬ 

tive. creating a new breed. I'm proud that at 

Interplay we gave [some] big developers their 
first deals—BioWare, Blizzard, aid Treyarch. to 

name a few, I always had a talent for finding 

good people. 

The reality, lhough, is that for every 20 

Psychmavts—critical successes that don't sell 

well—only one becomes a true hit If you had 
that kind of track record today, you'd quickly 

be out of business, That's why you're mostly 
seeing sequels and licenses—because that's 

what people ere voting for with their dollars, 
People still say to me. "High fantasy, science 

fiction, is that the cleverest stuff you guys can 

come up with?" Mo, but that's what our users 
iove. That's why you see a lot of the same stuff 

over and over and aver again, 

G Well, you did step way outside the 
ho* early on in your career. After creating 

The Bard s Tate, you made the post-nuclear 

role-playing game Wasteland—nut your 

traditional: sci-fi fare. And old-schoolers 

still have fond memories of it.... 

BF: In a way, we think of Wasteiartd as our 

version of a sandbox game. We wanted to let 
people wander around and explore the world 

O "'HIGH FANTASH. SCIENCE FICTION. IS THAT 
4} THE CLEVEREST STUFF YOU BUYS CAN 

0° COmE UP WITH? NO. BUT THAT'S WHAT 
□UR USERS LOVE THAT'S WHY YOU SEE 
THE SAfTE STUFF OVER AND OVER AGAIN 

without having to push the plot forward. There 
were side quests, random combat encounters, 

and puzzles, sure, but we also tried to leave 

things hanging out there to make players 
explore. Early on. you're warned not to go near 

the Citadel. It's right there, in the beginning of 

the game, but you're not supposed to go m. So 

what do you do? You go in. And if you escape 

alive without getting killed, you poke your 

head back in a few levels later. Still not ready? 

Come back later. We didn't have to writ* any 
thing extra—just tease people with what lies 

inside—and when someone finally survived, 

there was this real sense of accomplishment 
I think that's why some people have so many 

fond memories of the game. It's kind of like 

GTA today, There's nothing to stop you in your 
tracks. That's why adventure games pretty 

much went away, don't you think? |f you can't 

solve the puzzle, the story—and game—come 

to a halt People don't like to be stuck. 

That openness of the world also led 
to moral ambiguity.,.. 

bF: Letting people play the game the way they 
wart means dealing with the repercussions that 

come with actions, right? There's one part in 

fVttsfefond where someone asks you to save his 

rabid dog. Kids with RB guns, who are rightly 

pissed, attack you for defending the- dog. You 

can be the Good Samaritan and walk away, or 
you can shoot the kids and be done with it, 

And deal with the consequences later, That's 

the fun, 

And. of course, that sort of intercon¬ 

nected storyline, cause-and-effect stuff 

needs lots of planning, 
iBF: Absolutely, and since game development is 

like an assembly line these days, that's impos 

sible to organize, You can have a couple hun¬ 

dred people on a project. They'll say, 'You do 
level one he'll do level three,' and you bang 

something out in Iff months. Some designer 
working on level 10 doesn't say, 'Let's take 

this NPt from level one aid try adding him 
here.' Everybody's moving ahead at 100 miles 

an hour. There's no time for that subtlety, and 
that's what gets left out on a lot of projects 

these days. 

You seemed to pull that off in the 
recent Bard's Taie remake. Was that because 

you had a smaller team? 

BF: That's part of it. The game has a lot of 

subtlety, characters that appeared from level 

to level, running jokes. We laid that entire 

game out on paper. That took a lot of effort 

and a lot of discipline, but we sat around the 
room and fake-played through the game. We 

created funny moments that we could've easily 

missed otherwise. 

Wall, the humor has always been 

there in your games. It really stood out, 

and—in some ways—defined your work. 

BF; Yeah, but it's not like we can put on the to- 

do list that 'the game has to be funny.- When 

we started the new Bard's Tale, for example. I 

had taken time off to play all the latest RPGs, 

and the games were doing the same stuff from 

25 years ago. We were joking that “I can't ■ 
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O “GAfTlING IS THE 
Tp ONLV ENTERTAIN- 

0° mENT INDUSTRY 
WITHOUT A COm- 
EDV SECTION" 

believe lb is modem game is making me kill rati 

in the cellar.... 1 can't believe that there are this 
many 'Chosen Ones.” I thought, "Wouldn't it be 

funny if the mam character also saw things the 

way we as gamers do every day—that the Bard 
himself had had enough?" I think that's where 

the humor succeeded in that game. Basically, 

we have to look to what really inspires ui, and 
then the humor should follow. 

So writing The Bard's Tate came 

pretty easy? 
BF: I couldn't have made that game 20 years 

ago. I didn't have enough real-world experi¬ 

ences to draw upon at that point. Our audience 

is very intelligent and very cynical. Especially 
you guys [game journalists]! Stupid humor 

doesn't work. Some of the best stuff that 

LufasArCS did—and ftioWare does—requires a 
level of maturation that a 22-year-old making 

games probably doesn't have yet. 

As designers, if we make a game with humor 
as a main selling point, we need to make sure 

that it's genuinely funny and that it doesn’t 

get annoying as you play. Some games do 

pull it off in small amounts, but for all the talk 
of stones and plots, only a handful of games 

[are] truly funny. You know, gaming is the only 

entertainment industry without a comedy sec¬ 
tion. And I don't know if that's going to change 

anytime soon. 

While not many games are straight- 
up comedy some do have it in degrees. 

Take your work on Fallout -it bridged that 
gap. but in a very dark way, 

BF: Oh, yeah—we love the dark humor. 
[Laughs] And the older we get, the darker 

we get, When you mix the absurd with the 
hyper violent—hke what Tarantino does in 

films^you can get some great results. 

Bethesda [the developer making 
Fallout 3—see page 26] hasn't really done 

dark humor in their games. Do you think 

this will matter? 
BF; Yeah, their stuff is a little more serious, 

a little drier, Humor is tough to do, but you 

know what? They're clever guys, and I can't 

wait to see what they do, I know that they'll do 
well. In fact, I'd trust maybe three developers 

with Fallout—and Bethesdas definitely [one 

of them], One thing I can tell you, though, is 
that our Wasteland would be much darker than 

their Fallout. 

That's right—you've acquired the 

rights to kWpjfe/urrd. 

BF: It started it all. If the right design idea 

comes along, we would love to make another 
tVersfe/andgame, I think Bethesda is gonna do 

gangbusters with Fallout—just great—and if 

they make a huge hit, maybe people will be 

curious to get another Jock at what inspired 
Fallout in the first place. 

Why didn't you just make a 
Wasteland sequel back then? Did it not 

sell well? 
BF: It was strange, You see. EA released 
Wasteland on I he exact same day as The Bard's 

Tale it; The Destiny Knight. They were trying to 

meet financials for their quarter end. We were 

like the BipWare of that Lime, known Iqi our 
ft PCs. Imagine if Bio Ware released two games 

gn the same day, That'd never happen—it 

makes no sense. So, end of story, the game 
did well, but it fell under many people's radar 

because of when it released We did actually 
try to get the rights to Wasteland to make a 
sequel, but EA considered us competitors at 

that point, We had to create Fallout as a result, 

Interplay used to be the place for 
all the great RPCis—between BioWare and 

Black Isle Studios, you guys had a lock. Then 
Interplay imploded. What happened? 

BF: My cost of making a game back in The 
Bard's Tale days was $30,000 to 540,000. 

Descent— which we published about 10 years 

later—was SiQQ.000. Get to the late ’90s. and 

things are costing millions. That means little 

room for error. Look at it this way: Tony Hawk 

sold 4 to 5 million, making Activision what it 
is now. Take-Two has Grand Theft Auto. ThQ 

survived off wrestling games. EA? Well, with 

the lock on Madden, that paid for a lot of other 

games that didn't sell as well—and that's to 
say nothing of SrmCrfy and so on. If you didn't 

have one game that'd carry the day, you were 

in a world of hurt, All we had was ftoldurs 
Gate. We had a heavy royalty load to both 

BicWare and T5R. So we'd sell IS million cop¬ 

ies, but after royalties, that amounted to some¬ 

thing like 7$0,000 copies sold. We were making 

all these realty solid efforts, whether it was 

Kingpin. Descent, icewtnd Dale, or Planescape; 
Torment. We just didn't have one that was 

really going to break us out, 
That's when l brought in Titus Interactive to 

raise capital, but it turned out that the whole 
relationship was a bad one. Culturally, we 

couldn't have been more different. They never 

actually shipped a good product before—after 
20 years, all they had to show was a game 

about a fox? The battles were bard enough to 
get a game made, but fighting over fundamen¬ 

tals with the executive board was ridiculous. 

Basically, I said, "It's time to sell and get a dif¬ 

ferent partner." I had some buyers ready, but 

Titus' demands pretty much stopped anything 

from happening, It was an untenable situation, 

and by that point, l handed Titus the keys to 

what was left and said, "Good luck!" 

With Interplay gone, you don't see 

as many HPGs as you once did- Why da you 

think that's the case? 

BF: I just don't see many publishers willing 

to take the chance these days. We went to 

Microsoft with an idea for an ftPG. They didn't 

even want to hoar it. They don't care how great 

an idea is at this point, It was simply, "Wah, 

we've got RPGs covered." End of discussion. 

They have their boxes to check—iheir shoote/sr 

their RTS games, their RPGs. [With] those boxes 

checked, they aren't interested in hearing 

aboul anything else. 

And experiences like that don't sour 

you to the game industry? 

BF: Truth is, it’s very hard to make money in 
the game business, Take my buddy, Jason ftubin 

from Naughty Dog [creator of PlayStation 

games such as Crash Bandicoot and Jak and 

Daxterl He left the game business saying, 
'Screw this—I'll make Internet applications.' He 

said that it was 10 times easier than a game, 

but he just sold his company for over $20 mil¬ 
lion, and he wasn't even in business a year. 

You've really got to be in this because you love 

it And S do,* 

■ The Bird 
(2004 v+riion) 
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BARBA RIC 
We can't wait 
to play Aje 

of Conan: Hyhorian 
Adventures—-so 
we're cyeballing 

home-video shulvus to hold us over JO0, 

Frank Miller's stymied loincloth-sword porn 
slashfesi, come out on all those fancy 

disc formats at the end of July. If you're 

questing for an equally raw take on Viking 
marauders, check out Pathfinder. It sailed 

through theaters (with good reason—the 
movie was horrible]r hut It could make for 

a fantastic drinking game. 

MU AH AH AHA! 
Looking Glass Studios 

{Thief, System Shock] 
alum Austin Grossman recently 

penned his first novel, Soon i 

WHi Be invincible—a look at the 
ambition, love, and trials that 

come with being a superhero (crsupervillain). Oh. 

yeah, and all that "truth and justice" junk as well. 

Maybe if11 help us appreciate Giy of Heroes/City 

of Vi Hat ns on a whole other level now. 

3 GUITAR ZEROS 
Some reduce Guitar Hero to a 
simpte game of musical Simon, Try 

telling that to the dedicated nerd rockers at 

www.theguitaneros.cotn. They've nodded 
GH controllers to make real music. Visit 
their site to listen to the music and watch 

the concert video—and if you're motivated, 

download the software tools to mod your 

own controller for music-making. 

"CLASSIC" ROCK 

The year: 1986, Mullets 
were cool, pants were 

acid-washed and a couple of guys 

filmed a documentary outside a 
Judas Priest concert. Heavy Metal 

Parking Lot is one of those cult 

classics that's been floating around for ages fpre- 

Inteflubes, people dubbed it onto VHS). Twenty 
years later, it's on DVD with an encore of extras. 

5 BOARD GAMING 
For the earfy nerd (before Coton 
arrived on Xbox Live Arcade), mul¬ 

tiplayer board games consisted of “men" 
huddled around a kitchen table, chomping 
down on Ding Dongs, and moving tiny pieces 
around a board. Looking to recapture those 

glory days? Try More Nostrum, in which 
ancient civilisations such as Babylon, Carthage. 

Egypt ar>d Rome battle for supremacy. 

B GREMLINS 

In Overiard 
(see revjew on 

pg SOT a small horde 
of minions steal the 
show. It's fun being 
a bad guy and all, 
but we got a whole new appreciation for little 
havoc-causing critter sidekicks everywhere. 

7NPC: THE GAME 
Here's a goofy concept for an RFG 

game: You're the NPC. Well, kind 
of. In JVPC Quest (www.hamumu.com/ 

gameleu.php), you shop, prep your char¬ 

acter for whatever battles lie ahead, and 
then kick back and watch how well you 

did. You have aero control over your in- 

game avatar. There's still some strategy to 

it surer it's just a little more passive than 

your typical RPG. 

8 MASH- 
UPS 
One 

industrious U.fC 

DJ lays down solid 

tracks—and was 

also kind enough 
to provide us with 

a Windows-theme mashup for our podcast. 

Head to hb website (www.thriftshQpxl.com) and 
check out some of his other work—and white 

you're there, maybe buy a T-shirt or something. 

9 PLAN ESC APE 
Fallout spreads 

anew, SimCity 
reconstructs itself, and 

StorCraft it launches— 
while having these clas¬ 

sic games come back 

m - * 5. < is 20 kinds of sweet, 
• *_B# we can't help but think 

of some other great games we'd like to 

see back in the spotlight. If anyone is 

counting our vote, here's one suggestion: 

Plan escape: Torment. 

BIG 

DADDY 
Do you 

enjoy decorating your 

bedroom shelves with 
disturbing images of 

horror? The Limited 

Edition of BtoShock 
comes with a figurine 

of a Sig Daddy (early 

prototype shown), the creepy lumbering deep- 

sea monster-thlng that protects the city of 
Rapture's slightly creepier zombie children, 

Save some cash for these 
upcoming games 

JULT JEHJT publisher 

Civilization IV: 2K Girno 

Baynnd the Sward 

Dori lUifi □ ream Catcher 

[ no my To rritary: qua l» Wan Activision 

Sword of thre N*uu World: 

SnnW« Ftp* 44 

M2 Network 

TWO WOrldl To t* Ware 

Interactive. 

AUGUST 2PQ7 PV BUSH EH 

BMbedi IK Cimit 

Guild Ware: Eye of th* Hard) NCMrft 

Madden NFL OS Electronic Art* 

Mnhl of Honor: Airborne Electronic Arte 

Medieval lit 

Total w*r—Kfiqdtnii 
tag* 

Stranglehold Midway 

tiger wood* pGa tour 0$ Electronic am 

limMIflt 2607 MlhlJlHlE 

Black 511»; Area SI Midway 

Cry ill Electronic Aria 

CSfc Hard Evidence UKhK 

E specimen! 111 DreamCatchvr 

FhU Dpi Freeze Interactive 

Hero** of Might and Magk V: 

Tflttl of the E aft 

uWwt* 

Man A Lynch: Dead Men Lldot Intoiriri 

Th* Offke Muniho Jumbo 

Neverwinter Night) 2: 

Mad of th# Betrayer 

Atari 

NHL oa Electronic Arts 

Sag* Rally Hva Sega 

The Sittlen: Rli# of ail Empire tlblnft 

World la Conflict vlvendl Cam** 

LATE 1007 publisher 

A<wi In th* Darfa Atari 

God* A Hiieait Raffle Riling »E 

Hellget*! Lari don Nj nico Sandal/EA 

Soccer Fury NCftofl 

Storm of War: Battle of Britain UUHfl 

tabula KMl NCtoft 

TlmeSHft Vivendi Camn 

Unreal tairninunl 3 Midway 

Th* W-Ilt her Atari 
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I Enter Promo Code GFWW80? for o FREE T-SHIRT wtth these items I 

MforOSOtt TMTRjZT f KkJ*M'*i 

The only thing we're guilty of... 

is outrageously PAST SHIPPING. 
99% of orders ship within t business day 

OC HDCP Video Card M.crciofl Halo z PC Gama GaCuba Had«in XlfSOXT Patriot 4GB42 * 2GSI Memory Kingston 7GB (2 x 1GB] 
PCI Exprauxtt. 7MH0 J84 Nl G0DP3 S»qit*l V3 H*l0 Comb*! Evolved ?«**& PW-brt GDDA3. AGPBX eXtram* Pr'tQrmw* 742 Win DOR? HyptrX ?4Q P n DDR? SDRAM 800 

Medal - BFG R S876SGT XGCE ESHB Rai. ng M . M* hu r« HDCP V.duc Cara HX19-5X T&D3 SDRAM BOO lPC? B4#0I Dual Che nn*>« I PC? B4001 Dual OunmH Memory 

NO PAYMENTS FOR 6 MONTHS 
with your Newegg com Preferred Account 
SwWBt)i>l4 let mote Informilion Pmmotton *iM*t 09 .10 0? 



BEST PLACE TO BUY 
ONLINE 
SOFTWARE 

• PERIPHERALS 

- CORE COMPONENTS 

Tharmnrtaka LAN BOX Lit o 
Black 5ECC Jiplnni atae I Gaming Cuba 

Computer Cm* VFGOQOBW5 

Cool or Matlar Stacker B30 Evolution 
ATX Full Ipwar, ftaai Fpwnr Pro IOOOW,, 

£ - AT*. ATX. m> ATK. BTX. nc • B30' KX R3 ‘ GP 

FWEftHtrrm tom «u*a*r ftrintpwr 

Corinir Domino top 2GB (2 X 1GB| 

HO Pin DDR3 SDRAM 1Q« (PC? 8H»] 
Oval Channel Krl D**b(OE> Mijrnprv 

cruchil 

7«Mhn ouftj SDRAM IOB* (PC2 8W0J 
Dual Channel Kit DviMdp Mamorv 

QCZ G*rt>oXSU«Jnn Power Supply 
ATX12V 7O0IWPower Supply 1M HO V„ 

SL1 Carl-had. GCZTOOGXSSLI 

An toe TRQ-BSO Powaif Supply 
ATXIIVi EPS 12 VBBOW Pbwvr Supply 100 

240 V. Ul. CUL. FCC. TUV,- CEt C ■ l-ci 

Samtung 30" Wld«eroon LCD 
6m* OVI Mo-n.ior With Hsiflhl Ad|U*tmenT* 

100 cd -m} 700 t J04BW 

Hannt-G 2B r Wid*»cre#n LCD 
Bi*tk.Srlv*rr Sfln, 1930 x 1200. 800 1. 

O-Sub. HOMs - HG J8tOPB 

*99% of ardors ship within 1 business dey * Over 675,000 product reviews from customers 
* mA~ reting on ALL merchant ranking sites * Over 50,000 customer testimoniefs 

«•> 
logp'wJi 

tuff sttwfftif *71* 

Logitech G15 Gaming Keyboard 
G«m«T»n«H LCD Show* Oim* $iiitirid 

mot*. IIEuPhinilifrd Lh^fjcScfi 

'ij » UTX 

mt smWHG 15559 
Razor Copperhead Gaming Mouia 
Tempnfl Blu*. 2DOO dpi Lifer Tracking, 7 

indepondnmly pruyramnsabl’e burton* 

Lwspkbyb 

s 16993 
Unhiyi WRT330N Gaming Router 
W7.1 tb. 8021 lo. 8023. 802- lu. 4* 4 h 80211n 

M. 4 pon Gigabit Swalch 

D-Link 

*129" 

G - Link DGL-4300 Gaming Router 
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Sound Carer, 7.1 Channel*. 70S RO-S6AOQ0O3 

/EU5 

*1999" 

Aiua G Soria a G1 5 A1 Note Book 
lni*l Cbte 2 DuG T7SQ0(2.2gGHiL 15 ** Wtd* 

SXGAu 7GB DQR3 «fl. GeEtit( a 8BQGM Gt 

Asui G So riot G25A1 Nate Book 
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ABS ULTIMATE X Spirit 6400 
Inlal Cor* 7 t xlremp 0X8840(2 SJGHjI. JGB 
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“Bemernber Chris Bock at the 2QQ5 
^** Oscars, right? The comedian and his 

camera crew go to an LA. Magic Johnson 
Theater and ask, what's your favorite movie 

this year? Everyone agrees pI's either A Wen 
vs. Predator or The Chronicles of Riddick." 

Producer Rod Fergusson underscores the 
populist idea: "We weren't necessarily 

working to conceal every rough edge from 

game critics. It's always about what resonates 

with the audience you're trying to reach.F 
Whether or not Tinseltown tastemakers 

argue the other way around—that those 

movies are more like video games—Ge cars of 

War is an interactive Jerry Bruckheimer flick. 

As the XboK 360 s fastest-selling game, it's 

triumphed at the "box office" to boot. 

Despite superficial similarities to H,G. Wells' 

The Time Machine and its underground* 

dwelling Morlocks* Georj' story dodges moral 
ambiguity (even Marvel Comics' Namor: The 

Sab-Mariner dives fathoms deeper into Us 

culture-dash theme). Until inevitable sequels 
mine the Locust's will to power, they remain 

monsters through and through, and the 

ethically black-ard-white game gets as 
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1 COVER FEATURE 

Epic's blockbuster 
shooter looks sharper 
and lasts longer on PC 
BY SHAWN ELLIOTT 



attorneys. 1 can tell you one thing. I'm 

not some crazy masochist sitko. The blood 

you tee flying from soldiers you shoot in 

a game like Gears indicates success. You 
know that your bullets are, in fact, hitting 

home. The bright red stuff stands out in 

this desatu rated dystopian world. That's 

why it's there. That, and, of course, the 

larger feeling of success you get when your 

foes break up into bits and go flying." 

Guts notwithstanding, one word— 

visceral—works almost too well when 

talking about Gears and the vivid sensation 

of physical substance permeating its play. 
Even roadie running—named to reflect the 

feel of shaky footage captured by another 

person following players—intensifies the 

illusion. "You aren't just Marcus Fenix or 

[CO-Op buddy] Dominic Santiago," SayS 
Bleszinski, "you're also the embedded 
cameraman behind them, which is one 

reason why Gecrrs feels so CNN-ready," 

Fergusson describes Bleszinski in director 
mode, leaning over shoulders and e-mailing 

memos; '"Characters going into cover 

aren't grunting enough, aren't kicking up 

enough dirt and dust!' Cuz, you know, Ciiff 

wanted that weight there. And that's the 

thing about the game's marble-und-granite 

architecture. It's not neon, not glass, not 

chrome—it's grounded. You're in it, and 

you feel the mass and weight of our world." 

Geers' narrative world weighs less, 
at least as the game itself goes. White 

extracurricular site browsing and book 

reading (see; Destroyed Beauty: An Inside 

took at Gears of Wot, available with the 

JGO collectors' edition) reveal planning 

on Epic's part, the gamer seeking a self- 
contained story doesn't see it develop > 

arterial red as its Mature rating allows. Evil 
deserves to die. 

Gean encourages players to buzz saw 

through both CPU-controlled bogeymen 
and online opponents, to squash heads and 

march through the dead meat. I ask lead 

designer Cliff Bleszinski about gratuitous 

gore and whether it's a guaranteed draw 

provided the presentation is state of the 

art. Doom and Mortal Kombat say so. "It 

goes hack to the time-honored tradition of 
over-lhe-top entertainment," he answers, 

"way back to bloody Shakespeare and 

savage gladiatorial times. We're playing 
to the crowd and loving it." Then he turns 

pensive, thinking perhaps of opportunistic 

“I CAN TELL YOU ONE 
thing, rm not some 
CRAZY mASOCHIST SICHO 
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* VP Mark Rein isn't worried about 
the success of Epic's engine'licensing 
venture creating, the company's own 
competition elsewhere, "We root for 

games that use uur engines. Would 
ft bother me if Maudlbfl sells five 

million unitirmi one bit" 

n. J 

*• On 0X10 systenu. Gears supports antialiasing tech for smoother silhouettes. 

GEARS' ANSWER TO 
ALIENS' QUEEN 
A towering 30 feet tall and i cal e-tipping 11 

tons. All teeth and alligator hide, a back like 
a battleship, and-..nowhere in sight? After 

appearing in Gears' promotional material, 

Brumak Epic's name for the disaster bringcr 

prominent an these pages—made little more 

than on in game cameo on Xbox 360. ' People 

were—well. 1 won t say disappointed; that's too 

Strong a word* VP Mark Rein sort of admits, 
But we were disappointed: incredulous, too, as 

Gears Chick proved with a GeairaofWarFonim.net 

post asking what she needed to do in order 

to trigger the showdown she was somehow 
skipping, At the time, the answer was Jl We 

won t tell you to stop posting since this site is 

such a sausage fest," As of now, ft's ' Switch 
to Windows." ”We got a couple of phone 

calls from (Brumak's] agent. " Bleszinski kids, 
"He bargained for screen time, renegotiated 

hrs contract. We're only now getting the 
stench out of our motion-capture studio,* 

The Windows game's new five-chapter act 

pkks up after the escape from Adam Fcnix’s 
estate. 'The section is called Timgad. " lead 

level designer Jim Brown says, “and fills In 

the gap before the train station; it's like lost 
content telling you what happened along the 

way, why you're heading to the train, and all 

that it s not for beginners by any means. We 

want to push playera, to test them on every 

lesson they've learned so far," 

' One section in particular—it s more or less 

a Theron Guard nest [Locust in long leather 
capes). They're among the mare fiercely 

intelligent enemies you'll face. We split co-op 

players, so that one guy is up on balconies 
dueling Snipers, and the other is down on 

tho ground handling Therons who run at 

him. There's Troikas [turrets], there's Seeders 
[large, explosive launchers that emerge from 

subterranean tunnels]. We throw it at you alt 
at once, and you have to work well as a team 

and nail your active reloads or risk running 
out of ammo or relying on hand-to-hand 

combat, You don't have the Hammer of Dawn 

[orbitallaser]—Timgad is occupied territory, 

so Mcmecysts ink the sky and interrupt the 
Hammer's targeting—so you have to find other 

creative ways to take care of the Seeders, such 

as shooting the chains that support a theater's 
stage dressing, dropping the walls on its hole," 

Blcsiinski blows the Ikl off one last 

impediment, and it's the real bitch: "Brumak 

stalks you throughout the entire level. It s like 

you need a restraining order on the bastard." 

"In some respects, the battle is like the 

Corpser encounter in the cave," Fergusson 
says, "but where that was an a rail, Brumak 

chases you around the arena. There's nq time 

to stand still and press the Y button or Q key. 
You're roadie running for distance, and Bmmak 

destroys any cover you stick to. We're not 

giving gamers all the answers in the way that 

we did with the Corpser. ' 

RJcsriuski again: ' He bites your head off. 

You're going to get a big. big kick out of rt." 
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* "Turret sequences frrtd o™» of tw« wjyj," 
(bid designer Cliff BlHxJnskl lays. "They Italic 

ionic Hny gamers feeling like what they 
expected to' happen happened, md others 

disappointed that a dozen enemies didn't burst 
in. In Halo 2. you get on a turret, and ft's like, 

rH*Ho, anybody hwef H would be great io 
hear it go, 'Is this the part where they send in 

reinforcements so we can shoot thorn down?"' 
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Is Gn/] Gudh fof 
Windows Live's MVP7 

I think H t intern for 
Microsofl to build 

some experience 
end build up €*mvi 
for Windows a bit." 

Rein says, "but 
Halo 2 isn't exactly 
a new game. Plus, 

the majority of 

people who love 
the franchise will 

be playing on their 
XbOMOSn They'll be 

playing the Hato 1 
beta and Hmlo J, Also, 

our game isn't Vista- 
only, so that's not 

our cross to bear," 

In his series of shootout s This isn't as 

serious cl a complaint as it sounds. Those 

of us who've played the game agree that 

4 it's great. Great enough, in fact, to start 

splitting hairs over its a ward-worthiness 

(even if enthusiast press end’of’the-year 

nods aren’t Oscars}, 
Td rather have people say the story 

isn't deep than complain that they had 

to skip nonstop cut-scenes and comlink 
co in muni cations,' Bleszinski says. Epic 

vice president Mark Rein agrees: "At what 

point are you taking too much control of 
the camera, making movies and things 

that aren't interactive? We have so much 

manpower to produce so much content and 

we want what we make to be playable," 

I find the either/or unfair. Must 
m 

games either go the way of Mefaf Gear 

A Solid—bloated and intrusive, <>s Blesdnski 

Suggests—or be purely challenge-based Pac- 

Men? What of interactive information? The 

very thing that does go on when we tour 
Sera's slums, and when one character yells to 

another during combat The very thing that 

could turn our trek through the I mu Is ion 

mines into a window on the theme, obvious 

in Gears' Wikipedia entry, of cheap energy 

extracted at the expense of the Locust who 

live- at its Source, The very thing that defines 
Valve's Half-Life 2 direction. 

"Honestly, man, we would rather have any 

narrative elements carried in cut-scenes just 
happen naturally," says Bleszinski. "But the 

truth of the matter is that there are certain 

things you can't count on players seeing... 

like the big bad locust stomping little rats. 

People could be over studying the detail on 

a column or something, missing the coot 
moment. At some point El's OK to break 

from convention for brief moments of 

noninteractivity in order to show important 
exposition. And, as amazing as Hoff-Life is, 

when you compare main characters, Wedo's 

Master Chief is far more iconic, for the fact 

that he says memorable lines and looks 

badass in cut-scenes." 

Adds Eergussom "Nobody looks at Half- 

Life 2 and says. 'Boy, that’s blockbuster 
pacing.' People want characters diving 

through windows with explosions chasing 

them, and you can't have that in purely 

first-person perspective." 
Directing our attention is one of any 

developer's chief concerns end, like 

storytelling, yet another potential problem 

with no cut-and-dried solution. Gears' 

work-around jibes well with what Bleszinski 

calls the company's "summer popcorn 
blockbuster.“ Pressing the Q key or Y > 
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Epic outsources some prop- and 
character-creation work to offshore 

asset shop Epic China, So what, I ask, 
is missing the Made-in-USA sticker? 

According to Rein, "In (irors, it's 
usually secondary characters such 

as (he Stranded [destitute slum 
dwellers!;. Any modeler can make 
i good garbage can. so If you've 
got someone who specializes in 

making great vehicles or weapons 
or facial animations, it makes sense 
to outsource (he garbage cans and 

benches and stonework.*' Ouch. 
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button when prompted either snaps the 

camera to points of interest or offers 

progress-helping hints. "It's our nudge," 

he says, “halfway between fi oninte recti ve 

cut-scenes and the completely immersive 

experience. A friend of mine said that you 

can figure out a movie's plot by keeping 
in mind that every line costs money. We 

spend money to make cool stuff happen, 

and we want our customers to see it- So 
a chopper buzzes by and blows up the 

bridge—is it so bad to say, 'Hey, you might 

want to look to the left'?" 

Movies use "look buttons," too„.movies 

like Alien vs. Predator more so than those 

that win Academy Awards. Bleszinski 

replies! "Videogamirig in general sees lots 

of snobbery, which in some ways can limit 

success. Look at how cinema handles it, 

how, when a character comes back, there's 

the beat-you-over*the*head flashback to 

the scene of that same character. Savvy 

moviegoers are like, 'You didn't need to do 

that, I can see that it's the same character 

only older because he has the same 

friggin' birthmark on his face.' But another 

audience is like, 'Ooh, that's right! That's 

her that's the girl"’ 

Gamers, unlike moviegoers, indirectly 

tip off gamemakers to their degree of 
awareness. Now and then Gears adapts 

accordingly. "In one place flames burst 

from a pipe. To get through, players need 
to turn the gas main off with a wheel," lead 

level designer Jim Brown explains. "If you 

burn yourself a few times by walking into 

the fire, the game gets what's happening 

and gives you a hint." 

On Windows, Gears of Ivor's new 
Campaign content (see page 55} offers 

further opportunity to address player input. 

In particular. Epic discovered that, with 
Colonel Victor Hoffman debriefing troops 

during gunfights, the signal sometimes 

disappears in the noise. 'We have no 

regrets about the way we get important 

information to gamers in a dynamic 

environment." Fergusson says. "We just 

realize that we should repeat some things 

more often to drive different points home. 

Some people weren't sure why they ended 

up on a train, what the Light mass bomb 

was, and what the Resonator really did. 
We provide more information with the 

newTimgad mission. Marcus actually asks, 

‘What, the bomb is on strain?" which is 
what players were asking, too. We then use 

the opportunity to explain why. We also 

hint at intrigue. For instance, Marcus' dad 
worked to prevent the war. Oom says, > 
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Inspired by kdSjimtch, Namco's 

underplayed shooter. Gears' gameplay 

swaps "run and gun" for "stop and pop'" 

(as Bteainski puts it)- Players squat behind 
hard stone barriers, tire, bound between 

safe spots, and sometimes hurdle into 

the open, chain saws howling. While the 
Windows game's interface is identical 

to the 360rs when played via gamepad, 

keyboard and mouse users can seek cover 
with either the space bar or double-tapped 

WASP keys. Additional tuning addresses 
the mouse's superior sensitivity. Says 
Fergus son; "On Gears 360, a sniper's aim 

is steady even as he's getting hit. Basically, 

it's a battle of attrition: Can he drop you 

before your barrage? drops him? With Gears 
Windows, the screen shakes and throws off 

a sniper's accuracy as he's struck." Similarly, 

Epic continues to tweak accuracy and recoil 
variables to prevent pixel-perfect shooters 



'His data's gonna end it' Marcus responds,. 1 

don't think he’d appreciate the irony,' We're 

leaving threads open, though: we don't 
explain the Locust's origins, we don't reveal 

what's going on with Marcus' father and 

we're not closing questions we purposefully 

left open, Like you say, we re separating 
signal from noise and trying to take 

advantage of the ability to tell more story." 

"Well answer other questions in novels," 
Rein kids, "and certainly in the New Line 

Cinema movie"—-another probable hit 

among the same Magic Johnson Theater 
audience Chris Rock polled. I ask Rein why 

Epic isn't calling this edition a director's 

cut and he laughs. "That's a good idea! 

I hadn't even thought of that.” However, 

he's not much interested in commentary 

modes: Til tell you why I don’t want to 

do that. We'd spill too many secrets- I 

like commentary with my comedy—The 

40 Year-Old Virgin or something, where 

they're talking us through the waxing—but 

otherwise it's information that should be 

on the screen," Or in the books and on 

the big screen, as it were. As more and 

more developers divide their games into 

micro tra ns actional chunks, it worries me 

to see stories chopped for piecemeal 

purchase, too. 

MODMAKERS OF THE WORLD 
UNITE AND TAKE OVER 
Drawing on the editing and content- 

construction tools included with Windows' 

Getrrs, enterprising types can try directing 

for themselves. According to Fergusson, 

“this is the same kit we use" and "you 

can create single-player, cooperative, 
and competitive multiplayer maps with 

it," Epic'S commitment to garage talent 

and DIV game designers is a point of 

pride evident for everyone I talk to at the 
company whose "Make Something Unreal" 

contest turned Red Orchestra modmakers 

into Red Orchestra: Ostfront 41-45 retail 

developer Tripwire Interactive, to cite just 
one inspiring example. % W 

"It's in our DNA." Rein insists. "With 

[Unreal Tournament], we gave good 
mo defers money to make improvements, 

and then shipped their work with our 

games and bonus packs. With Gears, I 
certainly see opportunity later on to bring 

user-created content to Xbox Live and 

Games for Windows Live—some of it for 

free, and some of it for a cost, which means 

modmakers might see some money. We 

don’t have the answers on how that's going 
towoik today, though.” t. 
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HOW YOU 

K AT IT 
Mark Rein reads- the mere mention of Crysrs 
as a call to arms, "Is Crysis a better-lookmg 

game than Gears of War? Is that the quote 
you want? I don't think so. It's great in its 

own way but it doesn't top Getrrs. Here's 

my challenge: Let's see how Cry$i$ looks on 
the PC you own. " One thing's certain: Epic s 

game pops on Windows in ways it won't 

on 360, with sharper resolution, enhanced 

detail, and, for those running DX10, 
antialiasing, "'Nobody with a decent 

DX^-class system is getting gypped, 

though, 1 hate people who think that 

they have to go out and buy Vista and a 
new graphics card...." As I'm wondering 

whether I've heard fight, Rein wraps that 
very sentence with "we love those guys: we 

certainly make our games to shine on these 
systems. That's Our modus operandi," 

Microsoft and Epic share the same 
ultimate goal—let's make the most money 
possible." says Rein, "On 3SD, we f*H 
that giving (maps and Annex mode] away 

for fro* was the way to go. They thought 
that asking people to pay for that content 

would raise the pile higher. Ultimately, 
Ift their store and their choice. We On't 
walk into Wal-Mart and say, 'We've got a 
box of 400 brooms in the back of our car. 
Would you put them on the flour and give 
'em away for freeT"' Their compromise? 
Charge a premium fur the content at 

first, and then offer It for free later on. 
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"UG3 IS PROBABLY THE f 
FTIOST mODDABLG ENGINE 
IN EXISTENCE." 

-ITIARK REIN VICE PRESIDENT EPIC GAI 

i 

& 

A number of Gears' o n Ii ne- fit! I a t a d 

details remain to be decided ("TBD" as 

Rein and co. continually respond during 
our conversation). Whether conflicting 

information from Microsoft PR and Epic 

indicates normal negotiation or serious 

unsettled differences is tough to tell, and 
while the one insists that the game will 

not support dedicated servers, the other 

says the matter remains very much up 
in the air. Outlining the less-convenient 

scenario, Fergussen says we'li at least see 

websites hosting custom content that you 
can copy to your directory, and which the 

game will then locate and slip into your Ur 

but hopes Microsoft will allow automatic 

d istribution via servers {see: Valve s Steam 

network). If managed well, Epic's editor will 

offer enormous value to Windows users by 
way of an ever-expanding suite of mods. 

" Simple" projects. Such as last-man' 

standing scenarios that pit players against 

Locust mobs wielding saws and tittle else, 

are likely in the short term, while grueling 

total conversion jobs take generous time 

and talent (lead developer Steve Supervise 

warns that incremental modefing, which sits 

somewhere between scripting tweaks and 

ground-up world building, is a bugger in 

Gear* of Wot), 
"Have you heard of Marcus Gaif?" Rein 

asks. 'One of our Korean licensees wants 

to build casual, subscription-based games 
with Unreal Engine 3. We said, sure, no 

sweat, So one of our programmers goes, 

Tm gonna make a golf game out of Geors 
Of War." An animator gave Marcus a golf 

swing, another guy created a club and ball, 

and this dude did the rest: made mounds 

in the Gridlock multiplayer map, used the 

grenade throw and the arc that you get to 

indicate where the baU would go.... It's not 
something we d ship, but It shows what 

you could accomplish in one day. Unreal 

Engine 3 is probably the most moddable 

engine in existence, and 1 don't believe 

anybody will beat it in that respect. Plus, 

we're working on a how-to book." Ever his 

own Barnes & Noble. 

For a moment. Rein passes off cross- 

pollination projects between Geers of War 

and UT3 and then pauses, I think I get him 

with "players in Necris walkers lasering 
CPU-controlled Brumaks." 

"OK, you're right," the Alien vr. Predator 

fan in him agrees. "That's cool, and I 

guarantee you that mod makers are going 

to go with it. 1 don't know whether it'll 

make us angry or happy, but I'll cross that 
bridge when we get to it."* 
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"People aw probably sick of hearing about 

how Gears' gameplay ts stop and pop'," 
Brown apologizes, "hut U s true, E think we 

ended up with something solid in terms of 

not necessarily shooting enemies the second 

that you See them, of encouraging tactical 

splits— pursuing flanking opportunities and 

that type of thing/' 

"We take what oth er m uhiplayer shooters 
have played with and just push it, push people 

to think about approaching [the genre] in 

ways other than jumping around like an idiot" 
Blcszinski agrees, "Gears doesn't devolve into 
how fast you can swing your crosshairs over 

the other guy's head. We've taken tactical 

gainep lay—which Is often painfully sluggish— 
and turned it into something fun, fast-paced, 

and intuitive," 
I agree. Unlike Hah. Epic's game is Unique 

enough in third-person form and function 
to distinguish itself on PC and as something 

other than the console take on experiences 

■established in the UTand Battlefield series. 
Nor should reduced player speed, optimized 

for analog-stkk aiming, matter much, since 

the "jumping idiot" thing is out. 
Cross-platform play is out, too, Says 

Fergus?on: ' Of course, it came up—you can t 

have a game on Windows Live and Xbox Live 

without Somebody asking the question—but 

we weren't able to because of balancing. Its 

a great bullet point for tfuxfo Lwun, but I'm 

[not sure] about the implementation and how 

interested people are in it/' Instead, Epic's 

adding a mode and three new maps. 

"King of the Hill's a hoot," says Bleszinski. 
" It's a Spin-off of the previously available 

Annex mode but has become its own thing," 

Instead of seizing territory here and there, 
teams accrue points by controlling (read: 

standing in) a single, contested circle. One 
member must remain inside at all times, and 

"execution" rules apply: Only explosives and 

sniper rounds to the skull kill at range, other 

guns stun for the chain saw and "curb stomp" 

coups de grace, "This great dynamic develops 

where one guy stays put and I go off to the 
side and pick off anyone trying to get ii%'" he 

says, 'They can't just clear the circle from a 

distance: they have to actually close in and 
wipe us out altogether,'' 

"We're making sure that the mode is 

partkulady fun on the new maps," Fergusson 

adds. "Elevation differences—and Gold Rush 

has three levels total -are all important 

Imagine an oil rig iri a lunar Crater, that's Gold 

Rush. The second one's called Sanctuary, tfs 
sort of a nondenominatkmdl religious setting 

with big arches, broken walls, black skies, 

rolling clouds, and an old-school horror-movie 
feel. The third. Courtyard, ts a park inside 

a metropolis. You spawn at high pointi in 

the battlefield and dash downstairs at the 

beginning to snag the ftoonuhot or Hammer 

of Dawn and stay low or the sniper rifle and 

return to the top." 

NEW MAPS, 
NEW MODES 

J “GEARS DOESN'T DEVOLVE INTO HOW 
)? FAST YOU CAN SWING YOUR CROSS- 

X^P HAIRS OVER THE OTHER GUY S HEAD," 
-CUFF 6LESZINSHI 
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For nurtySHD 
of War. visit 

QFW094UP.com, 
where you'll find 

txtrnilcd inter- 
views with Mark 

Rein, Cliff Slesxirv- 
ski, and more. 

Free Gomes for Windows Live Silver 
Subscription Offers both person-to-person 

chat and integrated VOIP support for 

unranked games. Only Gold members, 

however, have integrated chat in 
matchmaking games, "t think weJre going 

to got 0 generous [Gold] trill membership 
with the game, too," ftoln says. 
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Far every game currently getting 

heaps of hype, countless otfv 

ers deserve credit for inspiring what 

we play today. That's why years ago, 

when Games for Windows; The Official 

Magazine went by the name Computer 

Gaming World, we created a comput¬ 

erised Gooperstown—the CGtV Hall of 

Fame—to serve as a record of some of 

the greatest PC games ever made and 

the people who made them, 

UVe plan to continue this tradition 

both in our magazine and online 

at GFWfame.iyP.com. To kick 

things off, here are five new Hall 

of Fame inductees: four games, 

and one game designer. 

HALL. OF 

FAmE 

r| DUNGEON KEEPER 
j Everybody'S been a dungeon* 

raiding hero at some point in 

their life, 8ut what about Lhe poor 

sdhlub who stocks the place, has to 

reset all the traps, and makes sure 

©brwvac** t*1Jt the goblins get fed on a regu¬ 
lar basis? When Dungeon Keeper 

shipped in 1997. it flipped the gochgame 

genre on its ear by casting you as the "bad" 

guy building an evil fiefdom. It was a sinister 
combination of Bui I frog > genre-defining hit 

Populous infused with a unique perspective and 

wicked sense of humor, 
The interactive black comedy shone through 

your disembodied, omnipotent hand hovering 
over the playfield. Grab minions and drop them 

where they need to go—or slap them around if 
they start getting out of line. Few games since 

then have been as challenging, in teres ting, and 

uniquely funny as this. 

Iff Wrni'-vrt 

nOUNE fl: THE BUILDING 
OF A DYNASTY 
Try to chronicle the genealogy of 

this genre or that genre—attempt 

to find the Adam of the FPS or 
Eve of the RPG—and you'll usu¬ 

ally wind up lost and confused. 

All roads lead to Wizardry—bul 
detour through Akalabeth, Dungeon, Dungeons 

& Dragons, and Rogue, Is the common ancestor 

of the RTS a 1990 console game called Herzog 
ZweP Does it reach even further back l© T9EE 

and Danielle 8 unton Berry's Modem Wees? Or 

back to 19B4‘s Ancient An of War? The OFW 
historians argue that the "modern" real-time 

strategy game—three sides, dirt faming, base- 
building. tech trees, et al-—goes back to Dune II: 

The Building of a Dynasty, Westwood's blueprint 
for Command Si Conquer, and therefore the 

blueprint for everything from Total Annihilation 

to Company of Heroes to Titerium Wars, 

■S»=fBlMBlMH=i=f= 
People 
Dm! Ekinttn B*n y, fiarnr Deiwjner 

John Carmack, Programme* 

Richard GamOtV Game Designer 

Rsn Slbf*t ftogramFrer and 
Game Ougner 

Sid Meier, Game Designer 

Ray Muzyha. Game Designer 

Tim Schafer. Game Pe v-gm* 
Warren Spectur, Game Designer 

Jon Van Cantgh«m, Game Designer 

Roberta WlW»nH, Game Dengner 

Will Wright, Game Designer 

Greg Zeschuk. Game Designer 

Games 
AD&B 'Gold Boa dan*! iLllr 6CK .inri early SKH1 
A»» of Empires |M«rrawft ]W 

Alone tti the Dark ^l-Mohcn, 19M) 
Baldur’s Gate II: Vtadewr of Ann (IrMei play. 70011 

fcattfefield 1WZ (BhUduc Arts. 20071 

Bajewvfed (ft.pC.Ti 20003 
The Bard i Trie it A 1985) 

Battle On» Interplay 1938] 

Battleground series iTalonSott 199S- preterm 
Betrayal at Krondor (Dynnr uc 1993} 

Cheumasttf (Sofrwjie foolmiks, 19861 
C rv iteration iMkroftose. 1991] 
Coimund A Conquer (VjigirVWertvwod Studios. 1995) 
Counter-Strike (Mod, l^SSj 
Crusader No Remorse {Origh, 19993 

Did forces Ih Jtdi Knight (LucasAm, 19971 
Day of the Tentacle (LoanAm, 1993} 

lOBftsard. iwi 
i mi Softwet 19MI 

Dungeon Mute (FIT Software, 1987) 

tad Weaver Baseball it A, 19861 

Empire ilntrreet 198?) 

EverQuest (Sony Online, 1999) 

F*19 Steehh Fighter iMicrofiose 1966) 

falcon 3 0 (Spectrum HolcByte, 1991) 

fallout i Interlay 1997] 

Freedom force [.ElectronicArts. 7002) 

Front Pag* Sports; Football Pro iDynamnt, 1993) 

Gabriel Knight 7; The Heart Within jferni 19961 

Gettysburg: The Turning Point |SSl 1966) 

Grim Farul^igp iLucartrts, 1999) 

Gumhip (MkrcftOse. 1986.1 

Maff-UfetUih* Software. 1999) 

Harpoon ilbO P&dffc. 1999] 

Heroes of Might and Magic I) 

(New World Computing, 1997) 
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SA GRAND THEFT AUTO III 
r I 4 Interactive sandbox. M-rated 

i blueprint of debauchery. Political 

lightning rod. Just about everything 

ISgW—■la there is to say about the Grand Theft 

L1119 Auto series has already been said 
Hter lMlttoi.r. to death. Tbat, howeverr doesn't 

take away its impact on the gaming 
landscape since its console release in 2001 (the 

PC version came out in 2002), Learning lessons 

from RPGs, GJW3 offered action games a way to 
advance {or not advance) through a 3D world at 

your own pace. Here was a game where it was 

just as much fun (if not more} to run over pedes¬ 
trians as it was to advance the storyline. Whether 

it s the racially stereotyped gangs, the mature 
themes, or a dial-full of radio stations with origi¬ 

nal music and chattel the game market became 
more than just a kids" playground. Love it or hate 

it. GM begat a spate of thug-life emulators (none 

of which ever manage to stack up to the level 
of sophistication of the GTA series}—and has 
become the whipping boy of political agendas, 

HALL OF 

FAme 
1^ WiyScart 

nln 1987, fledgling developer 

Lucasftlm Games {known today 

as Lucas Arts) kicked off a legacy 

of award-winning graphic adven¬ 

tures with this bizarre tale of mad 

scientists, abducted cheer I eid¬ 

ers, brain-sucking meteors, and 
oddball tentacle monsters with aspirations of 

rock stardom, Monroe Monsron's point-end- 

click interface {something we take for granted 
these days) offered an elegant alternative to 

the arguably maddening text parser common 

to Sierra's adventure games of the era ....and 
the far more forgiving plot structure taught 

the genre's designers that death need not 
pose an ever-present threat. The game's popu¬ 

larity eventually bore it a sequel (Day of the 
Tentacle). an oddball television sitcom starring 

a group of 5C7I/ alumni, and even a fan-made 

remake. HCte'S hoping that LuCASArts hasn't 

shelved this legendary franchise forever—and 
that it one day gets back to its roots. 

PETER 
MOLYNEUX 
Mad scientist and dreamer ambitious 
designer and boy who cried wolf one too 

many times trumpeting the pneatest gome 

ever—Peter Molynoux's been called a lot of 

things, but "lazy" or "creatively bankrupt" 

aren't among them. And even though an 

A for efforL doesn't earn a lot of friends 

among PC gamers, Li on he ad's Black & 
White and fable at least aimed for the stars, 

only to discover that sometimes getting 

out of the ionosphere is tricky business. 
And when his game* do break out of 

gaming's gravity well, they work like magic. 

Populous, Dungeon Keeper, Theme Park, 

Syndicate, and Magic Carpet cut lakes, riv¬ 

ers, and mountains into the PC-gaming 
countryside. And whether he's got his eye 

fixated on god game or dog game {Fable 2 
experiments with man's best fnend as inter¬ 

face element), we always look forward to 

what COrtfabulOuS f&blraption Molyiteux's 
got behind the next curtain. 

High H*M Baseball 2000 .3DO. 1999) 
The In credible Machine item*, 1392) 

Intvntitt 7(6 [Act Frisian, 1557) 

John Madden NFL hwilbjil Snh> (IDO 19991 

Kampfgrupp* (SS. iW$) 

King's Quest V item On-lUne, 1996) 

Lemmings (Prognosis 1991) 

Links *86 Pro {AcctM Software IWi 

Ml Tfcnk Platoon LMkttPw* 1989) 

Master of Magk (MicroPros*, 1994) 

Master of Orion iMkroftuw 1993.1 

Medieval: Total War (taivifton 70021 

Mech Brigade (5Sl. 1889) 

MechWarrior 2 (Activision 19991 

Might and Magk (New World Competing. 1986) 

MU.LGitA 188J) 

Myth iBung*. 1997) 

No One Lives Forever (Fox Interactive, 2000) 

P#OMT Gm-eral (SSI, 1994) 

ei.inrscape: Torment lint replay, 1999) 

PirdMl (MkraPtoie. l9flt 
Prince at Persia (BroderbunA 13S9) 
Qua )nH»d Sohware 1996) 

Railroad Tycoon iMitrn Mrmr 199Q) 

Rainbow Six (fed termEntertainment 1998! 

Red Boron i.Oynamix, 1990) 

The S«<r«l of Monkey blond [Lucatom, 1990) 

Sam & Max Hit the Rood (U*aiArw, 199*1 

SlmOty (Maxn. 1939) 

The Sims (Maxn. 2000) 

Splinter Cell lUbiMfc 200*} 

Star Control tl (AccotaJr. 1992) 

Star-Craft (Blizzard 1996) 

Starfhght (Electronic Arts. 1986) 

System Shock Z (teeuonie Ant 1999) 

Idris [Spectrum HoUsByte, 1968) 

Their Finest Hour (LucasArH 19991 

T|* Fighter (I UTjKAm, 1994) 

Tomb Raider iFrJrrt. 1996) 

UWnu 111 iOrigin Systwni 198*1 

UN)me IV (Origin Systems 1985) 

Ul tmut VI (Odgin SyttemL 1990) 

Ultima Online lElwtronic Am. 1997) 

UItinu Underworld (Ongtn Systems. 1992] 

Umd Tournament (Epic Gena 1999) 

Wek> Ruffin (SSI, 19841 

WarCnrft II QBfewtf, 1996) 

Wasteland [interplay 1986) 

Wing Commander (Origin Syflens. 1990} 

Wing Commander It Ifrigin Syrtant, 1991J 
Wing Commander III (Ofiqn Systems. 1994) 

Wizardry (Sirtedi. 1931] 

Wolfed ft ein *P (id Software 1992) 

Jt-COM (Micro***. 1994) 

You Don't Know Jack 

(Berkeley Systems, 1995) 

Zorfc (Infocom 19911 
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ASUS® nForcerH 6501 SLI™ Chipset Du al PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows® Vista™ Home Premium 
Eagletech® Sindcr winder Gaming Case 
Corsair 1024MB DQR2-80O Memory 
250GB SATA !l 7200RPM 3Gb Hard Drive 
2X NVIDIA® GeForce1" SSOOGT 256MB Video Card-SL^" Enabled 
18x Double Layer DVD±RW Drive, l6x DVD-ROM Drive 
Surround 3D Premium Sound 
10/100/1000 MBps Ethernet LAN 
$00 Watt Surround Sound Speaker 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard ft. Optical Mouse 
Free Wireless £02.1 lgi 54MBps Network Adapter 

ASUS® nForce" 6501 SITChipset Dual PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows® Vista™ Home Premium 
Eaglctech® D-agc-n Gaming Case 
Corsair 1024MB DDR2-&&0 Memory 
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2X NVIDIA® GeForce1" 8600GT 256MB Video Card-SLT" Enabled 
ISx Double Layer DVDARW Drive, l$x DVD-ROM Drive 
Surround 3D Premium Sound 
10/100/1000 MBps Ethernet LAN 
600 Watt Surround Sound Speakers 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard & Optical Mouse 
Free Wireless 8U2,llg 54MBps Network Adapter 
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Intel1 COrt’2 DuO PrtKCMdr E-&4Z0 
Intel" Ccrt'2 Due fan&Of E66CH> 
Intel* Otrt’l -Duo Pr«esw ffiTOO 

mtei‘ tjoie™a0usd-c6tePi«et»r Qfiwo 
Intel1 Cereal ErtremeQuaiKonE piwesur QxflTW 

Inter Core^J Extreme' C^ri-rare Processor QX$ffl)D 
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GENUINE Windows® Vista™ Home Premium ' 
Eagletech® Viper IE Garniog Case 
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IB* Double Layer DVD±RW Drive, I6x DVD-ROM Drive Intel' Core’2 Duorrocess&r E67D0 
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Logitech Deluxe Keyboard & Optical Mouse 
Free Wireless 8€2,llg SAMBps Network Adapter 

ASUS® nFor«" 65Gi SLI " Chipset Dual PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows® Vista™ Home Premium _ 
IMZXT® Hush Silent Gaming Case 
Corsair 1024 MB DDR2-800 Memory Into* Core™2 Duo JJroc4tssoit- E6320 
320G B SATA ] | 7200 RPM 3G b Ha rd Drive Intel* C0«rt 0w Aoceswr tt* JO 
NVIDIA® GeForce™ S&flDGTS 256MB Video Card Intel* Core-2 Dl-d Processor EM DC 
IBx Double Layer DVD±RW Drive, i$x DVD-ROM Drive Intel* Qxe-2 Dw Processor E670O 

®ou"dl int«*QnrtQuxKtretoceari 
10/100/1000 MBps Ethernet LAN imi* cExtr«neQuad-we ft 
600 Watt Surround Sound Speakers ]nteji Cltre^0jad.we & 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard & Optical Mouse 
Free Wireless •BQZ.llg 54MBps Network Adapter 

ASUS® nForce1" &50i SLI"" Chipset Dual PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows® Vista111 Home Premium _ 
NZXT® Lexa Gaming Case 
Silent A OverdQcklng Proof CPU Cooling System 
Corsa ir 1024MB DDR2-800 Me mo ry Intel* Dk"! Duo Processor E63D0 
320 G0 SATA II 7200RPM 3Gb Hard Drive Intel* Ccre-2 Dun Pnnessar EMM 
NVIDIA® GeForce™ BBOOGTS 320MB Video Card-Sir" Enabled Intel* Cfrt-2 Due Processor E&Kfi 
18k Double Layer DVO^RW Drive, 16k DVD-ROM Drive Intel* C(xe’’2&io Processor E6?M 
Surround 3D Premium Sound jf|te|*Qwd<Cfe processor i 
10/100/1000 MBps Ethernet LAN Intel* Ccre‘’2 Extreme Quod-core Pi 
mg.tech X- S40 5, i Surround Sou nd Speakers ]ntE|, Cmi„2 E*rHne P| 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard ft. Optical Mouse 
Free Wireless 802. llg 54MEps Network Adapter 



Core“2 
Extreme^ More fun while you get more done. inside 

Hard core. 
Quad-core 

iBuypower recommends Windows Vista™ Home Premium 

15,4™ Wide Screen WxGA TFT LCD Vyi 
12flCxBO0 Display \ 

■ GENUINE Windows® Vista1" N 
Home Premium 

■ Intel ' Centrim™ Duo Mobile Technology 
* lintel® Core” 2 Duo Processor 
-Intel® PRO/Wireless 802.11a/b/g 
* Intel® 965 Chipset 
NVIDIA® Mobile GeForce™ 84Q0 Si 2MB video (max.) 
Optional -- Mobile GeForce1" 8600 512MB video 
1G6 DDR2 -667 Memory 

■120GB SATA Hard Drive § 
■ Removable 8x DVD±R7±RW Drive — 
■ Built-in l.l Mega Piatls Digital Camera 
■ Gb Ethernet LAN & 56 K Modem , , „ 
' 4k USB 2.0 PcrlSi "•I*1"' !0u" 

lx Firewire 3EEE-1394 Ports m00 <2Hfl UCa:i* 

■ 3-in-1 Build-in Media Card Reader 77300lK,r-u 

■ High Performance Li-Ion Battery ™ ^ 
■ Free Ddu xe Carrying Case ™(<M& L2CdChi 

•7, 

Intel-- Cdfe" ] Processor 

T7]W (2NB LZCflihe, 1JSCH2] il 2W 

T73M(4HBL2C*lie, 2.0GH2) 11233 

T75DQ (4HB LiCadie, 2.2GHZT! $1333 

T7700 (4HB LJCfche, 2.4GHZ) $1593 

17“ Wide Screen WXGA TFT LCD 
1440x9M Display 

GENUINE Windows* Vista™ 
Home Premium 
Intel® Centnno1" Duo Mobile Technology 

- Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor 
- Intel® PRQ/Wireless. 802.Ua/b/g 
- Intel® 945 Chipset 
Mobility 256MB ATI® Radeon XI600 
PCI-Express 3D Video 

2G& DDR2 -667 Memory 
120 6B SATA Hard Drive 
Removable Bx DVD±R/±RW Drive 
Gb Ethernet LAN & 5&K Modem 
3x USB 2,0 Ports 
U Firemre IEEE-1394 Ports 
3-in-i Build-in Media Card Reader 
High Performance Li-fon Battery 
Free Deluxe Carrying Case 

S »■ 
Sw • .;anp^i 

^k 

Intel'- Coro- 2 Duo Processor _Jfc 

TH0D{WBL2Chta1.-B3CHZ) $1353 
172Q0 (4HB UCadw, I.OGHZj —rfljuw 

TTMO (4HB tiCatfrc, 2.16QHZ.1 $5559 

ITEM £#fB LKfcfiA 2.J3&2) $1773 

0 0 1 V7 
inl^i itv ■ i urni lego ir«^l qoi* jrvl Cm* insiii- j te irttonn jr U or rra-it.fiui It; erf mt*l Cofpw-XlM or ill iitosK&aii**in ih* Unlusi 5taC“S and grt^r (cnimri^ 

r^Ttiifl nfence Sir arc ti jdcmaiks oi reglbkrcd 1 rjfcmsi ki of NVlOn £(MpGulion or rli wb-nduiif i In the Untied SJa!« and oIIkj tourtirisi 



AMD 

Att 

g> 

rw..... 

ilonX2 

AMDZ1 
Smnrter choice 

Athlon™ 64 X2 dual-core processor. 

Do more In less time with AMD 

15.4-4 Wide Screen 16;ID WXGATFT LCD 1280x800 Display 
GENUINE Windows® Vista'”Home Premium 
AMD*J Turionhl 64 X2 Mobile Technology 
- AMD® PawrerNow! Technology 
- HyperTransport Technology r— 
- Enhanced Virus Protection Technology 
Mobile NVIDIA” GeForce1* Go 7600 256ME Viden^1"^ U V—J 
1GBDDR2-667 Memory --- 
Removable &x DVDiR/iftW / CD-RW Drive 
80GB 5400RPM Ultra-ATA 100 Hard Drive 
10/100/1000 MB Ethernet LAN & 5f>K Modem 
Wireless BC 2.11 g 54M Bps Mini-PCI Network 
SuJlMn 1,3 Mega Pixels CMOS Camera 
4s USB 2.0 a lx Firewire IEEE-1394 Ports 
5-in-i Built-in Media Card Reader 
Nigh Performance Li-lou Battery 
Free Deluxe Carrying Case 

AMD®' Tun on™ 64 X2 MobileT«hnology 

TL-5 2 Processor 
TL-56 Processor 
TL-60 Processor 
Tl-64 PrKesjor 

TL-&& Processor 

51049 
51079 
51119 
51169 
51259 

17- Wide Screen 16; IB WSHGA+ TFT LCD 1680x1050 Display 
GENUINE windows® vista7*Home Premium 
AMD4 Turion1*64 x2 MobileTechnology 
■ AMD® PowerNnw! Technology 
* HyperTransport Technology 
- Enhanced Virus ft otection Technology 1 
Mobile NVIDIA® GfiFOrte1" Go 7iOO 256MB viHpn^ _ 
2GB DDR2-667 Memory - 
Removable 8k DVD±R/±RW Drive 
120GB 54D0RPM Ultra-ATA1 DO Hard Drive 
lO/lQO/lOMMB Ethernet IAN & 56K Modem 
Wireless 062, UG 54MBps Mini-PCI Network 
Built-in 1.3 Mega Pixels CMOS Camera 
4x USB 2.0 8l IX Firewire IEEE-1394 Ports 
Free Deluxe Carrying Case 

AMD Turlbn11' 61 V.dE ! hnokxiy 

TL-52 Processor 
TL-56 Piocessor 
TL*6Q Processor 
TL-64 Processor 
TL-&& processor 

51399 
51439 
51469 
51519 
SI&19 

* Ron all your gadgets quickly, seamlessly and simultaneously, 
m Run all your applications at the same time with increased performance. 

AMO PowerNow!7' technology for longer battery life. 
* Enjoy superb video playback, edit videos on the fly and deliver 
* Super - fast graphic performance - atl while on the go. 



iBuypower recommends Windows Vista™ Home Premium 

AMD Athlon’11 64 X2 dual-core Processor 
5600+ (Socket a m2) $669 
5200+ (Sodcct AH2) $659 
4800+(Socket AM2) $609 
4400+ (Socket AM 2) $599 
4000+(Socket AMZ) $579 
3800+(Socket AM2) $559 

NVIDIA " nFarCe - 5Lt™ Chipset OuJl PCI Express Mother board 
GENUINE Windows - Vista'" Hume Premium 
E ag letech Sidewinder Gaming Case 
Corsair 512MB DDR2-0Q0 Memory 
160GB SATA II 72MRPM 3 Gb Hard drive 
NVIDIA1 GeForce" 7I0OGS 256MB 16N PCI i*prevs Video Card 
18* Double Layer OvDiR/tftw Drive 
S Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound 
10/100/1000 Maps Ethernet LAN 
BQOWatt Surround Sound Speakers 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard & Optical Mouse 
Ado VtewSofiit * 2£T vG2Q30wm Wide-Screen LCD #259 

AMO Albion™ 64 X2 dual-core Processor 
6090+ (Socket AM 2) $979 
5600+ (Socket AM2) $929 
5200+(Socket AM2) $919 
4800+ (Socket AM2) $879 
4400+(Socket AM2) $859 
4000+ (Socket AM2) 1839 

NVIDIA? nFarce1" SU'" Chipset Dull PCI Express Motherboard 

G ENUIN E Windows’ Vista '"Home P re mi um 
Eagletech' Dragon Gaming Case 
Corsair 1024MB DDR 2-800 Memory 
250 GB SATA 1| 7.2O0APM 3Gb Hard Drwe 
NVIDIA - GeForce'" 8600GTS 256MB IbX PCI Express Video Card 

I8x Double Layer DvD±R/±R.w Drive 
0 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound 
6QQWatt Surround Sound Speakers 
lo/ioo/tooo MBps Ethernet lan 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard 6 Optical Mouse 

AMD Albion’' 64 X2 duaHvre Processor 
6000+(Socket AM2) $1699 
5600+(Socket AM2) $1639 
52004 (Socket AM2) $ 1629 
4800+ (Socket AM2) $1589 
4400+(Socket AM2) $1579 
4000+ (Socket AM2) $1559 

NVIDIA' nForce" SU™ Chipset Dual PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows- Vista1" Home Premium 
NZxTa Leva Gaming Tower Caw 
SMent & QvferclOtking Proof CPU Cooling System 
Corsair 2GB DDR 2-800 Memory 
500 GB SATA II 7200RPM 3Gb Hard Dnve 
NVIDIA1 GeForce™ 3B0OGT5- 640 MB PCI Ex prut Video Card 
I 8k Double layer DvD±ft/* RW Dmre; 16* DvD-ROm Dnve 
3 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound 
Creative Inspire 8 Channel Surround Sound Speakers 
10/100/1000 MBps Ethernet LAN 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard; Optical Mouse 
Free wireless 802,119 S4Mftps Network Adapter 
Vurwswtc * 20" VG2O30wm Wide-Screen LCD 

AMD Athlon”1 64 X2 dual-core Processor 

6000+ (Socket AM2) $999 
5600+ (Socket A M2) $949 
5200+ (Socket AM 2) $939 
4800+ (Socket AM2) $889 
4400+ (Socket AM 2) $879 
4000+ (Socket AM2) $859 

NVIDIA- aForce™ SU™ Chipset Dual PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows Vista1"Nome Premium 
NZtfT* Hush Silent Gaming Case 
Silent & Overclocking Proof CPU Cooling System 
Cww 1024MB DDR2- 800 Memory 
2S0G8 SATA II 7200APM 3Gb Hard Dnve 
2X NVIDIA® GeForce’" B500GT 256MB L6X - 5U’" Enabled 
1 Be Double Layer DVD* K/*RW Dnve 
6Hn-l Metta Card Reader 
8 Channel Surround 30 Premium Sound 
10/100/1000 MBps Ethernet LAN 
600 watt Surround Sound Speakers 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard 8 Optical Mouse 
Free Wireless 8QZ.1 Ig 54MBps Network Adapter 

AMD Athlon'" 64 x2 dual-core Processor 
6000+ (Socket AM2) $ 1249 
5800+(Socket AM2) $1189 
5200+(Socket AM 2) $1179 
4800+ (Socket AM2) $ 1139 
4400+(Socket AM2) $1119 
4000+ (Socket AM2) $1109 

NVIDIA® nForce1- SLI " Chipset Dual PCI Express Motherboard 
GENUINE Windows® Vista™Home Premium 
Eagfeleth' Viper Gaming Case 
Silent 6 Over docking Proof CPU Coating System 
Cora* 1024MB DDR2-S00 Memory 
320GB SATA « 72O0RPM 3Gb Hard Dnve 
2X NVIDIA® GeForce " 8600GT 256MB Video Card - SLI " Enabled 
ISx Double Layer DVD*R/+R\V Drive; I6x DVD-ROM Dnve 
8 Channel Surround; 30 Prenvum Sound 
JD/100/1000 MBps imeroet LAN 
Logitech X-540 5,1 Surround Sound Speakers 
Logitech Deluxe Keyboard & Optical Mouse 
Free WreteSs 802,1 Ig 54MBps Network Adapter 

iB LJ \^f=*0 IV^A7- CO/W 



I'm just -gonna come out and say this: Microsoft sucks at handing first-party PC games. 

Obviously, the folks up top art keenly interested in rolling Windows Vista out to as many 

consumers as posiiHe,.,so how does Microsoft's gaming division pitch in? With two Vista-exclusive 
releases: Halo 2, a port of a 3-year-old Xbox game: and Shadowrim, a cross-platform online FPS dearly 

designed with console gamers in mind with none of the pizzazz that we've come to expect from most 

quality PC shooters. That'S the best Microsoft can do? Go Vista! 

Now, I don't mean to turn this into a console-versus-PC rant, but it's painfully obvious that PC games 

play second fiddle up at the Redmond mothership—and the weak efforts to push Vista as a gaming 

platform are barely justifiable as efforts' stall How about a PC version of Halo Ufars, or—if Microsoft 

realty wants to pul its money where its mouth is—a simuftaneous PC/Xbox 360 launch for Halo 3? And 

when are we going to get an implementation of Games for Windows Live that actually furnishes the 

same level of connectivity as its console counterpart (hint: It needs to run independently of whatever 

game yoLj're currently playing}1 Are these guys every paying aiterit/w? * Ryan Seottr Reviews Editor 

THIS mONTH IN REVIEWS... 
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BAtD ROLL DRAW 

Tomb Raider: 
Anniversary 
Ptay Lard Croft'* original 

adventure for tine first 

time again 

Dungeon 
Runners_ 
Guild Irtfars 0.5, or some* 

thing more? 

Cal] of Juarez 
We reckon jfall will 

enjoy this well-written 

Pierogi Western. 

SCORE KEY 
GFWu$e$ a 10-point sgo-riny SC Ate 10 

inform you, at a glance, whether or not a 
game is worth your hard-earned money. 
We strictly enforce a score of 5 as the me- 
dian, meaning lhat any game receiving a 
score of 6+ is certainly worth playing—at 
least to some extent. Here's how the num¬ 
bers break, down: 

Editors' 
Choice award 
Any gnmo scoring a 

9 or higher receives a 

GFW Editors' Choke 

Sward, Signifying 

the very best in 

PC gamirvg. 

9-lft EKnllcfrt 

Gni-ii' benchmarks—uneven ally lecommefideti. 

7 8.5: Good 

Enjoyable tlrroughout with mincw flaws, 

5-6,5: Average 

Status quo . Only genre enlhm lasts need apply 

14,5: Bad 

Significant bugs or fundamental design issues. 

0-2.5: Terrible 

Never should hwc been made. 

IUP NETWORK 

Th* Review Crew ii Ih • 1UP 

Network's ensemble cast erf game 

critics from all of our print and 

online publications. We believe 

that games A re mare than the 

sum of their parts, so we lathi* 
them subjectively, as experiences. 

RYAN SCOTT 
fLEVtfMMIttt 

Rmikyil ubengwk and ff IV reviews 
Mrtortf RyDn Scott spirts his Teetm* 
between emits, ranpanl I'cu-t specula ton. 

erd way to nu iy MMDflPtk 
Gurred laves: The lord cf Jhe fthgj Qnfojc. 

City tf Wtoms, T/cfet fo fSde 
I UP.<0m EkgUWty»Hlfcnin 

SEAN M0LL0Y 
MAW, GAG IDITOt 
Si hdd tglll/ h (he run grp ri itta-y qf 
tVunjpft Sean bftJa Ike every now and 
atpn For a good HP^ strategy game, w 
fiia-perean shader 
Cunm* laves: WothSof WbrQgji. 
He/fVfcl Jmb Raider Mvuenaiy 
3 UP.com Blog GFWfefll HIF.toni 

DARREN GLADSTONE 
ibnon Ent« 
Neid L j: It Old-school gamer. Born 
withi a tl-45/4A nt Uh hands, Dinm's 

played ore just nhoui every compiMer and 
cwirok blown, id mare. 

Cu ired fives: km & Mm Swjwt 1, Sortie 
{QfWtWQlb 
2 UP.com Blog: GFtVnbreFn.VUP.iDm 

£MCMI5HE;R 
5TAJF HttlNttK 
a lutshol Iwyer by day Ent started gaming 
al&ywncSd andomZJ y.ir:btr, his 
paralLSS&ll Inrithh gamirg lure ID two 

noun jdiy 

Cu irerS Fasws: ^is<apo Jjh-mrsa'.vHI 
CormandS CajquaJ 
JUP-fwii Blog: TheFrbdfim5ftJre,lUP.tori 

JOE RYBICK1 
5TUf HIVtEMt 

Qfikijf PfatftOim jluin iX' li 
row a rogue aged, reify io fKvrpioo the 
cause *1 iFe innocent r a word rJ Cmreinds 
who Operate d&DrftfifiJiv. 
Gu ned Fa ees: PQ?. ProttkoS lateUgmae 
(kajT«nrr Cantnc Mmm. Cook OH 

lLtPaom Blog WMbeRlUPcCfik 

Head to RevtewCFew.lUP.com 
to meet *11 of th* 1UP 
Network's expert reviewer*. 

SCOTT SHARKEY 

iwf werera. luetow 
Stott was raised by vuid vrooiland 
creatures until ih? tender age of 5, 
where Ihry all died HtS up bringing Has 
rempfered iry a N inlenda. 

Cu mem fares; JTle Uyd cY irir Ff/jgs CMrer, 

lUP/we Blog scfcftharicey.JUP.tpm 
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PI Rev tews - Shadowrun 

CONSOLE 
CROSS-PLAY 
1 UP.com gave the Hbox 360 version of 
Shadowrun an 8 cut of 10 score—but what's 
good for the goose isn't always good for the 
gander. The game simply screws up stuff that 
PC players take for granted. It has extremely 

limited server-browsing ^when ii works); no 
visible st a I-tracking aside from Achievements 
(without transparency, TmeSkill matching might 
a$ well be voodoo); no text chat or command 

console; no way to make custom maps; and 
obvious aim/mlerface concessions*. 5hodowrt/ns 
biggest lure is the chance to play with console- 
only friends. Maybe, -since you can’t even be 

k sure which team you’ll end up on 
• To keep players from being resurrected by their teammates, dismember 
their corpses, Sounds grlsEy, hut they just vanish in ■ flash of purple smoke. 
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Shadowrun Reviews n 

SHADOWRUN 
The Pledge 

PUBUSHHf NnHA :3tVHtWH MU ' 

26* HAM, 4.5GB Karri rirhra span 25S 

itNMi MuKiplayar Hnt-f ■r AVAIL a."ILII V HaCal FSRB RATING 

. Vista VlAT RAY Mi Mf p6pn(i 

i MINIMUM REQUREM&llT£ 3 ZGHi 

illy} VERSION fltVBWRD RrtaJI Bu 

*KH out y aur own mliiiilaii following th« bmp rfirk-pap^-Mluoi'j 

model of well-balanced |>nd smartly restricted} mctitiuman powers. 

M 
H A s with mosT nriABic trichs, 

SHADOWRUN TURNS FROm "OOHI" TO 
"OH" ONCE YOU SPOT THE ACE TUCHEO 
UP THE PRESTIDIGITATOR S SLEEVE 

multiple high roads for gliding types, underground 

tunnels for folks who prefer to crawl up ladders 

the old-fashioned way, and compound layers to 
mitigate the tactical trump card of X-ray vision and 

teleportation. The magical backdrops hang togeth¬ 

er better—both Structurally and thematically—than 

the unappealing shantytowns and warehouses, and 
so only half of the nine maps really qualify as much 

fun. Maybe it's the overall lack of variety: Many sin¬ 

gle-player shooters (or their free mods) have more 
multiplayer content than this stand-alone game. 

Or maybe it's Shadowrun's ultimate solution to 
cross-platform, play. Depending on how you look at 

it, FAS A has either given Xbox 360 players luxurious 
aim assistance (get your enemy in the big pizza¬ 

sized targeting circle and you're set—or purchase 

Smadlink technology for even more tracking help}, 
or they've g imped PC players by eliminating the 

advantage of pixel precision. As in some other 

tactical shooters, moving temporarily widens your 

cone of spray, which would be fine if most weap¬ 

ons weren't hugely inaccurate ever when you're 

crouched and statue-still. Only the sniper rifle takes 

much advantage of the mouse, Even hotkeys are 

gimped—you can purchase a laige number of 

powers over the course of a game, but you can 

map only three at a time (exactly the right number 
to fit on the 360 controller's bumpers and triggers}. 

PC shooter buffs will rightly resent this—and f ASA's 

succeeded in making a PC FP5 that wilt appeal 

mostly to people who donT like FPSes. That kind 

of paradox would normally stop a game's develop¬ 

ment cold on day one. 
This is also the first time iVe seen Live 

Achievements actively work ogaiftit a game. 
In public matches, team tactics vanish as folks 

spam Trees of Life ('I'm trying to get my Healing 
Achievement'"} or run rampant with swords simply 

so they can finish up their MMGRPG-ish quota 

of m katana kills, I know this because people 
announce these intentions over Live chat as often 

as they yell, "Rez met Rez me! Rez me1" 

REVIEW 

Dft's one of the most protracted tutorials you'll 

ever play, but it's also one of the most prom¬ 

ising; regenerative golden trees straight from an 

Aronofsky film, magic-sucking grenades that weak¬ 

en minds and Trolls' armored hides: energy mom 
sters summoned from the place between worlds; 
brain gear that lets you spot enemies behind 

walls—and juju that lets you teleport through 

those walls. Work your way through ShadowaWs 
offline training missions, and you'll begin to believe 

its tag line's bold claim that by gum, the rules of 

engagement have been revwitten. 

THE TURN 
But, as with most magic tncki. Shadowrun turns 

from 'Ooh!" to “Oh' once you spot the- ace 

tucked up the prestidigitator's sleeve. That sum¬ 

moned beast from beyond? Well, he's pretty 
much a turret. The noble Tree of Life? A health 

dispenser placed by another game's medic. 

Enhanced Vision? Teleport? Developer-sanctioned 

wall hacks. Derivation is no sin by default, of 
course—so why does this shooter wear out its 

welcome so quickly? 
Maybe it's the game types; You basically get only 

two versions of Capture the Flag and one version 

of Deathmatch, and that's it. Maybe it's the wait¬ 

ing; Click "Play," and it can take up to five minutes 
to find your first game, assuming you haven’t 

messed with your game-type preferences (to be 

fair; once you're hooked up with a party, play 

moves smoothly from match to match...unless a 

server goes down; then it's back to square one). 

Maybe it's the maps—complex anthills of zig¬ 

zagging corridors and crisscrossing ramps, with 

THE PRESTIGE 
The PC version of Shadowrun does come with 

its own unique joy: Vtour rare arrival m a game 

lobby is treated like the return of a lost astronaut, 

the discovery of the last unicorn, or the birth of 
a messiah. The heavens open; the fatted calf is 

slaughtered; Achievements unlock in your wake. 

The Live voices stop jabbering and whisper, awed, 
"The Vista player...he is here" #Sean Malloy 

VERDICT 
D C&ol set ling- useful 

tactical powers- Inlersitlng 

\10 

ra-Ec/dass mix. 

D Mot enough to H; cross - 
platform e ompromiises 
neLiter PC's strength. 
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PI Reviews \ Tomb Raider; Anniversary 
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REVIEW 

DPoor lard Croft She's spent an awful let of 

time getting kicked around by her creators. 

But Iasi year's Legend went a I twig way toward 

redeeming lara and compensating for the many 

wrongs done lo her and the franchise. Mow. Tomb 

Render: Anniversary proves that was no fluke. 

As a retelling of the original story, Anniversary 
is all about archeology and exploration—in short 

raiding tombs. In fact Anniversary feels like what 

Tomb Raider was always inter cfe d to be. The 
story is the same, the levels are named (he same, 

and they Ye set in the same areas...but virtually 

everything else is different Gone are ihevast 
black, cubist spaces of the first game, replaced by 

enormous, gorgeous, detailed levels with plenty of 
opportunities for vertical movement and vertigo- 

inducing acrobatics. 

I do miss those open spaces, though: being in the 

middle of a small pool of light in a seemingly limit' 

!«& cavern gave a sense of icale and exploration 

that Anniversary doesn't quite match. But (hats a 
small complaint that's more than made up for by 
the excellent pacing and level design, which provide 

some nice scares and genuinely tense moments. 

LEGENDARY 
Playing to the strengths of Legends engine, 

Anniversary features an exceptionally acrobatic 
Lara. She scales ledges, leaps onto columns, and 

grapples along walls at a furious pace clearly 

inspired by the recent Prince of Persia games 
Trouble is, Anniversary's got no Rewind button. At 

first, that's not much of a problem, as the focus is 

more on exploration and puzzles. But as you move 

into the third act. things start to get considerably 

more challenging, building up to an absolutely 

vicious endgame, which features a positively 
sadistic series of traps and fingernail grabs (yes, 

you are correct trying to play this without a 

gamepad is an excruciating experience). 

It's not as infuriating as it could be: a generous 
checkpoint system mitigates the frustration as much 

as possible. But one downside to moving from the 

original games’ square-by-square movement to 
a more fluid system is that it can make lor some 

annoying quirks when executing difficult jumps, 

You'll hit areas where you have to get the angleybsr 
right., and find yourself missing the jump over and 

over as you try to figure out the precise positioning. 

This sort of issue is compounded by the squirnelly 
hyperactive camera. You're not constantly fighting 

it. but it intrudes just enough that you'll notice it 
more than you should. 

Looking at Anrwersmy as a whole, though, these 
issues are fairly negligible. Overall, it's a solid, enter¬ 

taining game with a hell of a lot of fun stuff packed 

in (including a fairly extensive bonus guest set in 
Croft Manor). It may not offer the same degree of 

wonder you may remember if you wen? around for 

the very first game, but it's a damn fine homage— 

and a damn fine game in its own right. 

• Joe Rybicki 

VERDICT 
r-i i—’\10 

Q Gorgeous levels; some 

[nitres Hi tig puzzles, 

Q Squirrel ly camera,end 

controls. 

85 

On AS A RETELLING OF THE ORIGINAL 
Ho STORV ANNIVERSARY IS ALL ABOUT 

0° ARCHEOLOGY AND EXPLORATION-IN 
SHORT. RAIDING TOfTJBS. 

• Fernb Raider: Anniversary has nice cinematic 
icenes,.. it s juit too bad you have to fight the 
camera to switch from "cinematic" to "usable." 
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Dungeon Runners \ Reviews Pi 

Gigantic pizza 
cutter far the win. 

DUNGEON RUNNERS 
Contagious Exquisite Online Action-RFG from the Ghetto 

PUBLISHER MC«Kft DCVELOPER MCiafl GENRE Artlo*. Rf>6 AVAIL AF<II Iff Fw DwM (miwiuipwniwi W<| 
E5RB RATtNCi Tm MINIMUM REQUIREMENT- 3 00 M htr CPU, 2S4U0 A AM. ifiB Nwd Urtw* hm**, IMemvt (MiwdH 
MJLflR AYKH Mjiieriali VER$|OH REVltVYB) Lkwa *«r. SI 

REVIEW 

Qlt's one thing to completely rail that car- 

rot-on-a-stick thing that Drab Jo did so well; 

we've seen lots of games pull it off since then, 
and even more that tned. But to pull ft off while 

simultaneously taking the piss out of every cliche 

in the genre—that's a trick, 
Dung'eoft Runners knows it's a Diablo knock¬ 

off, and it heals you over the head with that 

knowledge, Constantly and hilariously. Remember 

Diabto's Deckard Cain and his crazy Sean Connery 

voice? Half the people you talk to have even cra¬ 

zier Sean Connery voices and make stupid martini 
jokes in them. That “Godly Plate ol the Whale" 

loot-naming Convention everyone unabashedly 
ripped off? Dungeon Runners does it. too...except 

you'll be picking up crap tike the “Contagious 
Exquisite Decoder Ring of the Nihilistic Crocodile' 

or the ‘Rambunctious Cardboard Ax from the 

Ghetto,' NPCs sarcastically thank you for busting 
into their houses and raiding their chests. The 

whole thing doubles at not onty a pretty good 

action- RPG„ but as a send-up of the entire genre. 

Better stilt rt costs exactly jack—unless you want 

to actually equip the game's rarer drops, in which 

case it'll run you five bucks a month. With no 

price lag for the game itselt and a subscnption 

fee that asks about the same as a smgle gallon 

of gas, Dungeon Runners has a pretty nice cost- 

reward ratio going for it...and they'll probably 

even refund your 50 if the game doesn't do any¬ 
thing lor you. * Scott Sharkey 

VERDICT O\10 
□ Fun. Fch. SomelMngtliBl o 
starts with “F and ends Fn 

”awe»iM.'' 

□ W had da y n want for noth¬ 

ing? A rubber biscuit? ca Games 
for Windows j 

H. JPIHPuJI J 

_I_ 

its u!T first, W- Id ny lift 
IW lift f'lt like I dctuilllj fit m 

Of d l»*i Irt (Idu i JDrtt, 
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cWovh.t) vidoj 
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5W.t nf Ifii fW-hftfJyW< ojv) software 
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FI Reviews \ Halo 2 

PMHIC.HIH MhHWaM OEVEIOPW Bu<igk»/Hk*d Cud GENHt Hrtthn«fbwrt«r AVAILABILITY Rvta.ll fcSfflj HAVING Mature 
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REVIEW 

O Time's slipped a. big gold "console clas¬ 

sic" sticker on Hob 2 I can see why. HaSo 2 

was a benchmark for FPSing with analog sticks; its 

dual-wielding expertly worked the but ion layout 
of an Xbo>i. control pad. Co-op was a blast. Vast 

multitudes still play on Xba*: Live, and Far good 

reason—its simple matchmaking tools and party 
system (which let you tag along with friends from 

match to match with minimal effort) were a rev¬ 

elation and a revolution. For consoles. In 200^, 

A CARNIVAL OF SORTS 
Transported to PC in 2001, however Bungie's 
console classic looks downright primitive— 

especially when landmark games like Half-Life 2 
and Battlefield 2 have reset the bar for what a PC 

FP5 can and should do, 
If you're considering picking it up for the single- 

player campaign, reconsider: Switching viewpoints 

between Master Chief and one of the game's 

nonsensically religious outer-space shadr-monkeys 

was, and is, a narrative disaster—and the game's 
ending, an abortion on the Jtbox. is still an abor¬ 

tion here. The original Halo's story was better. The 

shooting-gallery-style gameplay was simple then 

and is even more so now, as the chunky Muppety 

Covenant seemed unprepared for the precision 

and speed of the mouse, Enemies and effects look 

slightly sharper and shinier, but textures and level 

structures that worked just fine on the Xbox took 
gross on modern PCs. Characters not dad in shiny 
helmets or made of pure energy have a bad case 

of cookie-dough face, and corridors and Stair- 

wellsconsist of repeating patterns of trapezoids 
and tiiangles. It's a IF fun and colorful but so is a 

carnival—and equally run-down. 

UNIVERSAL QUESTIONS 
As proof of concept for Games for Windows 

Live, Halo 2 is partly convincrng. You won't have 

trouble finding a game online, and enough folks 

O WHY 
)p WINDOWS 

O VISTA? 
play to keep a half-dozen or so public servers 
full at any lime—though unless you happen to 

have a dozen friends with Halo 2 and Windows 

Viste. you'll have to settle for whatever mode the 
masses are playing, which is usually Slayer (death- 

match), .or if you're lucky. Team Slayer (even the 

more ’Complicated'' modes are simplistiq suck it 

up or sit if out). 
The control scheme makes few concessions for 

PC gamers. Instead of using a run key, you move 

at the console version's "max speed," which barely 
qualifies as a light jog, Plug in an Xbox 360 con¬ 
trol pad and you're treated to instant transforma¬ 

tion of HUD elements and generous aim assist. 
Nearly two dozen maps populate the game— 

though the online community's already settled on 

its subset of choice. Despile some silly level design 

{and spawn points that stick you in mstant-frag 
situations), the fun weapons and vehicles prevail 

through brute force—no apologies or excuses. 

But I'm left with the same questions l had 

when Hob 2 for PC was first unveiled to thun¬ 

derous confusion: Why Windows Vista? If the 

answer really is just GFW Live, then why no 

cross-platform play, when the game would dear¬ 

ly benefit from the immense Xbox community? 

If it's as simple as technical constraints, then why 

even bother? A game this simple shouldn't be so 
damn puzzling.* Sean Mo Hoy 

VERDICT n\in 
EJ Loti of multiplayer maps, 

to cho Die from; GFW Uvt 

impleminted decently. 

□ Not many people or liner 

primitive vis us Is and game- 

play: Vista required. 

O 
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TrackMania United \ Call of Juarez \ Reviewsn 

TRACHmANIA UNITED 
Evidently, the French don't hate everything united 

PUBLISHER Focus Hem* toteriwhv • 15£vTlQPfcR WedeC' 'iFNRE RMhsp AVAllAIMUTY Retail. Stall (*rws*-steainpewerod.eom} ESRB RAT1H i E«tryen« 
MINIMIIM BFQlJIRFMFMTS IS GHz CPU. 256MB RAM 1.5GB hard Attorn ipac* (j-1—1 nammUri) MlflTTI WFR 2J2 pltym VERSION NFVIfVreC Near Frnal IfikniUi 

REVIEW 

The days of Pole Position are gone. 

No longer can you toss a quarter into a 
machine, grab the wheel and careen head¬ 

long into an S*bil winner's circle, These days, 

the most popular racing games require you to 
manage everything from gear ratios to suspen¬ 
sion tight ness--and manage them well if you 

hope to take that coveted champagne shower. 

Mow, don't get me wrong: I love me some gear 
ratios, but even l sometimes find myself waxing 

reminiscent about the heady days of pick-up- 

and-p lay racing. 
Enter French developer Madeo and the latest 

iteration in its TrackMania senes: TrackMania 

United', a 'classic' racer on the Pole Portion 

mold. You need tittle more than two buttons 

and a thumb stick to enjoy the hundreds of 

tracks United offers; the simple system is per¬ 

fect for those intimidated by Gran run'smo but 

still jonesing fora little velocity. Unfortunately 

that velocity often hits zero as a result of 

United's penchant lor locking up—both on the 

track and in the custom map editor. 
And that map editor—when United main¬ 

tains its stability—is undoubtedly the game's 

marquee feature, Although it Could've used a 
tutorial for the more esoteric elements, with a 

little trying and erring you'll be laying down 

tracks faster than John Henry with a scorpion in 

his boxers. Indeed, a big part of United's enter¬ 
tainment value lies in spending hours tweaking 

every detail of your custom maps until your 

OCD temporarily abates. More importantly, the 

map editor takes United beyond its spiritual 
racing ancestors: Pate Position may have been 

white-knuckle fun, but United combines that 
with the sheer mad-scientist fun of building 

something and watching it come to life, 
• Eric Neigher 

CL THE SVSTEm IS PERFECT FOR THOSE 
Tb INTimiDATEO BY GRAN TURISITIO BUT STILL 

cr JONESING FOR A LITTLE VELOCITY. 

VERDICT 

□ Simple learning curve 
and mat chimaking; creating 
custom tracks is m blast. 

\10 

Q Racing mechanic Is a bit 
limitMl; editor could uie a 
tutorial itiib il ity problems. 

GOOD 

CALL OF JUAREZ 
Skirt that smoke wagon and see what happens! 

P J6U:,HI m Ubiwh 01VELJOFI I TechLand GENRE Hnt- Phih Shooter AVAILABiL I V 

MINIMUM Rf f?.JlRt.VtN !" 2 JfiHz Ml, 512 HB RAM, 2.4GB hard (hive lpmcm. 25*1 

ESRB HATING Mature 

near* MLOPI Att R 2-1* playert VEF-.IQNI REVIEWFC- Retail Baa 

REVIEW 

Holy zlotysf Who would've.1 thought a 

Polish developer would create on? of 

the best-written English-language games of 
the year? And a Western, too! Joseph Corned, 
your countrymen have taken up your legacy: 

whoever penned this script deserves to be 

lauded profusely, 

Juarez foliows the exploits of two pro¬ 

tagonists in its Leone-worthy setting: the 

shiftless Billy Candle and his stepuncle, the 

redoubtable reformed ruffian Reverend Ray. 

While Billy is a compelling character—props 

to the producers for not shying away from 
the racism he encounters because of his half- 

Mexican heritage—the real star here is the 

Reverend, Forget Gordon Freeman, Master 
Chief, even Duke Nukenr The Reverend is 

the most badass, gun-toting, bullet-tinw- 

engaging, Btb I e-spouting son of a bitch ever 

to he transformed into ones and zeroes. I dare 

anyone not to crack a slow grin as the Rev 

hurls "AMD THEY SHALL KNOW MV NAME IS 

O. 
O. 

O 
O O 

WHOEVER 
PENNED THIS 
SCRIPT DESERVES 
TO BE LAUDED 
PROFUSELY 

JEHOVAH!" at Juarez's cocky evildoers, along 
with an (unhealthy dose oT lead. 

Aside from a few frustrating "stealth" 

sequences, Juarez is an accessible, fast-paced, 

meat-and-potatoes FPS, Ybu've got your free- 

roaming, your rail sequences, your boss bat¬ 

tles. and your multiplayer—and while hard¬ 

core twitch junkies may Find the challenge 
a bit low, the writing alone provides reason 

enough to keep playing. If only that could be 

said of a few other games, this industry might 
truly be worthy of taking up the baton that 

Hollywood dropped all those years ago, And 

so, all praise be unto Tech land for theirs shall 

surely be the kingdom of heaven,..as long as 

they continue making games like thus, 

•Eric Neigher 

• Do you see this, kids? This If what hap pons 
when you don't Ufa * designated wagon drtvart 

VERDICT 
Q10 

GOOD 

□ ingaging, rxciting story; 

Reverend Ray is the coolest 

game character ever. 

□ Lonoung load times; a 

few lame stealth sequences; 

kind a easy for the FPS pros. 

A Games 
for Windows 

H rfMei 14 - Ifl 
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PI Rev lews Overlord 
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REVIEW 

O Being evil? Hell, that's easy, Letting players 

unleash their id and make 'em faugh at the 

same time? Thoti the hard part Vet. between order¬ 

ing the demise of countless sheep and gutting rabid 
unicorns, that's exactly what's happening in third- 

person acEion-adventufeOwartoro1. 

Many games try dangling that cause-and-effect 
karmic pendulum, yet it rarely fazes; you don't care 

what happens, Embracing that Overlord essentially 

saryH, "Go on. Be the most insufferably wil bastard on 
the planet and we won't punish you any more than 

we would if you actually decided to help people." 

Saving the town's food supply is an option, sure—the 

people will give you a hem's welcome. On the other 

hand, hoarding the stash and killing witnesses can 
lead to additional side quests like, say kidnapping 

women to create your own harem. Since evil deeds 
unlock so many more cool option^ the challenge 

becomes doing the 'right'1 thing (achieving ajero- 

pettem corruption rating's easier said than done) 

THE POWER BEHIND THE THRONE 
Still OeWofd isn't really about the overlord. Yes you 

can buy weaponry or kit the castle with everything 

from to rtti re gea r to coffee tables, but your g ang d 

adorably sadistic mimons steal the show. Point in a 

direction and let 'em go; they know to attack targets, 

loot the area, or move objects..and if you're low on 
health, your subjects willingly jump into a nearby 

shrine and die to restore you. At first they’re fodder 

to fling into fights, consequences be damned, if they 
die, you just call up more. Something happens along 

(he way. though; You get attached to the little guys, 

You want to keep that pumpkin-headed, dress- 

weanng imp alive—not only because you've had 

him since the beginning, but because new gear 

means a more powerful mimon. Besides, the afore¬ 

mentioned "meat grinder" strategy only works for 

so long. Tactics eventually come into play with new 

minion types; Reds hurl fireballs greens excel at 

Stealth, and blues hang back as healers. Suddenly 

On SOmETHING 
rp HAPPENS ALONG 

O THE WAP: MOL) 
GET ATTACHED TO 

HE LITTLE GUMS 

combat requires more Finesse than just throwing 
those brown scrapper mimons ait every dilemma. 

The problem is that you need Finer control than 

the keyboard-and-mouse setup offers. Play enough 

battles requiring simultaneous attacks from a gremlin 
horde and your antihero. and you'll notice a huge' 

difference when using a gamepad As is now becom¬ 
ing standard, Overlord maps i ts controller layout to 

the ubiquitous Xbox S6Q pad—the left stick moves 
the master, and sweeping the right stick gives total 

control of the minions. So if you don’t already own a 
gamepad, add that to the price tag. 

Your flunkies also embody Over/ord's one weak 

point: loosen the iron grip, and they'll stupidly 

drown themselves chasing after a bug...or race 
headlong into overwhelming odds, Maybe the 

boneheaded A.i. is intentional; maybe They're 

supposed to be feral lemmings, and the game's 

forcing you to slow down for tactics—but I ain't 

buying it. With a throng of mischievous pets 

as the game's centerpiece, you’d expect 'em to 

be a I it be better lions ebro ken, I lost track of 
how many times I voluntarily restarted from a 

checkpoint to keep one dopey ubergremlin alive. 

Then again, any game that makes me wunf to 
restart—rather than making me have to restart-— 

can't be all bed,«Oairen Gladstone 

VERDICT 

□ A genuinely different— 

and darkly funny—game. 

□ No ma$i means gening: 

Imt frequently; borteh&ad- 

*d minion* occasionally off 

thunicIvH accidentally. 

GOOD 
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Reviews Wrap-Up \ Reviews y 

^ REVIEWS WRAP-UP 
N yy The games that were too late [or too lame] to review in this issue 

RESIDENT EVIL 4 
I- UU'-hER Ubtaoft «t - LL TER Capt-om -Ll :Rt Synrtval-horror 
A. i'ILABILI < Ret All ESRBRrtf INL Muter* ' UNIMlM IftQ fltMENI 1.4«ttiCPU, 
2SEMB RAM. 7GB haul drhit space-, I1BMB vldc-Dcard (gamepad 

ncammiiiihtt) MULT (FLAYER NO A* VERSION REVIEWED: Ratal! Baa 

How's this for scary; a PC game, released in 5001, with .zero mouse 
support. Wane, So the one thing you might hope to get from 

the PC port of Capcom's brilliant Resident £vif A is the one thing 

you don't get. Bravo! Way to miss the point of a PC port! On the 

other hand, the game is brilliant-one of the best survive I‘horror 
games ever made—so if you didn't play the console versions, ifs 

worth it. as long as you have a gamepad or don't mind using just 

the keyboard. The higher-res graphics ere great, loo, which makes 
blowing the heads off zombies that much cooler. 

J 

FREESTYLE STREET 
BASHETBALL 

P ; BUSHIER Vivendi &»n« 1*LLL' U- JCEirttrliiinmtnt ENRE Sport* 
' - LATJJL Frce Download (ff-frvityk.iJerfA&nllne.c&m) E'SRB - IING Everyone 

III UMLU SDOMHz CPU, 256MD RAM. 1GB hard driv* space 

MUI |FlMi I? 2.6 playm VERSION RL -.lt .' ! L Flu at Down loadable 

Buy a new pair of Mikes, but don't kid yourself—they're not adding 
an extra 12 inches to your vertical jump, Still, that's exactly what the 

deal b rn freeStyle, the b-ball MMO. The game is technically free (go 

on. download and play it right now), but once your urban-outfitted 

avatar starts leveling up. you'll want to pay for stat-boosting gear 

The online matching system ensures that your rookie player won't 

get clowned by level-awesome pimps, but you just won't dig the 

keyboard-only gameplsy—even in the Dr J and Lory Bird Go One on 
One days, you could plug in a joystick. 

1L* 
ilk.;. ,v m. * 

mONSTER mADNESS: BATTLE 
FOR SUBURBIA 

1 U K- EwithptJih lrvt»r*ctlv# CtVtL f£R AclMcl*l Sfudloi EWRE Aettoh 1 JELlSHEF' QUn#y lnt«ncthn DEvHCFtR EiwM*m-GENRE Action 
. ft.ABU i RttAB E -i l- RaT ll ;' Thd r,UNIT" EQ :i<tr,IE’ J1 IjSGHi CPU. A. ■■. ALJLI • Rrnll EiRB ft* 11!; r-HD ..- M xLf npbr.ibr(IS 1 SGhi CPU, 

jIIHB RAM, 100MB hard drive tpacc. 1Z3MQ vidcocard 2 EG MB HAM, 1.4 GB hard dihre space (gamepad skddi mondfl-d) 

MIAUPLAYEF 216pl*y«* VEI .ION REVIEWED Gold Mailer MLEmASIR. 1-2 playact VERSION REVIEWED; Ratal Bo K 

Mothing heats grabbing a buddy and collecting absurd weapons 

to mow down hundreds upon hundmds of monster-movie cliches, 

Monster Modness would be a pretty spiffy remake of Zonrfriiej Ate My 

Neighbors.Ji it weren't hampered by lousy, unmappable controls, 

insta-death environmental hazards, a frustrating checkpoint system, and 

vehicles that steer like a fat kid in a go-kart. The competitive arena mode 

is a curious (and wasted) addition, considering that online co-op play— 

the one feature that might’ve made Monster Madness an attractive 

purchase—is nowhere to be found. 

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: 
AT WORLD'S END 

This Pfroles of the Caribbean movie tie-in is pretty much the textbook 

definition of "sloppy": boring, tactically bankrupt combat that boi&s down 

to simple button-mashing; connect-the-dots mission objectives; multiple 

characters with no real differences in play style; and awful graphics that 
don't scale beyond a Store Age 1024x76$ resolution, At least developer 

Eurocom got the voices right with some dead ringers standing rn for 

Johnny Depp and company. If we were going to make a cliche plank- 

walking joke while advising you to avoid Af Worlds £nd, now would be 

an excellent time. 
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nReviews\The Hot List\ Review Index 

GRAB BAG 

D FI ending for a good game to pley over the long, dry summer months? 

Here are five excellent titles to take a peek at if you missed out on 'em. 

COMPANY OF HEROES 
Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of Wor developer 
Relic Entertainment shifts from post apocalyptic 

Ores to bat tie-hardened World War 1i soldiers 

in this beautifully gritty real-time strategy 

game. Company of Heroes embraces the same 

capture-and-hold strategic gameplay style as 

Dawn of War, with even better A.I, that intrin¬ 

sically udders lands concepts like cover end 

suppression fire and messy, war-torn battlefields 
that don't waste any time with old-school dirt¬ 

farming concepts. 

-St Beaifcrww 

e 
|||U X-'J,>1 

g j|*W 

'7* GALACTIC 
5 ‘rr aVILIZATlONS H: 
p GOLD EDITION 

l_T tf you still have a copy of 
1996 s Mailer of Orton if on 

your hard drive, that's prob¬ 

ably because you haven't 
tried Slardocks 2006 heir 

to MOOs mtergatactic thierw Galactic 
Civilizations If; Dread Lords, Build colonies, 

trade lech with aliens, and construct your own 

custom fleets from a toy bOW full Of spaceship 

parts The Gold Edition package is even bet¬ 
ter— it comes bundled with the indispensable 

Dark Avatar expansion. Ai the rate quality 

single-player space-strategy games come out 
you’ll be Iwd-pressed to find something to 

top it until the year 2016. 

GRAND THEFT AUTO: 
SAN ANDREAS 
The latest GH's biggest claim 

to feme may be its hidden sex 
minigame that lit up the E53B 

like a Christmas tree (the cur¬ 

rent Version 2.0 removes this 

‘unintentional" feature), but the 

actual game itself is a pretty good takeoff on Boyz 

n the rtood-style gangster culture, with the usual 

display of carjacking, mofo-cap ping., and general 

political incorrectness. Son Andreas also features 

some light RPG-ish character-building mechanics 

and spans three huge Cilies. 

INDIGO PROPHECY 
This modern reinterpreta¬ 

tion of the classic advemture- 

game genre from gaming 
auteur David Cage casts 

you in the unlikely role of a 
murderer—and then a homicide 

detective—and then the mur¬ 
derer again. Mature, complex, and unlike most of 

what you see on store shelves these days, indigo 
Prophecy {renamed in the U.S. from its original 

title, Fahrenheit much to Cage's dismay) is the 

gaming equivalent of an indie film that somehow 

got released into mainstream channels. Unlikely 
minigame sequences (think Dragons Lair or 

Simon Says) and convoluted third act aside, it’s 

one of those envelope-pushing underdogs we 

all wish they made more of. if you buy it, then 

maybe they will. 

TICKET TO RIDE 
This PC conversion 

of Days of Wonder s 

award-winning board 
game is one of those 

guilty pleasures that 

sucks you in and never 

lets you go. Up to five 

players, race to connect various railway routes 

across U S, or European maps (it ploys much 

better than thus paltry description suggests). 

Ths port also lets you tap into a thriving online 
community: Gel it at www.daysofwonder.com. 

REVIEW INDEX 
Game names in yellow indicate 
GFW Editors' Choice award winners 
CAME TITLE SCOW ISSUE 
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Slbid Hunt*i-; Wahn of tha Pitifk 7 7 

Sfcroihl i 7 

Tha Slml 2t Saaionr B S 

Spldar-Man 3 7 B 

Star Trahj Legacy 5 4 

Supreme Commander 7 ft 

Tait Drive unlimited 9 7 

Thaafra of War 4 ft 

TttOn QoOil: Immortal Throri* 4 ft 

Top Spin £ E 7 

Vanguard: Saga tf Harem 3 ft 

War Front: Turning Point 5 S 

Whirlwind Over Vlalnam 4 ft 

World of WarC raft: 10 ft 
Tha bunting Crutada 
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Building a Better PC 
How to maximize your Games for Windows® experience 

News flash: Wish the (aI and holiday months las! 

looming, every gamer worth his weight in joysticks 

knows (hat the coming weeks wilt bring a dizzying 

whirlwind of high' profile Gaines for Windows* - 

branded releases. 

Mind you, Ihe average high - end Windows XP or 

Windows Vista"' user can readily dive right into 

blockbustei titles ;ike Hellgate: London"* and World 

in Conflict'1*, But to fully appreciate these all-star 

endings, it's a given that you'll want to invesl in an 

ultrapowered PC, 

Thanks to manufacturers like Dell m coasting on 

technology's bleeding edge needn't cost a fortune 

or require that you possess a masters in computer 

engineering. Dell gaming guru Abizar Vakharia 

reveals the secrets to shopping for a killer desktop 

rig without breaking a sweat 

Case Your system's chassis is its backbone, Vakharia 

insists, and should provide maximum FlextbNiEy. Thai 

means boasting four to six USB ports for connecting 

add-ons like an Xbox 360,L1 Controller lor Windows and 

an equal amount of slots for devices like a CD-RW drive, 

DVD drive, and sound card. A couple bays should be 

free for further expansion o* well, "just in case some¬ 

thing else cool comes out in the next six months: 

Central Processing Unit {CPU) - Choose systems 

with multicore processors." Vakharia advises. ‘As 

more games become optimized for use with them, 

they'll deliver better performance," Certainly, you can 

save in the short run by choosing a dual-core sys¬ 

tem, which offers solid results. Bui Vakharia counsels 

springing fora quad-core unit if possible, as it'll pro¬ 

vide greater scalability in the In tore. See Dells XPS!“ 

720 H2CU ultimate gamer's PC for a prime example. 

Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)—As gaming acres 

series go. your computer's video card offers maximum 

bang for the buck The more power and memory 

(256M8 shoiid be a bare minimum, with 1)12MB 

recommended] it possesses, the sharper in-game visu¬ 

als will took and the (aster and smoother they'll run. 

Wien shopping for a GPU, DirectX1' 10 support is 

also a must,' adds Vakharia. "Your video card should 

further offer the ability to be paired with a second 

GPU to achieve even more impressive results: 

Memory-Windows Vista will be the driving OS 

going forward,' Vakharia insists. Meaning that, as 

per its basic requirements, you'll need no less than 

SI2MB of RAM, or 1GB for optimal functionality. 

Likewise, response lime is also important-—it's the 

reason Dell, like many vendors, uses specialized 

BAM that can be overt locked for enhanced speed 

and perfonuance. 

Monitor—Gorgeous, big-screen viewing, e.y.. like 

that provided by Dell's 30-inch 3007WFP HC flal 

panel monitor, is the way to go. Ihe bigger your 

monitor and the higlier its resolution, the more col 

ors and details will jump out. If money's no object 

you can additionally link two, or even three, separate 

monitors to form the ultimate vlewscreen, Vakharia 

recommends LCD models, which are just as speedy 

as their CRT counterparts yet frequently provide 

sharper visuals. 

Hard Drive fhe hard drive diiectfy Supports your 

gaming experience,” says Vakharia. "that's why i 

suggest buying as much space as you can afford’ 

Games have a large footprint he explains, as do 

videos and music “fhe worst part is figuring out 

how to scale upward later: he chuckles. Using a 

RAID solution—which writes information on several 

drives, thereby improving speed and facilitating data 
recovery- is also recommended, 

Prefer someth]og a little more portable? 

Keep your ears open lor a jaw-dropping announce¬ 

ment in just a lew weeks as Deal's laptop division 

gets ready la redefine tile possibilities for gaming 

on die go. 

The best part, however you choose to play: Either 

way, with Dell's PCs and Microsoft's Games for 

Windows initiative, you just caiVt go wrong. 



Redu-sd1" Gamin 

Hardware Helper 
Getting the most from your gaming accessories 

Ask any PC gamer, and theyll tell you the benefits of invest hit) 

in Microsoft' Hardware's many gaming products are both obvi 

ous and substantial. 

Do sc, and you won't just experience interactive outings 

stamped with the pioneering Games for Windows* brand the 

way their creators intended. You'll also be playing in the lap of 

luxury, enjoying devices custom engineered to improve pedor 

mance, enhance immersion, and provide a level of comfort rivals 

simply can't match. 

Little-known secret, I hough; For every wide-eyed enthusiast 

dreaming of capping a killer wireless game controller or slick, 

fully customized keyboard, several dozen who already own them 

have yet to fully take advantage of these awesome accessories. 

Put bluntly, while you may already possess the essential tools 

needed to gel an edge on opponents, you might not truly be 

doing everything within your power to play to win. 

Keen to understand more, we cornered Sill Jukes, product 

marketing manager for gaming devices, to get the scoop on the 

hottest features hiding within these first-class, high-tech periph¬ 

erals, And, naturally, learn why the industry's leading Windows 

XP- and Windows Vista'“-compatible hardware add-ons are 

even more exciting than yon think. 

HINTS AND TIPS 

Habit1" Laser Gaming Mouse 

Recommended Genres: Action, Adventure, Puzzle, 

FPS, Strategy 

* Dynamically toggle sensitivity (400. 300,1600, and 2000 DPI 

settings available} to fit individual games at the press of a button. 

Lower sensitivity helps in games like Halo* 2 where pinpoint pre 

cision is crucial, Higher sensitivity, however, is preferable in titles 

such as Supreme Commanderwhere speed's more important. 

* A plug-and-play device, the Habu makes a great fit for gaming 

on the go, such as when playing on a laptop, Us high degree of 

sensitivity briber pays off when enjoying Games for Windows 

titles in cramped spaces, e.g.r while reclining in an airplane seal. 

- Wrist cramping? Removable side button panels let you soothe 

aches by allowing you to adjust layouts to fit the size of your 

hand or personal preference. 

- All seven buttons on the mouse are programmable; Save time 

in sticky situations by putting superpowered attacks and eye 

catching moves right at your fingertips. 

Kbox ISO'" Wireless Controller for Windows" 

Recommended Genres: Action/Arcade, Casual, Rad rig, Sports 

* Intuitive design and responsive handling make die controller 

your best bet when enjoying thrill-intensive challenges—bust ii 

out and watch your skills quickly improve. See: Lego Stars IE: The 

Original Trilogy11 or any of the hundreds of great casual games 

compatible with Windows XP and Windows Vista. 

* Ready lo rumble? Connect the controller to your PC to experi¬ 

ence racing games, flight simulations, and raging firelights in 

an exhilarating new way, as built-in vibration feedback literally 

leaves you shaking with excitement. 

* Get connected with Games for WindowsF LIVE, which lets 

you play against your Xbox 3 60IM-owning friends in acclaimed 

lilies tike Shadownin M and finally determine which dominates; 

keyboard/mo use or controller. You can also plug the device right 

into your console for immediate thrills, 

Reclusa'“ Gaming Keyboard 

Recommended Genres: Ac lion/Arcade, FP5, Role-Playing, 

Simulation, Strategy 

* Swap weapons on a dime with a dozen programmable 

buttons that are configurable to your tastes. Jog dials and 

hotkeys prove especially useful, giving your mouse-warped 

lingers a break from level grinding or queuing up complex 

finishing moves. 

Habu ' LaUf Gaining Mouw 



* The device's blue LEO backlighting proves excellent for gam¬ 

ing in low-light conditions, so you can enjoy sprawling epics 

like BioShock " into the wee hours, Not only will the Redusa 

provide ambience—those macros you've created will come in 

exceptionally handy during extended campaigns, 

* Capable of storing multiple user profiles, the keyboard 

can be preloaded to your tastes with a wealth of game- and 

genre-specific configurations. Thai way, no matter what disc 

you pop in your drive, you'll always be ready to play like a pro 

at the press of a button. 

IntelliMouse Explorer 3,0 

Recommended Genres: Action/Arcade, Adventure, 

EPS, Sports 

* Because the InteiliMouse Explorer 3.0's scroll wheel has 

detents, it's easy to tell when commands have been successfully 

inputted. EPS and Action RPG fans especially should lake note 

of this feature, as It helps to convey an increased level ol conii 

dence during real-time exploration and combat, 

* With optical tracking that's fast and dependable, accuracy's 

the watchword here, Couple the device with games accordingly: 

It'll be that much easier to execute desperate heads hots or sink 

that final pull 

* Capable of gliding smoothly across numerous surfaces, the 

InteiliMouse Explorer 3.-0 makes a reliable companion when 

operating under suboptima I conditions, like when you re gam 

ing on a park bench or buddy's basement floor. 

More good news: The InUlliMouse Explorer 3,0 isn't the only 

legendary name making a comeback this summer, as Microsoft 

reaffirms itself os the final word in gaming hardware, 

Stay tuned for more exciting announcements around the end 

of August, including a one-of-a-kind look at what the future of 

Games lor Windows holds. Consider yourself warned.... 

Score more with GameSpring™, the casual gamer's subscription service 

True story:! was recently accused oi having 

commitment issues. 

Granted, I love downloading stand-alone ver¬ 

sions of Ihe awad-winning amusements being 

offered at MSN ‘ Games tgames msn.com) 

as much as anyone. However, I'm sometimes 

reluctant to purchase 11 tern simply because I 

know that another irresistible new game will 

arrive days later- it's only natural. 

PLAYING THE FIELD 

Fortunately tor my virtual love life, there's 

GameSpring. 
Available Irom MSIV Games Gamespring is a 

game-rich subscription plan that allows players 

unSmited, ad-free access to full-featured versons 

of many of the leading attractions found tn MSN 

Games. What’S more, you can also download 

as many games as you desire From the ever- 

expanding GameSpring brjiy and pkiy from your 

PC just by using your Windows live'" Sign in, 

with ove TOO awesome titles tike Diner Dash 

2 Be jeweled 2 and Monopoly: Here £ Now to 

choose from, it's a beautiful sight 

THE DATING GAME 

Cooler still: Membership costs just SI4.99 per 

month for unlimited access to these amuse 

marts, That's less than the cost of 3 single title! 

What's more, Game Spring oilers even 

greater value for high-volume players. Three- 

month subscriptions cost a mere S38.97 

(S 12.95/month), and a full year costs only 

$9!).83. an incredible $/.99/month! 

Translation: For literally less than half the 

cost ol a lone online purchase each month, 

you can instantly savor 100 plus mind- 

blowing games with tons of new games 

being added regularly! 

HAPPILY EVER AFTER 

Realizing this, I guess I don't realty have 

serious commitment issues—just trouble 

finding the right relationship worth commit¬ 

ting to. 

So before writing yourself off as a life¬ 

long bathelor/bacheloretteand developing 

short-term attachments to individual games, 

consider settling down and enjoying the total 

1 Monopoly: Here & Now 

2. 1T kj I reasures of Monle&jnu 

3. Zodiac Tower 

4. Virtual Villagers 

5. I lie legend oI tl Dorado 

6. Atlantis, Quest 

7 Abundant? 

fl. Cake Mania 

9. Diner Dash 2 

10, Zuma 

package on a long-term basis. 

Personally, I've found the perfect match 

in GameSpring and tin willing to fully 

commit -at least for the coming year. Now 

if only all relationships were this easy.... 

—Andy Peterson, MSN Games 



Kingdom Come 
Expand your desktop horizons with Civilization IV: Beyond the Sword 

the f arth. Players begin as one of these scattered colonies, each 
with a unique background and different strengihsAveaknesses, 

Beginning in 2302 AD, each faction must explore, cofanize, and con¬ 
quer (lie universe as normal, A number of details on the history ol Final 
Frontier will be presented to pliers as they research new technologies, 
All units in Final Frontier will be new but have rough parcels to core 
game staples. There are no land units in Hie scenario, only starships. Won 
combat units include Colony and Construction Ships, fhere are also 
three tiers of combat units which include Scouts, Invasion Ships, 
Destroyer Carriers, and even Starbases, plus many more." 

AFTERWORLD SCENARIO 
By Tim McCracken, QA Manager, Ffraxis Games 
rtWe are completely alone in this lulu re. Part of its technologi¬ 
cal luxury involves being able lo unplug your consciousness and 
become physically Indentured for decades. 

Military forces are all but nonexistent. In their place are the 
Body tanks, capable of calming the harshest of ton flints withe ul causing 
devastation, forjlhesej units utilize non-lethal weaponry. If lethal force 
was ever necessary, well, they didn't earn the name ’Gravebringetf for 
being friendly. After unusual events occur and a science team mysteri¬ 
ously disappears, a squad ol Gravebringers is sent in. 

[As you can see,| I went in a different direction than die typi 
cal scenario. My goal is to emulate a dungeon crawl -Of course, 
while Beyond the Sword may initially seem like a refuge for sci fi 
addicts only, history fans, fantasy fanatics, and destruction seekers 
will all find something to like. 

Historically inclined players can leap headfirst into World War l| 
in Rod to War, trawl the Silk Roods in Crossroads of the World, or 
become Holy Roman Emperor in Charlemagne. For (armchair gener¬ 
als.! there's the near future Next War scenario. Beyond the Sword 

even has two unique fantesy based scenarios; Fall from Heaven; Age 
of Ice and Gods of Old. So whether you're an avaricious antiquarian 
or Earth-shatlerer m training. Civilization IV: Beyond the Sword 

many choices will satisfy your Cravings," 

Think you've seen it all? 
Guess again: Despite simulating the whole of 

human history and the lives, times, and struggles 
of mankind's most famed leaders in stunning 3D, 
worldwide smash hit Sid Meier's Civilization I Vs 
once again about to blow the fid off sociology. 
Enter all-new expansion pack Beyond die Sword, 
which offers lb new leaders, 11 new scenarios, 
10 new civilizations, live new wonders, additional 

unJls/buildingsAechnologies, and options to Torn) corporations 
or spy or adversaries, 

From Founding empires to battling natural disasters and even 
rocketing into space in high-tech sta High tens to conquer the cos¬ 
mos, the game's creators are all loo happy to educate players about 
the moist exciting elements of the biggest Civ expansion pack ever, 

CORE GAME ADDITIONS 
By Alex Mantzaris, Designer/Prog rammer. Firaxis Games 

‘WeJve added a ton of great stulf. Corporations consume specific 
resources in order to provide benefits to (heir city and make the 
second half of the game more exciting. Espionage adds a wftoie new 
dimension- -its importance to your empire is now comparable to sci¬ 
entific research, culture, or income from taxes. Random events give 
Civilization IV even more historical (favor and immersion. Advanced 
Starts are a pre-game setup phase players use to purchase cities, 
improvements, buildings, technologies, and units, Also, there's now 
a new way to win the game through the Apostolic Palace. This is a 
wonder that allows a religion to p';ay a major part in international 
affairs centuries before the United Nations makes |its] appearance." 

FINAL FRONTIER SCENARIO 
By Jon Shafer, Designer/Programmer. Firaxis Games 

"Final Frontier takes place in the distant future. Mankind has 
recently started colonizing distant star systems. When all appears 
to be going well, the new colonies mysteriously lose contact with 



The 
Subscribe Now and be Entered to Win 
A Sony Online Entertainment Game Pack! 

Games for Windows: The Official Magazine, the foremost authority on 
PC gaming, is giving away 10 Sony Online Entertainment Game Packs. 

'Each Game Pack includes the following games, 
plus a free 90-day Station Access subscription: 

Vanguard: Saga of Heroes 

PlanetSide 

EverQuest II 

EverQuest The Anniversary Edition 

^ Star Wars Galaxies 

The Matrix Online 
{Retail Value: S20QI 

T WAIT ANY LONGER! ENTER NOW 

WIN 1 OF SOE" GAME FREE! 

TO ENTER, GO TO: 

httpi/r gfw.1up.com/go/gamepach 
SUBMIT THIS CODE: G7F6W1 

* For new atccKims only, vokfs any gyne cme mcfasted wn manual g®nes Monets will not be enwted to any gme cme which may be offered or ncluded wah cenan .pvon* of these sh lti> SOE cries 

Internet connection ieqj:ed Players at* responsible lor ai app'rCdb’e rtemel 'ees Addtooftil recumr-g subscript on ices appy ,iLtc- 90day Stasion Access subscnpton pc-od alduded with tt%s iAii*d oeCI 
cand required id pay far all such muting subsovtion Fees 

For hi comes nies. wstcinns and decays. ws< tictp . .gfwlupccm gn/garnepack Sony (Hoe Ensertaomect and LucasArts m not resporcsile far The offer Sony fntertarroent and lucasArts *e not sponsors 

of svs swf^p«d*es and are not ffspor&rbfa far anyDbfajprtwnshetrHnSQE. jbeSOf faga Eve-Quest- PfanecStfe and VSanguafa Saga of Heroes an* -egseiwf Mdemart,* and Station Access and Echoes of Fjydwe* 
are trademarks of Sony Onfine ftlttiainmeni ILC lucasAits and the lotasArts iogo a-e rcjtsteeed trademarks of l ueasft/n ltd Stir JAtas Gf^ocs s a ^ssered i’-xtemark of Uxatsfen Enteftonment Company lid 
i ?CCt?-20G7 lucasfftn tmteflainmend Company tad or Un^m Ud A ‘ w 1M a% .v cared A? ^ghts reserved The sohwaf p^cfann logo i* and n lEMA 200: The «imgs <on s a re^sered MtfamaA of (he 

Erfleitainmerfl Software Asso&atxjn, AT «he? hadematks *e propertes of their respective owners All ngits reserved 

THE AVJRX IMfiE, characters rwros and a0 'traded mdw are trademarks of and % Wamn Bros Erx^UfTnerC Inc 



Extend 
Where your games live on forever! 
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mtnoflpg; casual. pqscasT 

Crisis on 
Infinite Servers 
A peek into the mak¬ 
ings erf a competitive 

WOW Arens testa. 

Falling Pieces 
Want easy, free, 
downloadable games? 

Our casual-games col¬ 
umnist is on it. 

Sound Off 
The editorial crew 
jabbers about the PC 
version of Epic's Gears 
of War. 

Tom vs BRUCE 
Two gamers enter. One gamer wins. 

CASUAL BAmeS 
Who's the most casual? Tom vs. Bruce in Peggie, Diner Dashw and Sofitairel 

i'FtVjLE www.popcjp.cc-m D '„ffi r.'AO- www.pbiyf irit.coin WINDOWS SDuTftflf Start|All Prog-ramif Gjitiei[Sdltatre 

COLUmN 

Bruce -GerySf— brainy brai n surgeon 
by d.iy—is & L-Vv i?iid«fii fj(p#rt on 
anything invoking a hew grid. 

Since PC games wilt soon be nothing but 

World of War Croft and casual games, and 
since Torn and Bruce have already done World of 

tVbrfTfOjft twice, they've finally resigned themselves 
to going head’to-head in, a series of casual games. 

This month, they present some of the most wildly 
popular, wildly profitable, and wildly prosaic games 

you've probably never played because you're too 
busy with the latest tuple-A licensed boondoggle. 

BRUCE; i love casual games, because no mat¬ 

ter Hhd-w many hH; points ! Have Or what my 

magic sword bonus is* they only last about 10 
minutes. Let's say you're talking to the president, 

but he got called away from the phone on impor¬ 

tant business. You have 10 minutes to kill. By the 
time you choose your character's facial features, 

pick a name, choose a class, and create the rest of 

your party, you've kept the president waiting for 

20 minutes. Much better to play a casual game! If 

you're the kind of person who would use those 10 

minutes to silently review your presidential talking 

points for the hundredth time, you're probably not 
the kind of person who is playing games in the 

first place. 

TQM: My briefing to the current president would 
consist of various ways of calling him a dumbass, 

so I wouldn't need to review my talking points. 

This gives me a lot of freedom to play hardcore 
games and be a hardcore gamer Which sounds 

pretty stupid, but its what you have to call it 

when you're the opposite of someone who plays 
casual games. 

PEGGLE 

TOM: I play a lot of Peggie on my laptop, which E 
keep open on the desk beside my main computer. 
I play en route from Bree to the Ekimow-downs on 

autorun, going to meet the rest of my Fellowship. 

When we need to rest to recover power I can 
swivel slightly to the left to fire off a Peggie ball 

and watch it work its way down, down, down, up?, 

down, up!, down. I've even played during that 

brief downtime waiting for my first refinery to 

be built in GBO. toggle is the perfect way fora 

busy gamer to keep himself occupied during the 

in-between moments, I is like Speckle. Plus* there's 
really no skill involved, which takes a lot of pressure 

off the playet IF you play Peggie enough times* you 

will win. With only a mild degree of perseverance, 
you're guaranteed to get through the story mode, 

which introduces you totaling unicorns and 

whatnot each with their own special baits. Bruce 
and I will play three random Pei^fe levels with ran¬ 

dom characters. Best two out of three wins, 
BRUCE: I never really understood Peggie. I mean, 

yeah, I get that it is like a pinball game but with 
sapient animals. But unlike some of the other casu¬ 

al games I've tried, I never really get that "Man. 

I gotta play toggle*" feeling, If I cleared a level. I 
would kind of feel obligated to play the next level, 

just to see if the skateboarding beaver would come 

and tell me anything, But failure to progress was 

rice because then 1 felt like l was justified in doing 
something else. Sometimes I would kind of lose 

interest in the middle of the level and hope the ball 

would fall into the missile silo soon so I could quit 

I know—everybody is all like, "Whoa, this guy is 

immune to the Peggie disease! He must be a Soviet 

sleeper agent or one of those things from that 

Star Trek episode where the guy on another planet 

could see Earth through a telescope and tried to 

re-create it, but nothing had any taste because 

you can't see how stuff tastes!' And l‘m saying, 
yes. that's both possible and likely. But that doesn't 

make toggle a more important game qua game 

than S TA.LK.ER, which is what someone said on 

the lURcom boards, Essentially I may have deleted 

some swear words and stuff Which reminds me; 

How come The New Republic can say "f"**" but 
Games for Windows magazine can't even though 

the average computer gamer is 31? None of these 

questions is answered by Peggie. 
TOM: My first game is the spiderweb level, which 

is awesome because the screen is full of evenly 

spaced pegs. But I get the pyre mid-wing beaver, 

which sucks. I manage to rack up six free balls, so 
there's pretty much no way Tm not going to dear 

t his level. At the end, the slu pid ba 11 goes i nto th e 

10,000 point cup My score is220,3SQ„ 

BRUCE: The whole game is dependent on the 

hypnotic effect of pinball bumpers. Do you like 

watching where the ball will go? If so. then fine. 

Frankly, I think this is one of those tech-worker 

in-jokes that people who don't sit at computers 

all day won't quite understand. I watched the ball 

get me 134,000 points, 'fau need to do better next 

time. ball. 
,'OM: My second game is the freaky monkey-face 

level and I get the dragon who makes a fireball if 
you hit the special green peg. On my third ball, t 

get a double fire! t execute a sweet bounce with 
the first fireball, cutting a swath thought the pegs, 

but I botch the second fireball. Peggie giveth, 
Peggie taketh away. So now I've ripped the mon¬ 

key's face wide open and I have six balls left. On 

my next ball, I get a sweet long shot * purple peg, 

and three orange pegs. I get down to two balls and 
two Orange pegs left but they're behind obstacles. 

This is like bowling an £-10 split! My penultimate 

ball misses either orange peg, but it goes into the 

free-ball bucket. Still two balEs and still obstacles to 

dear. I manage to get one of the orange pegs and 

the free- ball bucket again! On my last ball, I have 

to pul toff a bank shot around an intervening peg 

to hit the last orange peg. I get it! 1 have beaten 

the freaky monkey face and earned 139,100 points. 

BRUCE: Here is the secret to Peggie: V(ou want 
ftc.iifield. This is possibly the most cryptic Tom 

Waits reference I have ever seen, which doesn't 

mean you'll like Peggie if you like Rain Dogs. Still, 
having your pinball flow through to the top when 

it goes off the bottom is great because it will 

almost always get you an extra ball by hitting the 
2S,000-point threshold On some of the challenge 

boards, you can get multiple extra baits if you can 

chain the Rcnfield ability and hit 75,000 points. 
Like almost every power-up, you want to use it at > 
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■ Extend \Tom vs, Bruce 

t A restaurant full of hungry people plus Tom 
equals a restaurant full ttf hungry people. 

the beginning, because it is more effective with 
more pegs on the boards t used to think that 

the unicorn power—seeing where a ball will 

bounce—’Was pretty cool. Until l played about 
twice, at which point I felt I had at least as good 

a grasp of imaginary physics as a horse with a 
pointy horn on its head. Once you've figured 

out where the first few bounces will go. the rest 
is totally up to the beavers. And if you're say¬ 

ing that no, you can figure out where the ball 

will bounce on the seventh ricochet, I'm say¬ 
ing that you really need to invest that energy 

in something that doesn't involve unicorns. 

Unfortunately I don't get Wenfield—l get that 
wacky Egyptian cat Who is—surprise—pretty 

useless, I clear the level but get 138,000 points, l 

get exactly the same score on the next one. with 

the lobster. 

TOM: I wouldn't begin to know how to describe 

what this level is. It’s got these curving patterns 

on either tide and a lot of junk in the middle. 
My character makes explosions when I hit the 

green pegs, It's-an unremarkable round, but as I 

dear the last orange peg, the ball plunks neatly 
into the 100,000-point cup. With my good luck, 

I have truly earned the "Ode to Joy" that plays at 

the end of the round, My score is 206,710. 

PE66LE WINNER: TON 

DINER DASH 
BRUCE; Diner Dash is possibly the most clever— 

or, in game-journalism speak, "innovative''—game 
idea I've ever seen. You are a waitress. You also 

play one in Diner Dash, where the goal is to 

serve your customers before they get mad and 

itorm out of the restaurant. The board, or map, 

or whatever you call the playing area in a casual 

game (which, everyone knows, isn't really a game) 

is a restaurant with a bunch of tables for diners. 
Tables can seat two. four, or six. and you have to 

manage the parties who show up at Lhe greeter's 

podium, jeat them, take their orders, bring them 
food, bring the check, and clear the tables for 

the next group. You get points for each of these 

acts you successfully perform, and a multiplier for 
chaining the same action, which is how you rack 

up he Ha points. The dramatic tension arises from 

the fact that the longer the eaters watt for what¬ 

ever they need (getting their orders taken, get¬ 

ting their food, or check) the less happy they are. 

How happy they are determines how much you 
make in lips, based on a couple of outrageously 

bigoted stereotypes (college students and seniors 
are cheap, while businesswomen are generous) 

that are nonetheless relentlessly accurate. Further 

establishing this game's bona tides as an uhrareal- 
islic business-management sim, college students 

hang out longer before asking for tire check, 

while senior citizens take longer to do anything, 
and businesswomen are very impatient, Special 

scenarios have you simultaneously accommodat¬ 

ing parties comprised of the entourages of Newt 

Gingrich and Patman Jones. You get bonuses for 

seating eaterswearing certain colored clothes 

in matching colored seats, which represent their 

political affiliations, 
TOM: I didn't realize the part about political affil¬ 

iations, but being the kind of guy who wants to 

call the president a dumbass, I feel better about 
leaving red people waiting in line and giving 

preferential treatment to the little blue people. 
Not that it helps my score. I am terrible at. Diner 

Dash. Play is excruciating. I get flustered and 
then it makes my stomach hurt, plus, I've waited 

tables. I think 1 have post-traumatic stress disorder 
from the time I was opening a wine bottle for a 

table, The manager called me over afterward and 
hissed angrily at me for doing it wrongi "You're 

not cutting the head off a chicken," he scolded, 
demonstrating the right way to do it. 5o when 

i put two blue people and one red person at a 

table with four red seats just after a group of four 

red people has come into the diner; I start looking 
around to See if I'm going to get in trouble. 

Bruce and l will play three endless shifts at 

medium difficulty. In the first one, I make $348 

points before the diner collapses under the 

weight of my ineptitude, 

BRUCE: Diner Dash definitely is frustrating, 

which I'm sure makes it a lot like real waitress- 

Ing. This uncompromising verisimilitude makes it 

both a hardcore sim and an action-rele-playing 

game. It is also like a hardcore sim in its ability to 
draw me in for brief periods and leave me resign¬ 

ing in disgust But, like in a role-playing game, I 

keep wanting to hit the next level which levels 
up both my table capacity and appetizer abilities. 

If 1 were to actually describe this game to a nor¬ 
mal person—meaning someone who doesn't play 

games—they would think I was making it up. If I 
were to describe this to a gamer, they would call 

me a nQ0b. Which is ridiculous, because Diner 

Da$b has all the elements of real-time strategy 
without Lhe annoying rock-paper-scissors deriva¬ 

tive gameplay, It also doesn’t have Elves- Unless 

you count the customers, with green outfits, 
TOM: The whole idea of this terrible, terrible 

game is that you're confronted with multiple 

tasks that are impossible to do at once, so you 
have to quickly prioritize them while more tasks 

pile on. However, I have found that playing Drier 

Dash can improve several real-world skills, such 

as real-time strategy game micromanagement, 

keeping a party healed during a raid gone bad, 

and working on a Tom vs. Bruce article in one 

window while playing Peggie in another. Rats, the 
bait went into the 10,000-point hole. 

BRUCE: Sounds like Tom is describing a real-time 

strategy game there. The key to Diner Dash is get¬ 

ting everyone to eat at the same time. This is even 

more important when the appetiser cart shows 

up, because using the appetizers to satisfy your 

customers breaks the continuity chains of your 
other actions. In fact, if some guy at some univer¬ 

sity were to use this as a basis for studying res¬ 

taurant management—which is probably already 
happening—you would have to conclude that 

appetizers make your customers more angry than 

not. because you can never serve them in time to 

keep them from getting mad, If, of course, you 
staff your entire restaurant with only one waitress. 

“TOM: I'm so bad at Diner Dash that t didn't even 

know there was an appetizer cart. Hey, I just got 
a long shot after hitting one of the purple bonus 

point pegs. Sweetl 

BRUCE: That's actually one of the most frequent 
emotions engendered by Diner Dash—getting 

mad. That's not surprising, because the whole 

premise of the game is that people slowly, inexo¬ 

rably get madder and madder unless you wait on 
them. If that's not social commentary disguised 

as gaming, then I'm not Hannah Aren eft. HI leave 

the 5,000-word follow-up article to The EiCopitt- 
TQWL On my second game, 1 barely broke 

10,000 points, but I managed to get Flo a nice 

pair of new shoes. On my third game, the diner 
shut down after t made only 6,742 points. Ouch. 

However, in the process, I dropped the Peggie 

ball in the 100.000-point cup twice! 
BRUCE Thanks to me. Flo opened up her fourth 

restaurant just now, Nice work, Flo! 

0INER 0RSH WINNER: 
BRUCE 

SOLITAIRE 
TOM: Bruce and I will now play Lhe ulLimate 

casual game. Solitaire for Windows is probably 

the single most popular computer game ever. 

Even your mom has played it Heck, her mom 
has probably even played it Now Bruce and I 

will play it 

Unfortunately, the newest version of Solitaire 

requires Vista, There is no way I’m Installing Vista 
until at least the first service pack update. So 

unfortunately, Bruce and I have to play the old 
version of Solitaire that ships with Windows XP. 

As before, we’ll play three games and compare 
scores. HI be playing the deck that has astronauts 

on it and Bruce will be playing the deck that has 
the cute little green cartoon frogs. 

BRUCE: I remember this game! I wonder what 

these frogs do. 
TOM: Game one; Si points, then I'm stuck. Lame. 
On my second game, I gel lots of points and 

then lose most of them when I turn to my laptop 

to play a few rounds of Peggie, and then qukkly 
log onto Lord of the Rings Online to check the 

Auction House. Apparently, Solitaire is real time, 

because you lose points the longer you take to 

play. When I turn back to Solitaire, I have only 
zero points. I managed to earn another 31 before 

gelling stuck again. On my third game. I'm 

pretty sure I'm stuck at 65 points and decide to 
quit before my score gets lower. One of the big¬ 

gest challenges in Solitaire is not falling asleep, 

so even if Bruce wins, I consider rt a moral victory 
that l stayed awake. My total score is 177, 

BRUCE; My best score is 177, Thousand. * 

s OLITRIRE WINNE R: 
BRUCE 
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Updates \ Extend B 

Q fl u tti 0 FI hOU3«3 3dd a lot 
more variety to your charac¬ 

ter options, 

S Some minor auction 

house interface g ripes. 

Q_ THE INVENTION SHSTEITI INTRODUCES 
TO THE SAIT1E UDOT-FARmiNG ROUTINE 

0° PRESENT IN EVERY OTHER mmo. 

NCtorft Cf.'tL1 !■ : Cryptic Studios : . MMOHPG -■■■IL'-i'!L 11 ' Downloadable Patch 

ESflB RAI1N:- Tten RECJ.j|R|*.«NT5 SPQMHz {PIT, 512MB RAM, 4GB hard drhra span, City af Hero* 
tf VMaltts. Internet, tenner tiee MJ.TIPLAVER Ma»hre*ala VERSION REVIEWED. Live vwiIm 14.24Um03.2t 

- *- 
or City 

OF ^hhhkrobs* 
ISSUE g-BREAHTHROU 
Mad scientists, rejoice! 

Hawk your loot to other*. Heroes may got the 
urtion house, but villains get the black market. 

PATCH REVIEW_ 

City of HeroesfCity of Vifloins developer 

Cryptic Studios always releases new con¬ 
tent for its dynamic superhero MMORPG duo in 

the form of free comic book-style -issues." The 

current ninth issue, titled Breakthrough, adds 

the usual stuff for these sorts of updates—such 
as various costume pieces and a new high- level 

Task Force miss ion—and also revises the popu¬ 
lar Ha mid on raid encounter, which pits players 

up against a giant blob. Yeah, an exciting fight 
with a blob-made even more exciting now that 

Cryptic's excised most of the raid's frustration 
factors, That's not really the big news, though. 

WIDGETS AND GEARS 

What makes Breakthrough important is the 
inclusion of a new invention system that lets 

you craft enhancements for your hero's super¬ 

powers. Whenever you defeat an opponent, you 
now have a chance of finding a piece of salvage 

or an invention recipe for some new enhance¬ 

ment or costume piece. 

These salvage items run the gamut of stuff 
you couEd define as random junk: computer 

viruses, funky tattoos, and magic weapons you 

can't actually wield, just to name a few. Collect 
all the pieces required by a recipe, and you can 

whip up a new toy for yourself—one that might 

even yield multipte bonuses to one of your 
powers at the same time. 

Basically, the invention system introduces the 

same loot-farming routine present in just about 

every other MMO,.,and, by itself, that'd realty 

suck when applied here. After all, the biggest 

weakness in COHiCOV is the inexorable grind, 
especially in needing to replace your perpetu¬ 

ally expiring power enhancements as you climb 

in level. How can the need to farm endless 
amounts of invention salvage on top of that he 

a good thing? 

GOING ONCE, GOING TWICE, SOLDI 
Thankfully, Breakthrough also includes the 
addition of consignment houses (and a black 

market for villains) that you can use to buy 
and self salvage and recipes. The Windows 

Explorer-style interface makes it a little hard 

to find what you want to buy at times—■and 

I can t help but wonder why you're forced 
to dick a button to acknowledge that you 

sold something before you can get paid—but 

overall, the system works just fine. The key 

thing is, if you take the time to sell your 

salvage on the auction block, you can earn 

all the influence [COH's currency) that you'll 

likely ever need. So, Breakthrough winds up 
alleviating the grind...and you wind up enjoy¬ 

ing the game a lot more, 

Granted, you'd think Cryptic would've 
made this update a long time ago, since the 

whole auction'ho use thing is pretty slam 

dard in MMOs at this point—but either way, 
Breakthrough constitutes a big step in the 

* At the ihw consign- 

ment bouse on Telo* 
Island. Wentworth's 

employers always seem 
happy to help y&u—even 

If they can't see you. 

• That's Shady Mia standing over thereby the 
edged weaponry. I wonder what she'd want 
In exchange for the tactical nuke in the crate? 

right direction for COH/COVr Now, if only 

Cryptic would do something to alleviate the 

barbaric concepts of experience debt and 

outleveled mission contacts,..that# be the 

real breakthrough.* Matthew Chase 

\>r 

• Toting around a bunch of heavy salvage can 
be a real pain—especially with the limited 
inventory space you've gat. Fortunately, you 
can use safe-deposit boxes to stash K. 

V UPDATES 
Hi r—ifs i &+■ rvh.r—i*—l. Our two cents on the latest mods and patches 
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Extend \ Crisis on Infinite Servers\ Line of Attack 

CRISIS ON INFINITE SB 
Trehhing across the vast mmORPG landscape 

THIS mOIMTH- 
FRIENDSHIP FOR TEH WIN: 
A CAUTIONARY TALE 

COLUmN 

migueL Lapeg 

Thnnfci To Vtoridof WatCraft, Miguel 
w3l probably never achieve iirr/Ehing 
ratable' in hii entire life. 

■ For a year now, I've teetered on the edge 
csf quitting Wvrtd vf WgrCreft altogether. 

I’ve done it all—leveled alts, survived the honor 

grind, and endured the senseless tedium of 
40-man raids. ! went on hiatus for a couple 

of months prior to the launch of The Burning 
Crusade with the intent of taking a long look 

at my relationship with WOW. By this point, I 
knew what 1 loved: PVP. Slaying Internet mon¬ 

sters in order to get good enough gear to kill 

newbies wasn't a worthwhile proposition for 
me. To my delight, however, all that I'd heard 

about the post-expansion PVP game sounded 

very promising: Gear acquired through FVP 
would, in most cases, trump raid gear when it 

came to fighting other players, A brilliant move 

on Blizzard's part, and the singular factor that 

kept me from canceling my account. 

Fast-fonward to mid-February. My Hogue had 

long since dinged level 70, and l was essentially 

Qo LINE OF ATTACH 
\ / Mour monthly guide to hardcore war-gaming 

colli itin 

Bruce Geryh 

I"vc complained about the dearth of sim¬ 

ple-yet-engrossing computer strategy almost 

since i started writing this column. But some war 
gamers are filling that gap using Rodney Kinney's 

VASSAL application, which he originally wrote to 

facilitate online Advanced Squad Leader 10 years 
ago. Now module designers are writing game con¬ 

versions that really take advantage of (he engine, 

and the results are sometimes stunning. 

One of the most impressive modules has to be 

for Twifight Struggle, GMT Games’ superlative take 

on the Cold War Thegame itself is a qvite simple 

(yet extremely clever) combination of card play 

and area control, in which players vie to domi¬ 

nate strategic regions of the globe while avoiding 

nudear war. The board game is pretty clean in that 

Bruce Gc ryk—brainy brain jurgpon un 
by day—« GfW s retident expert on 
anything invoking a hes grid. IffdWAH uliwm 

* Peoplt afraid to buy 3 board gzirn they'd 
never play... 

it doesn't have a lot ol fiddly counters or number 

crunching, and the VASSAL module really drives 

this home. While it doesn't police the rules for you 
or act as A.i it does a great job of managing the 

display in context-sensitive ways that are unique to 

the game itself. And it does so with style, because 

the module designers adapted the artwork to the 
medium without losing its originality. 

It’s pretty clear that simple-yet-deep games of 

this type aren’l about to proliferate as computer 

- » 
can now g«t It &nd pi*y online 4»|lyr 

r J 

games. But the Twilight Struggle module shows 

off just how good these designs really are, and it 

makes them available to people who would oth¬ 
erwise have no one to play with. Heck, you can 

check out the game's rules yourself by down¬ 

loading them from die GMT Games website 

(www.gmtqarnes,com). imagine the possibilities 

for game designers. 

You can download the VASSAL engine (and; its 

modules) from www,vasiglengine.org * 
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living in tVOkYs Battlegrounds, gearing up in 

prcparation for the Arena system's launch. 1 

began soliciting players to join my (ill-fated) 

5-VS.-5 team. Long story short: I couldn't find 

enough "good" players to fill a five-person 

roster, so £ settled on starting a 3‘vs.-3 team. 
Throughout the course of one week, the prob¬ 

lem players were kicked to the curb, and the 

roster solidified, This is when I began to realize 
what this newly acquired competitive drive was 
doing tO me. 

"A FRIEND LOVES AT ALL 
TIMES, AND KINSFOLK ARE 
BORN TO SHARE ADVERSITY'1 
Plainly speaking, I wanted to win—and winning 

meant recruiting I he best players I could find. 
By my reckoning, all the close friends I played 

with weren't necessarily the "best." Indeed, I 

ended up alienating a few people in my quest 
for rfteh win," Perhaps karmic retribution is to 

blame for why my team ultimately floundered. 

We started out well enough; our gimpy 
combination of Rogue, Hunter, and Shaman 

did OK despite the relatively weak matrix. We 

topped out at around 1.800 points when the 

highest*rated teams were just breaching 2,000. 

We were casual as well—wc only fought the 

requisite 10 matches per week, my rationale 

* All drHwd up with nowhere to go,,.. 

being that the 3-vs,-3 team was a placeholder 
for the S-vs.-S team that I aspired to build, t 

had big plans, 

'PHILOSOPHICAL BUILDING 
& LOCKS FOR WINNING AT 
WO W ARENAS AND AT LIFE" 
Unfortunately for my budding team, the launch 

of the Arena system happened right around 
the time ESPN aired an awesome documentary 

about UCLA's legendary basketball coach, John 

Wooden. Immediately, 1 began copy-and-past¬ 
ing WOW-flavored Wooden quotes to my 

teammates over AIM. The stream was relent¬ 

less—but they humored me. bless their souls. 
In the end, though, they didn't suffer me 

too long. Right around when The Lord of the 
Rings Online's beta hit. the Shaman left. Soon 

after, my Hunter got into a pretty solid S-vs,-5 

team,..and. naturally, the 3-vs.-3 took a back¬ 

seat. Perhaps all the motivational propaganda 

* ''Ring of BlomR'1 More like Ring of Tears. My 
own—and thoif of the countless newbs wha've 
been smashed therein. 

wound up getting to them, I was left in the 
lurch—a half-equipped’ Rogue (not a terribly 

hot commodity in 5-vi,-5\, in case you're won¬ 

dering) without an Arena team. My prospects 

were grim indeed, 
But this story can't end with me quitting 

WOkVand finding some productive channel for 
all my competitive energy. Quite the contrary: 

Disillusioned with the Rogue class. I've decided 
to start leveling my old Warrior alongside an 

oldi buddy* new Paladin. A cheesy 2-vs.-2 
combo—and one that hopefully evades the 

nerf bat for a while mure. 

In retrospect, 1 should have tempered my com¬ 

petitive ambition with a sense of the big picture., 
'cause in the end, I wound up with what amounts 

to jack—no Arena team, a few disgruntled 

friends, and a lot of wasted effort. I hope to get 

it right with this second go. With one caveat; All 

my Rogue friends are out of fuck If my Rogue 

can't play, then neither can anyone ekes • 

m FALLING 
Th© best in casual gam^s 

CDLunriN 

Robert CoFFey 

former CGW editor Robert Coffey 
now ipenrk hii day* playing word 
games iwsd block puzzles, What a life! 

Simple game mechanics, tidy downloads, 

and low price are the three points of the 

casual-gaming pyramid of success, But just in case 
those points are just a bit too...well, pointy for you, 

a couple of casual gaming websites assiduously 

sand down those pyramid tips so you don't poke 

O. 
O. 

o o o 

your eye out. Titans like PopCap aren't about to be 
overtaken by these upstarts, but they should pay 

dose atiention. 

One such casual gaming website is Kong regate 

(www,kongregate.com), which smooths all three 
success points with very simple Flash-based games, 

no downtoads, and the low, low price point of..,free. 

Such a low barrier to entry is usually synonymous 

with tow quality, but not here—this site features a 

bunch of really addictive little games, from weird 

arcade puzzlers tike roioZion to simple shooters like 

The Endless Zombie Rampage and Bodiead. Since 

Kong regate titles don't enjoy the luxury of even a 

3CMB download they rely on a stylishly stripped- 

down aesthetic ihat the best of thegames^like 
the platformer The Fancy Pants Adventures^use to 

great advantage. How does (Congregate attract such 

high-caliber games? By offering cash to the devel¬ 
opers, Users vote for iheir favorites, and tlie site 

doles out the dough (as of this writing, upward of 

%A0,000 went to 60 winners since the beta version 

of the site went live in March). 

fans of more mainstream casual fare like the solid 

match-three game Cradle of Rome or the incred¬ 

ibly popular Mystery Cose Piles series should check 

Gutij, what you do in Kong regatt't Tfr* htdlta 
Zombie Rampage? 

out iWin.com which offers these and tons of other 

games for just £10. Don't let the weird tittle iCoins 
subscription plan scare you off: Vou really ore paying 

just half the price for these games and not getting 

charged extra for the privilege. The half-price pro¬ 

gram comes with all sorts of community-building 

features (things that Kongregate does better, inci¬ 

dental ly)...but the bottom line is all that matters 
hare: super popular games at a superlow price. 
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»SOUND OFF 
Things you might hear on the GFW Radio podcast 

ROUND TABLE 

THE CREW 

GFW 
RADIO 

■Sol; podraS wmamruj? Hn 

the GFW message brands at 
bfMrdi lUPcom or send lh 
f^baeli vise-mill at 
ghAiettf r sA? z rffd j re is,«j m. 

Games 
for Windows 

Jeff Green 
Editor-in-chief 

Sean Molloy Darren Gladstone Ryan Scott 
Managing editor Senior editor Editor 

Shawn Elliott 
Editor 

■ Every week, the editors of GfW toss aside their inhibitions on GFW Radio, a pod¬ 

cast tit's like a magazine, only talked!) dedicated to what we love and loathe’ in the 
computer-gaming world. Subscribe at podcasts, lUP.com or the all-powerful iTunes Music 

Store, Want a sample of the hijinks? Here's a conversation around the office inspired by a 

recent podcast. 

TH IS MONTH S TOPIC: Too many console games? 

SEAN: Cover story an Gfon of War. Review of 

Halo 2. Shadowrun, Overlord. Mercenaries 2. 

Fallout 3, and Call of Duty 4 are all coming out 

for consoles.,,. We’re a PC gaming mag. right? 

PAR REN: This month, I feel like we re getting 3 

console’s used-up sloppy seconds. Nothing against 

Gears, of course—that game continues to look 
hot It’d just be nice to play a game that people 

designed with a keyboard and mouse in mind 

SEAN: Credit to Gears for at least trying not to 
seem like charity work. They're adding a whole 

new live-chapter act to dean up that big Gnjmak 

narrative tease—presumably adding a whole new 
narrative tease—and at least we're not all sitting 

here playing the Gears 2 beta on our Xbox 1060s, 
DARREN: Epic's always been great with providing 

postrelease content gratis. Extra levels, weapons, 
play modes—you name it. I just ho pe t hat we 

don't have to drop MS points to get the extras. 

JEFF: Geom does seem like an example of a port 

being done more "right," but it'd still be cooler if 
the universe COuld evolve lc a point where we can 

just get simultaneous launches for every product, 

and gamers could just buy it for the platform of 

their choice. I have a really hard time believing 

that if a game tike, say. Halo 3, came out on PC 

at the same time as the 360 version, that it would 

eat into the 660 sales that much. Maybe I'm just 

a dreamer, like John Lennon, Imagine there’s no 

platforms—It's easy if you Lry, 

SHAWN: That Epic's tweaking Gears for mouse 

and keyboard rather than designing for the inter¬ 

face from the ground up isn't irking me much. 

The game isn’t another Hah, isn't a console take 
on ephedrine-fueled PC FPSing, and that matters 

enormously, Marcus won’t seem to move like he 

just left the intensive care unit, simply because I’m 
not expecting "sprint, strafe, sprinf-styleshooting. 

SEAN: Honestly, even if Hakr 3 did come out for 

PC simultaneously. I'd probably play it on Xbox, 
since the game's designed for it anyway. Unless 

it had cross-platform co-op That would be rad... 
1 play co-op games at home, so any alternative to 

console splitscreen is golden. 
SHAWN: Now, if Gears 2 comes out for PC and 

360 simultaneously,,,. 

SEANi OK, $o then I'd pick PC, 1 think. I haven’t 
tried the PC version, of Gears yet. so maybe there’ll 

be some funkiness I didn't anticipate. Looking at 

my history, I chose Oblivion for PC over Xbox 360, 
even though ! knew my PC al the time wasn’t as 

powerful as my 360. Is that telling somehow? 

JEFF: I too chose Oblivion for PC rather than for 

Xbox 360.1 got both copies on the same day and 

* tf Haio J cam* out on PC th* sum* day ** 
on Xbox 360, which version would you play? 

just instinctively went for the PC. Why? Mostly 

because 1 was thinking about mods, patches, and 

so on. And ye olde keyboard and mouse. With a 

theoretical Gears 2, it’s definitely harder to say, But 
I would contend again, because! like repeating 

myself, that putting it out on PC simultaneously 

does not seem to me like something that would 

cannibalize or diminish Xbox 360 safes, I just don’t 
see it- All it would be doing would be expanding 

the exposure, the fan base, for the franchise. 
SEAN: 1 bet the people making those decisions 

have tables, charts, and graphs proving exactly 

otherwise. I’m picturing a room full of gentlemen 

wearing lab coats, monkeys with Xbox controller 
inputs wired to their brains, and chalkboards with 

calculus equations yielding the exact day and time 
releasing Halo 3 on PC will maximize profit. 

SHAWN: I have to add that the old "life’s better 
on the couch" chestnut is bunk. Nowadays, 1 feel 

less immened when my grill; isn't inches away from 

the action, 
ft VAN: Veah, that’s what t told your mom. * 
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Putting the "ech'J in tech since 2006 

THE POOR IRAN'S 
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Gladstoned 
How does Darren's 
column translate 
into Russian? Find 
out on page 100! 

VIDEO PER FOR PRANCE TWEAb 

Company of Keren may 
"only" b# an UTS, but H also 
happens to have an amazing 

amount of detail Alio, In 

(•» you didn't know, COM 
just released a DJC10 patch. 

□ Everyone's getting ready to play fJj'oSifrcicfc; you're lucky you can play System Shock 2. You 

lug underpowered, gverheavy towers to LAN parties .and hang out in the back of the room 

so no one sees you- Your desk sags under the weight of a crusty CRT, and you keep your lexiure 
setting and life expectations low. Sound familiar? 

Getting by with crap hardware is no way (o live, friends. But sometimes, you've got no choice. 

If you have a less-than-state-of-the-art system, you'll need to resort to other options—m-game 
options, that is—to play the more demanding PC games. The tnck is figuring out what all those 
options are, and -what you can live without in order to get maximum performance with minimum 

onscreen bilge. To do that, you first need to understand which features are the biggest perfor¬ 

mance killers. So let's run 'em all down. 

ANTIALIASING/ 
ANISOTROPIC 
FILTERING 
tarn your eyeballs up 
into that monitor of 

yours. Do the edges 

of buildings and char¬ 

acters in games look 

all jagged and jittery? That trippy stairstep pat¬ 

tern is the result of stacked pixels that stick out 

like sore thumbs, Find a fence or lattice-worked 

area in a game, then sidestep left and right. If it 
looks like the fence is crawling along, you have a 

problem. The easiest way to fix it is to jack up the 

antialiasing {AAj, Your graphics Card smooths 
out object edges—but that's gonna slow things 

down, Set the AA level too high, and you can 

host a single-digit-framerate slideshow on your 
desktop, We've tested a number of current high- 

end and low-end cards at the office, and there's 

one rule to live by; If you don't have a bleeding- 
edgeGPU, don't go beyond 4x AA. The visual dif¬ 

ference between 4x and fix is negligible and defi¬ 
nitely not worth the performance hit. And yes. 

even if you wield the mighty GeForce 3800 GTK 
you can push it into the red zone if you crank the 

AA levels hard enough (depending on the game, 

3x and 16* could degrade performance), 
Anisotropic filtering (A F gotten lag-tea ms 

with AA. To explain how it works*, left look at 

something like, say, a runway. Your jet's coming 

in at a high angle; with AF turned up high, you 
can see every pockmark in the asphalt stretch¬ 

ing off down toward the hangar. Turn it off, and 

its detail quickly blurs out. Games often swap in 

low-quality textures in the distance to save mem¬ 

ory. AF cleans up and bridges the gap between 

the high- and low-quality textures, Mercifully, AF 
doesn't realty affect graphicscards like nonce 

did. You can jackup the settings to 4* and it 

won't make a blip on a modem graphics card 

(although anything from the Radeon 9*00 or 

GeForce FX lines might still run into a couple of 

slowdowns). In fact, if you're packing heat, go 

ahead. You can probably get away with going up 
to Sa or 16x without your PC breaking a sweat. 

SHADOWS 
Raise your hands if 
you've seen a good 

noir flick, How about 

an old detective 

movie? So you know 
that shadows are 

important. They help 

set the mood. Same goes for games, The right 
use of shadows {and lighting—we 11 get to that 

m a second) can spell the difference between 
a boring room and a dynamic one. It's easy to 

crack jokes about Doom J, "What shadows? The 

entire game is pitch black!' Still, if you go back 

row and play it try turning the shadows on and 
off and you'll see the difference, lit actually adds 

suspense—but at the cost of game performance. 
Of course, that speed drop vanes from game to 

game based on the number of shadows you'll 
allow in the game world and the level of shad¬ 

ow detail. Fortunately, many games have sliders 

and toggles for each, 
Do you wart to add shadows to every NPC and 

object in (he game world? It'll cost ye, Seme goes 
for shadow detail. You can opt for low-detailed 

shadow blobs that linger on the ground, or you 
can simulate the real deal, Just remember—as 

tempting as it may be to move the slider to the 

"ludicrous" setting, your CPU and GPU are draw¬ 

ing out every single object and shadow onscreen 

While the visual deference is literally night and 

day (punfashcU fiddle with it until you find what 

works best for you in terms of system perfor¬ 
mance. A good mcddle-of-the-road option, if 

available, is the use of soft shadows, =■ 

GUIDE TO GRAPHICS 
Getting the most outta what little you have 
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lighting 

Since its prime-time 
debu c in Hotf-Life 

2: Lost Coost. high 
dynamic range light¬ 

ing (HDR) is becom¬ 

ing an increasingly 

popular feature. And 

with good reason: It's designed to re-create 

how the human eye perceives light in the reel 

world. It could be something as mundane as lens 

flare, having your virtual eyeballs adjust to light 
after walking from the shadows, or seeing light 

refract off a lake. Ah. but with all this eye candy 

comes a hefty toll on system performance. Many 

machines will gnrnd along once HDR Gipson, 

At the moment. The Lord of the Ring Online; 
Shadows of Angmgr and Coll of Juarez number 

among the lew games using HDR. Just keep in 

mind that if you're even consulting a tweaking 

guide like this in the first place, HDR could bring 

games to a crawl. If a game does offer a low set¬ 

ting, try »r. Just consider yourself warned to keep 

your expectations low on older graphics cards. 

Fine-tuning four 
games for maximum 
pe rfo r m a nc e—a n d 
minimum crap 

After ini (ailing yet mother ovvr- 

clocked 1GB graphics card (SLI, no 

less) in that $§.000 lupertniiifHiler, 

you prfibabiy don't..,. Wait, what's 

1 hit? You havtn’t upgraded that 

rig in over I y«ar? You'rt either 

broke, too lazy to crack the case on 

your PC—or a little from Column 

A and a little from Column B, And 

you're not alone. Valve recently 

conducted a hardware survey of 

Steam, uteri, and tH* remits were, 

well, tittawting. 

Accordrng to those polled, most 

people {47rtM percent) play with 

less than 1GB af RAM. 77.B7 per¬ 

cent "rock" a i Engle-core CPU, 

and more than 4$ percent haven't 

bought a new graphics card in 

about a year and a half. Do you 

f all even dose to those tatvpo- 

Hk? Weil, it s time we try and 

squeeze the most out of the rickety 

jalopy you call a computer on four 

demanding games. 

CALL OF JUAREZ THE ELDER SCROLLS IV: OBLIVION 
The gun si mg in' first-person shooter CatI of With all the posLrelease content, mods, and 

Juarez is all about HDR and Shader Model 3.0. tweaks. Oblivion remains on many hard 

Shaders—A shader refers to the special effect drives even a year after its release. It can be a 
applied to an object. If you have anything in beautiful-looking game—if you're willing to 

the Radeon XldOO or GeForce 6600 families (07 sacrifice 0 tot of game performance- 

higher), you can turn on Shader Model 3.0—and Stuttering—Noticing some st-st-stuttering as 
all Its cra±y special features. This include* HDR. you roam? Patches will fix some issues, but hey, 

Performance problems? Dial back individual the game loads an entire world—roughly SG6 of 

features or drop down to Shader Model 2,0. data—every time you play. Defrag that hard drive 
Long Load Times—Every time you switch immediately I Another tip: Do a 360-degree spin 

settings, the game generates a folder ((game's once you start playing, That little pirouette just 

main direclory]\Out\c3ehe\Shaders\) that houses helped load in a little of the world 

thousands of tiny files detailing everything from Mods—Don't want to muck around tweak- 
shadow maps to textures. But, once you stick to ing code? Mods can do it for you Places like 

your guns and find a setting you like, you still tessource.net and planetelderscro3ls.com have 

have to wait. Why? The game still needs to load piles of files worth using. The short list includes 
these thousands of files before starting a lap Qarls Texture Pack III (for high-res textures), 

around the ponderasa. To optimise performance Noise Replacer [texture noise replacer), and a 

and load times, here's a tip...followed by a whole bunch of IOD texture replacement packs, 
humongoid caveat. In that Shaders directory, V-sync—Want to get a little extra boost? 

delete all the subfolders. Now quit and defrag Uncork the frames-per-second bottleneck by 

your hard drive. Some people have reported that disabling V-sync. The only catch is that you 

removing this directory caused errors. So play it might notice some image tearing at the edges 

safe by removing the offending Shader files and of the screen, if it's really an eyesore, go back to 

storing 'em in a temp directory. V-sync-ing—no harm, no foul. 
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TEXTURE 
MAPPING 
Think of texture 

mapping as the skin 
that wraps over the 

mi-game polygonal 

models. It could be 
something simple like 

the billion look-alike crates you bash apart, or it 

can be an incredibly delated lace with 5 o'clock 

shadow, You can spot the difference between 
high- and low-quality tenures in a heartbeat 
One yields an. amazing amount of detail—cracks 

in walls. zrts on faces, whatever—the other, 

well, it works and lets you play the game. That's 
when you start relying on a great art style, like 

in World of WorCroft, to hide the low-detarl 

blemishes. 8ut we digress. Install some games, 
and they'll automatically draw high-resolution 

textures once they detect a high-end videocard 

sporting tons of memory. 

Have you ever played a game that lakes two 

lifetimes to load {Battlefield, we're looking at 

you)? That's because the game needs to load 

every single texture into memory. Are you 
looking for faster load times and improved 

irt-game performance? Then you’ll need to 

adjust your video settings—and your expecta¬ 

tions—just a smidge. 

Here’s a qurck look at what settings to use: 
Video RAM < 128MB: Run low- and 

medium-level textures On new games. 

Video RAM > 256MB: Now you're entering 

medium- to high-detail territory. 

Video RAM > 512MB: This is only for the 

hardest of hardcore cards—you can roll with 

ultralugh detail 
One last thing to keep m mind is that the 

differences between the delail levels can be a 

little Subtle as you jack yOur resolution higher, 
Of course, your mileage may vary depend¬ 

ing on games, so do a little tinkering and see 

what works best for you. 

MODE (./GEOM¬ 
ETRY DETAIL 
AND DRAW 
DISTANCE 
tn some games, you 

can modify the land- 

scape, It could be 
something like show¬ 

ing the blades on a patch of grass or increas¬ 

ing the number of rocky details on a mountain 

range. Stuff will look more realistic, sure, but 

at what cost, man? AT WHAT COST?!? You're 

an idjit if you think adding more detail to the 

environment isn't going to slow your PC some. 

5,TtAtL,K,EtR,: 
SHADOW OF CHERNOBYL 
Like Oblivion, STALKLR is, a system hog. 

Lights—You have multiple light-rendering 
options here. With objecl and full dynamic 

lighting comes DX9, HDR. and slow-ass per- 
formante. The most basic setting is static 
lighting. This switches the game to DirectX S. 

With dynamic lighting -completely disabled, 

5,r.A LK£ft. should run smooth as silk. 
Switches—This game's got nearly every tog- 

gleabie feature imaginable—experiment away! 

Tweaks—ISIVTweak (available at guruTd.com) 

is recommended for Nvidia users. Check off 
"Additional DirectiD box" in NVTweak, then 

close the program. Fire up the Farce Ware 

Control Panel and follow this path: Performance 
& Quality Bettings, then Additional Direct 3D 

Settings, and look for 'Max Frames to Render 

Ahead. This should give a performance boost 
ATI users, monkey with the "Flip Queue'1 setting 

in ATI Tray Tools (at guru3d.com). 

Shortcuts—Create a shortcut: "C:\IS.T./LLK,£.R, 

directory n£mie]\bin\XR_3lDA.ei£e" -noprefetch 

It speeds up load times and may actually 

greatly reduce in game stuttering as well. 

SUPREME COMMANDER 
Chris Taylor's supremely detailed RTS pres¬ 

ents a number of challenges to your PC 

Namely, you can play the game from that 
global view or zip down to the battlefield 

Kinds makes it to tough to pick which fea¬ 

tures to disable. 
Details Last—Save changing detail levels 

for last because this'll allow you to pull back 

the world view and still have a dear idea of 
which units are in play. Yes, you can reduce 

detail, and it'll replace units with icons as 

you pull out—but it's not as satisfying. 

Shadows First*—Shadows should be one 
the first things to go if you need to buy back 

performance. After all, da you really need 

to see the silhouettes of 400 or so units? 
Drawing all that chews up CPU power. 

Credit Card—Sadly, most other tweaking 

involved in this game requires- dropping 
money on new components. As you jump 

up with better graphics cards and dual-core 

CPUs, performance jumps. Let me pul it this 

way: Supreme Commander is not a game for 

you if you’re slogging along with a Radeon 

XI300 card. 

Now, couple that with the draw distance [an 
adjustable setting in many games), and you 

can have a downright beautiful screenshot 

However, without the right hardware to back it 
up. that's all you'll gel One screen ...and then 

another—maybe nine frames per second if 

you're lucky. Look at something like The Elder 
Scrolls IV: Oblivion ox S.TALK.E.R; Shadow 

of Chernobyl for an example of how it works. 

Crank up all the settings and draw that sucker 

out to the horizon. Now watch as the world 
stows down. 

What's happening? Well, when you're mess¬ 

ing wi I h model detail and draw distance, you're 
setting the limits of how much and how far out 

the graphics card needs to render, If you have a 

weaksauce GPU—say, around the GeForce 7600 
GT/fi ad eon XI300 XT level—you're gonna have 

to live with compromises. Hey, I'm not saying 

it's time to dial back the draw distance so that 

you're walking through a San Francisco fog bank. 
Nobody wants that. However, maybe you should 

turn down the model detail and set the draw 

distance at the halfway point. Start there and see 

what results work best. #Darren Gladstone 

POSTPROCESSING 

One of the ways designers pull off some 

cool special effects these days is through 
postprocessing, a term stolen from the 

film industry. In the case of games* it 

refers to all the extra effects layered on 

top of what you’re seeing onscreen, In 
demos for the upcoming Enemy Territory: 

Quake Wars, we've seen postprocessing 
used to an insane level. The game world 

is generated in the same way, but Strogg 
players see the world through a pair of 

Terminator-visioned, post pro cessed eyes. 
Can't wait for Quote Wars? The Lord of 

the Rings Onffne.' Shadows of Angrnar has 

a great example of postprocessing effects; 

When you walk near a ringwraith, the 
Eye of Sauron falls over you. The screen 

becomes slightly hazy and distorted with 

some kind of Evil-O-Vision u, Want to see 
the difference? Togg le the slider, and— 

boom!—it's off. The game remains pretty, 

but tt won't bog down with the extra spe¬ 

cial features, Mark my words; In the com¬ 

ing years, this is going to be one of the 

more appreciated features in games. The 

visual impact it can make, if done right, is 
downright amazing. 

Most of the current graphics cards (we’re 

talking GeForce 7800/Radeon series 
and up) should have little problem host¬ 

ing a postprocessing party on your PC, 

at least at the simplest settings, If you're 
in GeForce 8300/Radeon X290Q territory, 

jacking up the effects won' t drastically 

affect your performance. 
L A 
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Game Babel When translations go bad 

coLumN 
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Darren Gladstone 

Gat a lough tech quKlion for 

P*rifn? l'cn*H iMt- KruSwf-lt'AH at 
diren_5la^toneceriff(LiMt.tt>rri 

“Put hands or blow my leg!" 

What, The. Fu—? Is this even English? 

Yeah, we've all had those moments playing 
games that were not so much localized as 

dumped al the border, Despite better qual¬ 

ity control these days, you can still stumble 
across an otherwise inspired title that makes 

absolutely no sense in English. 

One reader, who apparently only goes by 

the chick-magnet handle of TimQ7z, is a lot 
Mke me. We both appreciate the finer points 

of bad voice acting strangling already miser' 

able dialogue. We celebrate crap. But what if 
an original game coming out of a country like 

Poland or Korea is the real deal and we're just 

one good translator shy of a masterpiece? 
The Polish, equivalent of Half-Life 2 could've 

already come out, and wa d never know. To 

get a little more insight into the matter, I 
called a buddy who punches up plots and 

saves scripts from themselves. 

"So I’m doing the translation for some 

Eastern European game," says my pa1r "and 

holy crap, did these guys need helpl" He paints 

a picture of a modern combat game that takes 

place on America's mean streets. The game 

is supposed to be gritty. And by “gritty," he 
means that the dialogue is filled with profan* 

ily and incorrectly used racial epithets. Like if I 

were to call a Japanese guy "cracker"—but way 

worse. Maybe that'd work fora game starring 
a Tourette's patient. Or not. One line from a 

drug-cartel bust in the game; 
Police Officer 1' 'Tot hands or blow my teg! " 

Looking at this quote a second time, I still 
have no idea what they want supercop to say. 

But I've got a couple of guesses that involve a 
trip to Tijuana. 

This got me thinking. Bad translations go 

both ways. I'm sure that with even the tightest 

script, all it takes is one dude with a half-assed 
handle on language to unravel an otherwise 

good game. 

Lacking a staff of U.N. linguists, the 
Internet's gonna do my dirty work. So let's 

see what happens when you translate Hatf- 

JLife 2 into other languages (and back again). 

Babelfish.altavista.com, take it away! 

G-MAN. IN RUSSIAN 
Original: "Rise and shine, Mr, Freeman. Rise 
and shire. Not that I wish to imply that you've 

been sleeping on the job, No one is more 

deserving of a rest and all the effort in the 

world would have gone to waste until, well, 

let's just say that your hour has come again. 

The right man in the wrong place can make all 

the difference in the world. So wake up, Mr 

Freeman. Wake up, and smell the ashes.' 

Translation: "Lift and shine, Mr. freyeman. 

Lift and shine. Not that l desire to imply that 

you they slept on the work. No one to more 
deserve rest and completely the effort in the 

world not to go to rastochitel'stvovat' to, in 

the best way, let's exactly to say that you will 

be hour they came again. Right person in the 
incorrect place can introduce changes conv 

pletely in the world, So wake up, Mr. freye¬ 
man. Wake up. and smell by ashes." 

BARNEY. IN JAPANESE 
Origi nal; 'I've been working undercover with 

civil protection. Can't take too long as I'm 
already behind on. my beating quota." 

Translation; "I directly citizen protection 

and undercover am to work. When rear 
already it is in the allotment which 1 strike me 

you take simultaneously excessively long, it is 

not possible." 

PR. KLEINER. IN KOREAN 

Original: “Great Scott! Gordon Freeman! 3rd 

have expected more warning," 
Translation: "Company one Scott! Gordon 

free, man! Me warning will forecast compared 

to theyn the place." 

And there you have it, gang—definitive 
proof that our games sound just as ridiculous 

overseas to them as their stuff does to us. Just 

don't ask me to translate my tech section into 

Russian and back. It barely makes sense read¬ 

ing it the first Lime around! 

And from now on, before you send any 

e-mail to darren_gladstone@ziffdavis.com, 

please translate it into Russian first * 
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P^End GameNGreenspeak 

DOT BOmB 
In the fine art of gaming seduction, less is more 

COLUmN 

OefF Green 

JeM s-til com t Chain IS ghosts together. 
Tell him how to do it and hell kwc yfiu 
foreyer at jefl1 gieeritipBffdhvisjcofiri. 

Part of the 

unbearable bur¬ 

den of being me is going 
to visit game com panies 

and looking at new 

games. As you might 
imagine, it is hell. Think of the worst possible job m the world—clean-up crew at 
the diarrhea clinic, for example—and you're beginning to approach the kind 

of nightmare it is to be paid to look at videogames For a living. 
Two things in particular areafovayi guaranteed to drive me nuts during 

game demos. The first is when an overenthusiastic PR weasel—who's been 

hovering over me the entire time while plying me with Diet Cokes and 

cookies—starts fishing for compliments while the demo is still in progress. 
'Wow, thcrf's cool, htiht Jeff? You ever- see on £,tf shoot on arrow before?" 

"Dude, how great was that?! I'm totally thinking you should pul this game 

on your cover?" 

Dude, l bet you do! You know what I’m totally thinking?! Km totally think¬ 

ing you should shut up so l can hear the Freakin' demo. OK?! Also, dude! 

What's with the ass breath! Try Altoids! 

The other thing I dread in demos is the inevitable Water Discussion. 
Perhaps you are not familiar with this phenomenon. I will explain it to you. 

The Inevitable Water Discussion is the pom! of the demo at which, no matter 

what the game is, the designer will go into an emended monologue about 
the apparently magnificent water that has been programmed and how I 

should be impressed. Mo one has ever made more realistic water for their 

game. Look at how the water shimmers m the sun. Look at how the Elf's 
armor reflects in the water. Would you like to drink that water, Jeff? it sure 

looks like you could, doesn't it? 
This can go on for minutes. If it goes on long enough, past the point at 

which I've already thought about lunch, imagined myself floating on a raft 
with Jessica Alba, replayed the entire third season of Battfestar Gafactica in 

my head, and clawed two deep fingernail furrows in my arm to stay awake, 

I can actually palpably feet my will lo live begin to slip away 
Because here's the thing: I don't care about your water, l/ust don't, I am 

not playing videogames to look at realistic water, t ha^e easy access to 
actual, real water, if it's that important to me. I can get a glass of that actual 

water and set it next to me while gaming so that 1 can marvel at it. 
What I want From your game, and what 1 would like you to focus, on when 

showing me your game—and I know this is a bit of a stretch here, so bear 

with me—is something we in the business like to call 'Fun.' Perhaps you 

have heard of it While I am happy for you that your education and talent 

have yielded such impressive results, and while I am sure your mom must 

be awfully proud of you—"My son made that water! Look at it!'—I humbly 
submit to you that, with all due respect. I won't care whether you modeled 

every single drop in the Atlantic Ocean with perfect scientific accuracy if the 

actual gaming part that takes place around that water is lame or derivative or 

uninspired. Logic puzzles, brainteasers, challenges of dexterity and accuracy— 
that's what we're in this for. Mot a sales pilch for a beach house. 

Which brings me to a tittle round yellow guy by the name of f’ac-Man, 

All mouth, no body? Lives only in two dimensions, loves to eat and has a 

problem with ghosts? Sound familiar? If you forget, or think I am about to 

drift into old-man nostalgia here, then you probably haven't yet played one 
of the best games of 2007 by far—Pbt-Mcw; Championship Edition for Xbox 

Live Arcade. Yes, I know this is a PC gaming magazine and that mentioning a 
console game is akin to joining the V'rchy collaborators—but in this case, I am, 

pulFing rank and Saying ’too bad," If you have a 36ft then pony up the lift 
and buy it. If you don't, then go play it at a friend s house. 

Because what we have in this game is Exhibit Freakin’ A in the case of 
Gameplay over Graphics. Here we have a remake of a 27-year-old game that 

■s tittle more than a few primary colors, dots, and lines on a 2D surface that, 

with a few clever gameplay twists, Ties managed to enthrall me and tons of 

other gamers for dozens (if not hundreds) of hours. Scoff if you want. I under¬ 
stand, There have been roughly 8 billion Poc-Mon sequels and clones ewer 

the years, and the last thing it seemed the world needed was another one. 

But in this case (the first new Pac-Manr by the way, to be made with the help 
of Tom iwatani, the original game's creator), we have a game that brilliantly 

rediscovers the Rosetta Stone of game design: Upon defeat you simply must 

play one more time. 

t am not arguing a Luddite return to the days of yore, Like you, I have mar¬ 

veled at the graphical splendors of Crysrs. I have maxed out Lord of the Rings 

Online and squealed with delight at Hgbbiton come to life. And I have even 

gazed upon the water in Oblivion and acknowledged chat yes, by golly, lhat 
does in fact look pretty realistic. 

But for just one moment l ask every game designer reeding this to Forget all 

that. Go play Pne-Man; Champtanship Edition Eat those pellets. Dodge those 
ghosts. Zip your way through those mazes and acknowledge to yourself how lit tie 

it takes to make you happy. This is gaming's bottom line. One Pac-Man eating one 

ghost is more powerful than all the digital water on Earth. 
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Xtreme Gear recommends 
Windows Vista' Home Basic 

AMD 

Athlon X2 

AMD£1 

• Run all your gadgets 
quickly, seamlessly and 
simultaneously. 

• Smarter use of your time; 
do more in less time 
because now you can do 
multiple things faster 
than ever before. 

Turion64^ 
MGfciUt lULMNtOttXiT 

• AMD PowerNow!™ for 
longer battery life. 

• Get creative. Get mobile. 
Get going. 

XG Xion 9000 
AMD Athlon" 64 X2 6000+ Processor 

Genuine Windows Vista- Home Basic 

CoolerMastcr Mini Aquagate Liquid Ceding System 

NVIDIA.* nForce* ST&StT Dual *1$ PCt-E Malntwaid 

Corsair 4096 MB PC64O0 DDR2 800 Dual Channel Memory 

5QQGB 7200 RPM SATA ISO 16MB Cxlie Hard Drive- 

Dual NVIDIA' &eFwte' 83M GDI 740MB h SLT Mode 
m UVI1+-RW w/Llghlscribe Technology H16X DVD ROM Drive 

7.T nForce* 3D Audio 

Loflitpch 5-1 Stilwwfnr Speakers 

Gigabit Network Card & PCI 602 1 1G 54 Mbps Wifleas Network Card 

Sflvwsione TJ09 Game Server Case 500 Wan Power 

Free t GB Pen Drive 
1 year limited warranty + lifetime loll fiopg 24/7 teohsuppoi 

- Configure your Dream System at Xtreme Gear Today! 

$869 

XG Xion 7000 
AMD Mfiian" 6+ X2 56DG+ Processor 

Genuine Windows Wsta- Horans Sasic 
NVIDIA1" nffwtt" 500 SU" Dual xl 6 PDI-E Mainboarti 
Corsair tDZ4 MB-QDR2 800 Dual Own) Memory 

250GB 7200 RPM SATA 150 6MB Cache Hard Drive 

Dual NVIDIA* 8500 GT 256MB m PCI-E Video in $U Mode 

f&X 0VD+/-RW Drive 

tea m rom nriw 
7.1 Forte 3D Audio 

Logdech Stereo Spates 

Gi {paint Network Card 
PCI 602.110 54 Mbps Wirtoss Network Card 

Anted Nme Hundred Tower Casa 420 Wall Power 
Tree 1 GB Pan Qrwa 

i year lira ited warranty + lifetime toll fffie 24/7 ledrsuppert $1115 

XG Action 6000 
AMD “torton" 64 X2 TL-64 2.2 GHz. IMB L2 Cache 

Genuine Windows Vista- Homs ink: 
AMD Tbrton“ B4 X2 Mobile technology 

'AMD PowerNow! Technology 

-HyperTranspert Technology 

■ Enhanced Virus Protection T&ctirwlogy 

15.4’ WXGA Wide-Screen TFT Display^280x806 Pixels 

Corsair 1024 MB Qu.i Channel D0R2 667 

12DG D 54 00 RPM SATA Notebook Drive 
NVIDIA" Deforce* B0 7660 258MB 16X PCI-E Video 

BX DVD+-RW Drive 

802.1 IG 64 Mbps Wireless Network 

iood/ioo/io NIC and 58k v.92 Modem 
6 Custom Colors to Choose from 

frte 1GB Pen Drive 

1 year limited warranty + lifetime toll Ires 24/7 tectaupporl 

Toll Free 1-888-937-5580 www.buyxg.com 
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JOIN THE BATTLE 
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Supports DirectX9/DirectX10 
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Game for Windows 


